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EDITORIAL

Vol. 4, No. 11

The Church and State

subject of the relationship between Church and State is
complex, derived as it is in particular from
the history and development of the European nation state. In
the African situation, however, the Church-State relationship
can be considered in the context of the two phases in the

period, the current phase. On the part of the Church, the
inevitable feeling of guilt; and, therefore, the over zealous
attempt to exonerate itself from the colonial legacy, seeking to

history. (This is not to put aside that of the
pre-colonial era, in which, as was the case with all other
pre-industrial societies elsewhere in the world, religion was an
integral part of the state.)
First, the colonial period wherein the Church itself was, to
a large extent, part and parcel of the colonisation process. The
story of the coloniser who arrives with gun in one hand and
bible in the other is as apt as it is often a true depiction of the
manner in which countries or regions of the African continent
were colonised by the Europeans. (There is also a less
celebrated but important piece of work by a South African
historian who has preferred to hide behind the anonymity of
a pseudonym, Nosipho Majeke and her study, The Role of
Missionaries in Conquest, to be republished under SAFES

capitalise

Books, 1991).

arbiter that is both above and detached from the state, has to

gives rise to
contradictions in the interpretations of both historian and
politician, with regard to the role of the Christian Church in
the modern history of African societies. Needless to add, it is
a factor which haunts even the best of analyses of the colonial
period. For, on the one hand, the Church either facilitated or
participated directly in the “civilising mission’’ that was
synonymous with the worst form of oppression and
exploitation that Africa has ever known. Yet, on the other

be dismissed

The

both involved and

continent’s modern

Yes, the story is so well-known that it often

'

*

hand, it

was

also the Church that invariably

contributed

towards the liberation of the continent from colonialism:

through teaching — even though it was often a living
contradiction given the nature of colonialism of which the
Church was part — of a gospel that spoke of the universality
of love. Justice and equality; and the framework of education
out of which was horn that class

of Africans that would lead

create a distance that was never

the colonial state. On its part,

on this feeling of guilt, invariably reminding the
Church of its own evil past as a retort to the Church's criticisms

This is the kind of
relationship between the
Church and State in post-colonial Africa. It is an uneasy peace,
as feature articles herein confirm; between two socio-political
factors that are inseparably linked.
All this raises important issues about which analysts should
concern themselves in the context of the subject of the
relationship between the state and civil society. To begin with,
how do we characterise the Church itself with respect to both
its position and role vis-a-vis state and society? Clearly, the
claim, as implicit in its theology and philosophy as in the
utterings of its clergy, that the Church is some impartial
of the state’s

excesses

in the present.

confrontation that characterises the

spurious and, in reality, completely
of the society in which it
exists; and its members represent the broad spectrum of the
class society, with all the contradictions and tensions that go
with it. Thus, Just as it is erroneous to regard the State as
homogeneous, we should be wary about those who would wish
to view the Church as a kind of an all-embracing deity that is
the spokesperson for all and sundry of its members. Similarly,
we should also acknowledge that the Church is, more often
than not, a status designation confined to those established
denominations that have been part and parcel of the various
socio-economic and political orders that have variously
characterised Africa’s modern history; and less
as

unfounded. The Church itself is part

representative of the generality of the masses that constitute
its following. For the Church to become the kind of social force
that it should be in the broader civil society, it is imperative
seeks to establish the democratic framework that

struggle for national independence. This is but one of the
contradictions of the colonial system itself; that it created the

that it, too,

“monster” that it was wont to pre-empt, through a
“civilising mission” that was intent on keeping the “native”
in its place.
For obvious reasons, this is the spectre that has tended to
haunt the Church-State relationship in the post-independence

hierarchy and rank and file

the

very

real between the Church and

the post-colonial state seeks to

will

big and small,
fully represented and

that all the various elements

ensure

—

are

—

reflected in whatever is said to be the voice of that which is

recognised
more

the

as

the Church. This would render the Church even

effective as it seeks, as it should, to constrain and restrain

excesses

of the state in

post-colonial society.
I
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Unanswered

7

Questions

A response to

Peter Anyang’ Nyongo’s article The African Awakening {SAPEM,
June, Vol. 4, No. 9, 1991)

I

must say

in all that I have always

enjoyed reading
that it is

kind to

your

magazine and

perharps only

come out

of its

of Zimbabwe. It in-

forms and indeed educates.
I

one

Keep it

up.

particularly touched by the article.
Awakening’by Peter Anyang’
Nyong’o especially his treatment of issue
like democracy and lack of accountability
by African governments, If the aim of the
magazine is to call for honest debate on
was

The African

African governments, to

form, then that

must

educate and in-

be done

honestly and
we can only educate the
people by informing them correctly. In this regard, Peter’s
feature left
for

a

number of

questions begging

answers.

He says

that

they

ments.

people must be empowered so
able to control their govern-

are

Fine, but who

give them that
power? Does he expect the same leadership
must

which

enjoys untrammelled power to suddenly give in to the demands of the people?
The point is that people need to be educated
to know their rights and that they have to
fight hard to exercise that power.
When it

comes to

his sentiments about

the West, Peter is

He says
divert
tance

dangerously misleading.
if it is well-known that Presidents

foreign aid and development assisto personal use, why does the West

keep giving them? If it is well-known, by
who? It is

how

us

who

are

supposed to monitor

development aid is used,

not the

donors. It is ourselves who should

fight for

a

better system

of accountability and not

the West.
And

according to him, how is the World
Bank supposed to go about asking
Sapem August. 1991

/

everyone

in the street what they think about

loans and debts?
In

a

nutshell, he is saying donor countries

should create

stitute

democracy for

better system

a

and in-

us

of accountability,

otherwise

they should stop giving us aid if
they cannot dictate how it is to be used. And
yet before that he had correctly observed
that

democracy must be home grown!

I also do not understand what he

when he

listening

accuses

the leaders

as

simple victims of the West’s
telling

machinations. And like Peter is

can

to government and not to the
govern-

stand

with

to

blame, and the leader

more

confidence and say

the West is

solely to blame for all their
people correctly that
we have over the
years received milions of
dollars for developmet aid and have
squandered it on trinkets and allow the
people to judge us.
woes.

means

Western governments of

people. Is it not in fact Western

them, the West is

To

Lets inform the

crown

it all, Peter says

us

aid and

set

democracy

those who give

development assistance should
as a

precondition.

need, for democratic multipartyism which

Again this is not only misleading people
and insulting their intelligence, but it is to
say to the outside world, we have failed to

he is also

create

which have been insistent

ments

on

the

advocating?

The truth is in fact that

we

elect

our own

representatives to parliament, and if
government misrepresents our interests,
correct

in

accusing the West for their
perception of our problems and needs as
preached to them by the same people we
elected? I think the point calls for simple
intellectual honest, to call a spade a spade
and to accept our failures, and be
prepared
to do something about them, even if it
means starting afresh.
are we

Instead Peter’s approach smacks of'
another relic of decadent

apologists for the
irresponsible African leadership. I am convinced that it is this culture of fear, as Ngugi
wa Thiongo called it, which has been the
bane of the African continent. Any
corrupt
leader reading that article will feel consoled
that at least he is far from being discovered
since everything can still be blarned on the
West,

even

by the best

of

our

educated

people. Ordinary people reading the same
article are bound to be apathetic and view

freedom for ourselves,

can

you

please create democracy for us by refusing
to give aid to leaders who refuse
multiparty
democracy. When are our intellectuals
going to slough off the infantile ostrich
mentality, and accept the responsibility to
do things for themselves? Now we are telling people to fold their arms, and tell ourselves

to

sit back and let donor nations do

the

dirty work for us. It is us who are saying
must have strings of
democracy attached! Or else do not give aid for we are
unable to use it wisely.
aid

Or has the writer

finally realised the hoi-,

lowness of the concept of internal affairs,
that it is only intended by authoritarian

regimes as a way to carry out acts of repression and human

rights violation without

condemnation from

outside, and that in-

eludes of

flagrant refusal

course

the

accountable to the nation

hallmark of

-

to be

the very

democracy?

Honest, Waterfalls, Harare
3

CHURCH AND STATE IN AFRICA

Church, State and Society in East Africa
Henry Okiillu
T

I

gives

me

great pleasure and

honour to be invited

by the

or-

ganisers to address this conference
Thirty Years of Independence". I wish to try to reflect with
you upon this subject from the point of
"Africa:

on

view of the roles of Church and State in

the task of human

development. I have

been asked to do this from the perspective of East Africa, that is primarily

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, ^his taks
is not an easy one because I am only a
churchman and should have

no

business

with

temporal concerns. In fact, interestingly, in our ordinal, i.e. the service we
Anglicans still use for ordaining persons
into priesthood, we exhort them to:

would have the right to be heard and
freedom to participate in the politics of his

country. The new nations would respect the

homogeneity and the cultural heritage of
the

existing communities and ba.se the new
Independent institu-

national life of them.

tions, trade unions, associations of intellectuals, student movements, women's
Photo: Zimbabwe Ministry of Information

or-

ganisations, the Church, the Press and the
rest would be strengthened to become pillars of society. The rights of the minority
and opposition parties were to be allowed
and protected and, vihere the.se dia not
exist, free discussion between the rulers
and the ruled would prevail,
In achieving these goals and objectives,
the religion or church was considered to be
an imponant factor as is
clearly stated in
Kenya’s Sessional paper No. 10 on African
Socialism:
Another

fundamental force in
African traditional life was a religion
which provided a strict moral code
for the community. This will he a
prominent feature of African

Socialism.
consider how studious you

ought to

he in the

reading and learning the
scriptures
and for this self-same
cause, how you ought to forsake and
.

set

.

.

aside (as much

worldly
For

cares

some

of

as you

and studies

us, we

have

may) all

....

long forgotten

this exhortation and
\^e often find ourselves
locked up at war on two fronts. From some
of our members of the Church, we hear

The States were, of

though religion
society.
Part and

was to

course,

play

a

secular

even

major role in

parcel of government? ad-

ministering the sacrament (left);
ing for the next rite (below)

prepar-

Photo: Calvin Dondo

such voices that the society can only be
changed by changing individuals and on
another

front,

we

rebukes from the
in

live with

constant stem

politicians not to interfere

politics.
Now, at any rate, first of all let us try to

bring to remembrance what kind of
societies the African political leadership in
East Africa set
to

out to

build when

we

started

be

politically autonomous in the 60s.
According to their stated objectives, the

nations

were to

be socialist (African) com-

munities in which persons

society would not depend
house,

or

and their roles in
on the size of a

the number of cars, wives and

children

they had. Human dignity was to be
respected and upheld and every person

\
4
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Kenya, Uganda (before Amin’s time)
and Tanzania

secular states.

whom it can be concluded are being
manipulated by the outside forces. —

it

and civil servants

been any open conflict between Church and
State in Kenya. Kenyatta could have hardly

Finance, Prof. George Saitoti.

wanted that kind of confrontation and the

People

then

with dictator regimes and the recent

Tanzania has

are

members of

one

religion; the party

no

has

no

no

religion. But almost all Tan-

religion; the

zanians

are

government

has

religious people and the

party and the government guarantee
each citizen the
own

sense

right to choose his

religion.

Thus, these

states are .secular

that their constitutions do

cally state that they

are

based

only in the
not

on

specifi-

Christian

laws.

Many of the political leaders have made
clear their

positions concerning the

relationship between Church and State.
President Moi

reported to have made
the following statement when he met the
Anglican Bishops at State House in Nairobi
during January, 1981:
/ urge

was

churches not to relax their

efforts in preaching spiritual matters,
preaching the Holy Scriptures helped
the Government maintain
call upon

stability. I
churches and all able-

bodied in .society to
cannot

help those who
help them.selves. / stre.ss that

religion is

privilege hut

Before the year 1986, there had

never

leadership of National Council of
Kenya was deemed to be very
to Kenyatta.

Politics and religion are inseparable.
To suggest

that politics should be left
politicians and religion to the
clergy, is a terrible intellectual arto

the

rogance.

Mwai Kibaki believes that it is
through
the involvement of church leaders in
public

Kenyatta refused to attach himself to any
organised religion, but confessed that he
believed in God, and all his political
speeches were full of Biblical references.
He maintained in his public addresses that
no religion or church, in the case of Christian denominations, was superior to the
others. This delighted smaller sects which
continued

the world

death

win hack

an

self-respect and

The Anglican Bishop of
Maseno South Diocese, the Rt. Rev.
Dr

—

Henry Okullu.

We will never allow the Church to

run

the Government.—Hon ShariffNas-

mushroom in

to

to

freedom.

nothing hut

are

Kenya.
Kenyatta, President Arap
Moi is a church-goer and a member of the
African Inland Church, a strongly evangelical church. He tends to worship in any
church of his choice each Sunday and often
addresses the congregation during or after
the worship service.
The irony is that there have been sharp
and open conflicts between Church and
State in Kenya during the time of Moi than
in the time of Kenyatta. The explanation is
yet to be found. Just ponder the following
quotations taken from a magazine called
Finance, published in Nairobi: February

sir, Mombasa Kanu Chairman.

In contrast to

Some

people say we do not have a
right to speak. They should know that
our

the Church

out

that

leaders have been

cannot

now

some

he should

down

man

church

Do

attacking the

curb their

excesses.

shake

some

Alexander,Kipsang, Muge of the
Elaoret Diocese.

•

1

Kenyans

develop our country and we
are
getting tired of being diverted
from the main issues of development
by idle and unpatriotic elements
we can

want to

live in peace

so

that

of Kanu.

wrong.

If the Church

to condemn evil,

we are

then

Presbyterian Church of East Africa
(PCEA).
"Never in the
much
trust

history of Kenya has so
misunderstanding and so much dis-

existed between the Church and the

State," concluded the magazine.
These conflicts escalated in 1986 after a
National Pastors’ Conference which passed
resolution

opposing a new electoral sysof lining up behind the candidates. The
Church leadership refused the system on
a

affairs that Africa can retain its soul. Kibaki

tribalistic Church.

failing in our duties. — The Rt. Rev.
George Wanjau, the Moderator of the

Elijah Mwangale, Minister for
Livestock Development.

of every year, will not
of us. — The Rt. Rev.

a

notfear to speak out when you see

fails

-—

December 31

leader in

things going

Hon.

Intimidation and threats against
Church leaders from January 1 to

a

Mark Too, Nandi Branch Chair-

—

tolerate such people. I am

to

give Kenyans a breakof the tribal background of all

PCEA pastors in the country. This
will establish beyond any doubt that

calling for their arrest and later

detention

Archbishop of
of the Province of Kenya

NJoya is a trihalist and
before he accuses others of tribalism,

he is

found

The Most

The Rev.

Kenya: What
wrong? Why the Strife?

/ have

—

(CPK).

1990 issue:

went

right is God-given.

Rev. Manasses Kuria,

Church and Politics in

emphasises that Christians should stop
glorifying the government in gratitude for
the freedom of worship. This was a Godgiven right which the government has the
Sapem August, 1991

over

indication that everyone is now ready
to stand on his or her own in
life or

We

Kenya’s Vice-President, has been the most outspoken leader in
Kenya in his statements concerning the
relationship between Church and State.

all

signs of the times

government.
once

are fed up

for

close

government without proper reasons.

a

Vice President and Minister

Churches of

right
and that churches should regard
themselves as part and parcel of
not a

Mwai Kibaki,

I

way

protects other

religion or another. In Kenya, almost every
governmeht function begins with prayer.
Julius Nyerere once declared that: *

'

obligation to protect in the same
rights.
'

Many
people including the majority of politicians
are

tern

grounds that it would be divisive and
dangerous for people in the armed forces,
government administrators, church leaders
to show open partiality in
lining up behind
5

the candidates.

wahili name,

Mlolongo, its popular Kisfinally abolished in

was

December last year.
Let

briefly hear some other voices
from other parts of Africa. From Kaunda of
Zambia comes one of the most pointed
challenge to the Church — more precisely
the clergy — to take seriously their part in
nation-building.
Is

us

disproportionate

not a

amount

plainly what he perceived to be the role of
nation-building. Nyerere is
firmly persuaded that it is the duty of the
Church to help men and women to rebel
against everything which enslaves and

Generally, exhortations from various
concerning the Church tend
towards viewing the Church’s existence
and role only in terms of helping govern-

dehumanises them.
But

of all. the Church

must

be

those institutions and power groups
which contribute to the existence and

of

maintenance

solely devoted to matters ofdomestic

of the physical and
spiritual slums — regardless of the

ecclesiastical concern? Would it be

consequences to

unkind

hers.

say

cussion

on

to

government and nation need to have kept
before them the moral and spiritual standards

the best that the Church could

offer,

not

insult to

which would be
the intelligence of the people.

Never has the Church had

a more

wonderful opportunity to he a
effective spiritual and
moral force than it has in these newly
relevant and

established

states

hungry for the truth.
But when sometime last year

the Roman
Catholic Bishops issued a pastoral letter on
Peace and Justice issues in Zambia which

on

estah-

Catholic

Bishops strongly criticised
Mugabe for turning the country into a oneparty state. Mugabe retorted by telling the
Bishops that their Church was not
democratic either. However, things are different in Zambia

now.

Uganda, during Amin’s period, was a
special case exemplified by the murder of
Archbishop Janani Luwum in 1977.

Nyerere has been considered widely as
Africa’s guru, with great original thinking
on these issues. His address to the
Maryknoll Sisters’ Conference in New
York, October 16, 1970, lays down very
6

of putting burelse. Any moral

statecraft has to be an ethic ofconsein the

of being coneffects. It
that the good in politics is not-

quences

sense

cerned for the foreseeable
means

separable from its realisation.
The

wrong

in

some

believe that

Now, let

they

specific cases, but
right in principle.

us turn our

attention

development of the human
future. As

we

we

are

which Church and State should

to

the role

play in the
in the

person

have noticed, many govern-

functions, including political rallies,
opened with prayer. President Moi
would be appalled if he addressed a meet-

politician thus tries to preserve the
by any means, lying, deceiving, killing and doing evil. He believes that it is his
moral imperative to do so. To him, this is
state

not an

in^ without first being led in
Kénya national anthem is

a

prayer. The
prayer to 'God

of all creation ...’. Both the Tanzanian and

Zambian anthems

also prayers to

God
Uganda, may God
uphold thee’, begins Uganda’s anthem.
Almost every other African national anare

bless Africa. 'Oh

them also includes the

of God. In the

immoral code of behaviour, to a

Christian, it is.

Secondly, the missionary church was
regarded by many as part an'd parcel of the
colonial governments in Africa. Mozambique is one of the best examples of this.
African national leaders unconsciously
sound as though they have replaced the
colonial governments

and

so

assumed the

leadership of

every institution, including
the Church. Mobutu complains of the

Catholic Church

sticking it out when all
institutions had given in to him.
Thirdly, there is the totalitarian view of

other major

ment

to

everyone

body

are

was very critical of the human
rights record
in the country, Kaunda reacted sharply in
contrast to his above challenges. The same

on

Catholicism and the total Christian
vcfli

and

Theirs is the burden
dens

Nyerere never had a quarrel with Church
leaders. He freely lectured the Churches on
their role in society and they almost totally
endorsed the Amsha Declaration, declaring
that it is in accord with Christian spirit and
teaching on human society. They might be

where persons are

leaders to maintain peace

stability. The Church in Africa, they imply,
exists for nothing else apart from serving
the state. In this regard, we should consider
the following points first, for a statesman
the overriding moral dictate is the survival
of the state. Stanley Hoffman says:

mem-

only redeemed by those
individual servants of the Church
who spoke out, even if that meant
personal sacrifice.

great national issues. 'Both our

tired cliches and platitudes

its

ment

identifying
itself and the Christian religion with
injustice. The reputation of

stimulate dis-

against which we should measure their
policies and actions.' But he expected only

or

statements

lished evils, it would he

Kaunda urges that as a humble Christian,
was saddened by the absence of the

Church’s intellectual talent

itself

If the Church kept silent

nations?

an

most

obviously and openly fighting all

that many of the
clergy have completely shut themselves offfrom the
on-going life of our

he

employ and pay chaplains to serve in

the armed forces.

their time and intellectual talent

of me to

ments

the Church in

statehood in Africa. All social institutions,
the Church included, must be

subjected to

the supremacy of
massive women’s

the state. In Kenya, the
organisation known as
Maendeleo ya Wanawake has been affiliated to the ruling party, the Kenya
African National Union. There

tions

to

do the

same

were

inten-

with the Central Or-

ganisation of Trade Unions. But

now

the

whole of Eastern Africa, the Churches have

party leaders are accusing leaders of the
COTU of working with foreigners to des-

produced

tabilise the country.

name

joint Christian Religious
Syllabus for all the primary
and secondary schools. This is the first Joint
Catholic/Protestant Syllabus in nationwide used anywhere. The University of
Nairobi has a department of Religious
Studies and Philosophy. These govern¬
a

Educational

There

was a

startling

report in the Kenyan Press last year that the

party wanted Kenya Law Society affiliated
to

it.

Kenya Law Society, the Churches and

the Press

gling

are

to

the three institutions strug-

stay

independent.

This

totalitarianism has, in fact, been respon-
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Mushrooming: members of a Christian
sect
Photo: Calvin Dondo

sible

for.destroying the so-called ruling
parties and even nationhood itself, and
resulted in empire-building in many
countries.

The last point to remember is that nationai leaders should not be allowed to

set

the

agenda for the churches. It is the duty and
responsibility of the Church to clarify its
self-understanding, its mission and to slate
these strongly, clearly and repeatedly in
public for everyone to understand. Far too
often, the agenda and tone in the task of

nation-building has

come

leaders alone. The Church
to

the centre of life and

from political

must move

back

thinking of the

African people in all these matters and state
its case clearly. If the trumpet does not
give
a

clear sound,

should be

as

no one

in the

case

will go to war. It
of Prophet Amos,

‘the lion has roared who will

not

fear'.

As has been mentioned in the

remarks, there

are on

opening

the other hand Chris-

tians who would prefer to adopt a Calvinistic view that because God is Lord of all.

there

ought to be

theocratic system of
they are faced with
a problem in society,
they cry: ‘make laws
to ban it, or allow it'. They would
prefer to
establish a Christendom, a 'holy' nation, in
which Christian ethics arc enforced by state
law. This view would see a .separation of
religious conviction from social and political life as sheer hypcK'risy. This would be
a

government. Whenever

to be a commendable
step until we
begin to realise that in a society including
several religions it would be virtually infringing the liberties of other people. The
second group of Christians is the separatist,
sectarian type with the view that all tho.se
not for us are against us so we share no
part
with them. To convert society, every individual must experience the inner conversion. For this group, religion and politics do
seen

not mix.

Social issues and

have to be

kept

separate.

religious matters
Emphasis is put

living a life of holiness for individuals
only means of presenting God’s challenge in society. This is the predominant

on

as

the

attitude in East Africa. This also has been
the main approach to social issues by some
of the

major evangelical churches in the

USA.
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Politicians fall

generally into the

same

categories. There are those who want the
Church to adopt a more active role in
society like Nyerere and Kaunda, providing it does not make any public criticism of
the political party of the national leaders.
President Moi recently made a strong appeal to Kenyan churches to approach his
government quietly and not through the
Press. Another category of leaders regards
the Church as a praying department of the
government w'hich exists only for giving
divine support to the official political and
economic schemes, but must be kept away
from politics, not only publicly, but also
privately. They believe that politics is a
prerogative of some people called
politicians.
We

recognise that there is yet
of people, found mainly
among the intellectuals, for whom faith has
no meaning. Tlie numbers are still small but
steadily growing. They too, denying
spirituality, hold the view that religion and
politics are absolutely irrelevant to each
must

other.
The authentic Christian view is,
one

not

life of faith,

be established

which affirms the

never-

reality and
necessity of the world of politics, but
demythologises and relativises its impor¬

hope and love canby political powers. •

What then do we

meant

of Church and State? Or

by different roles
by a contrasting

statement that ‘the Church is part and
parcel of the government'? The answer is that

the

separation is institutional only, but at
are bound together in
realm of ethics by owing their origin to

value level, the two
the

God. Both

are

established for the service of

God and person.

The recognition of the
separation of Church and State at the institutional level must be seasoned by an
equally vigorous recognition of the integrated view of life at a deeper level. Here,
we must

work

live which

out a

gives

unified ethical pxjrspec-

us a

the whole. There is

another category

theless.

tance. The

vision of the unity of
for this, namely

a reason

that God is the Lord

over

political systems and

not

economic and

only over the
Ourreligious
ethics must speak of inter-personal love as
well as social justice, if it is to
keep a true
balance. A theology which speaks only of
social concerns and neglects a
deep personal faith in the risen Lord is equally
lopsided. In this view of the integrated whole
Church or individual persons.

lies the
and it

oneness

between Church and State,

provides the Church with its mandate
politics.

for involvement in

7

practical terms, separation for the
Church means guaranteed freedom from
In

interference with doctrine

or

ritual. State

and that government

decisions are reached

through government processes. The
government

is responsible to its citizens or
ecclesiastical

Great Britain where there is an

explicit

the subject, the Church/Statc

statement on

relationship is still evolving and changes
people's understanding -ot the

continue in

officials cannot and should not exert pres-

the electorate, not to

appointment of Church leaders
and politicians cannot intrude on the inner
life of the Church. Secondly, such freedom

authority. Churches and all their leaders
have the right of all citizens and other in-

functions and

stitutions in the nation to exert influence on

people talk of radical separation as in

sure on

means

its

the

that the Church

iwn

financial

determine the

use

can

and should have

resources

and is free to

of those resources. Third-

ly. each national church must be free to
have contacts with other churches.

The

universal nature of the Church is essential
for its world mission and must

the

government, but no one

Church Council has

government.

Church

or a

legal authority over

Bishop John Talor explains:

Both Church ami State are the ser-

of God ami responsihie to Him.
Neither is responsihie to the other.

For these

nature

reasons,

America,

or

of the two institutions.

all the ptrsitions,

establishment

as

Sweden, must be critically

whether

in Britain

or

re-examined

particularly in the Church's constantly
renewed understanding of the gospel. What
does this

new

revelation

mean

tt>

the

vants

be recog-

of its role in the
in modem '-ociety? These am the

Church’s understanding
State

questions
The

should

we must

ask.

relationship of Church and State
not

be concentrated

on

side, it must not be static, but

a

the legal

dynamic

relationship. The Christian community i^

placed within larger communities in every
place. The overriding question which
Christians must kx)k at

critically is the nagospel and the Church's call to
witness in society. This detennines what
the relationship of the Church to the State
is going to be. what kind of witness the
Church wishes to have in society and what

ture

of the

services it seeks to render.
The first and

primary duty of the
proclamation of the

Church's w'itness is the

Word of God. This witness is distinct and

Photo: AIM

Religion and politics arc irrelevant to each other? Chissano receives a
the Mozambique Christian Council
nised and maintained,

church has
relevant to

although each

responsibility to relate and be
its own particular culture and

a

political situation.
There is no blue-print and ideal situation
which can be transferred to every other
place. There are areas in which generalisation can be made w'ith some degree of
safety, but ultimately, although there are
differences which may not be permanent,
each situation calls for a fresh approach by
the Church in its

particular context.

separation means that
there shall be no interference by the Church
To the State, the

8

The Church is not to he

bible from

regarded as

department of the Slate and the
never he dominated hy
the Church. But both can. if they will,

a

State should

support one

another in their

com-

plementary tasks.

'■Although the Church is never part of the
State, in order to express
sense

the African strong

of social and civil functions of

religion, it is very proper to hold prayers at
public and civil rallies, for example, during
the opening of a new session of Parliament.

Looking at various places in the world,
one is bound to say that even the US.A or

indispensable. This is traditionally known
as evangelism, which is the telling of the
story of God in Christ, fulfilling the commission of the Lord "to go into the world
preach the Gospel’, with the aim of
making di.sciples. The tellin;_ of this story
in the power of the Holy Spirit is an ines-

and

capable mandate for the Church. It musi not
be viewed, however, as separate from the
other forms of the Church's ministry, but
integral part of its total mission in
society. Secondly, part of that total witness
a
is for Christians to be a community

as an

living, sharing and serving comivui! i:y.
This kind of witness is visible and effev ii‘ e
where the churches

poor,

an

truly

open lo

th/

the despised and the differently abled

for whom

our

mtxiem societies have little

care.

The Church,

as

a

worshiping

com-

munity, will certainly have some minimum
Sapem Ai cii .s’l. pA.M

requirements for survival

opportunity
worship, eucharistic and other forms of
fellowship, instruction and education.
1 here are those who
argue that to live wholly for the world, the Church needs to de-in—

The Church is the Church

for

stitutionalise, but in

opinion its existorganic loving community is
itself a fonn of witness in
society. Against
this background of our
understanding of the
of the Church's witness and service,

we

must

nature

place

understanding of the
society.

our

of human

The combination of modern statehood
with the nation has

functions

to

given new authority and

the State, to

regulate life in
scKtiety and to plan the welfare of the people
as

well

as

medical, edöcational, industrial,

agricultural and other national projects.
particularly so in the developing

This is

world, which

now

regards

as

parastatal

functions which in other nations

are

not

directly governmental, such as university
education, agricultural marketing and some
aspects of banking. The State now

Much

as

this niUional

approach to the
fight against poverty, disease and illiteracy
is appreciated, there is
always the danger of
State absolutism leading to
idolatry. Since
the State has assumed all power, this absolutism and the idolisation of leaders in

Africa has. in fact, become demonic. At this

point and time, the Churches in Africa and
indeed other

living faiths face an enormous
calling upon their governments to

task of

democrati.se. Without sufficient political
refomis. our future could be disastrous.

Christian
take the

responsibility demands that we
modem state seriously. We have to

recognise its status ifs

an

agency

for politi-

cal, social, economic and indeed religious
and cultural refonhs. But

dictatorship and

emperor

we must

reject

worship.

The mechanism controlled
can

become

reform

or an

by the State
positive force for social
agency for evil repression in
a

society. It is, therefore, the duty of the
Church to prepare its members for
responsible and effective participation in nation-

building.

At this

ment

Without the participation of
people, there can be no equitable

process.

the mral

distribution of the national wealth and

point,^l wish to turn to the specific

question of how the Churches contribute

strategy must be based. This is the

plight of the rural folk, rendered powerless
and marginalised from the entire
develop-

must

dinary human life, not dominating,
hut helpful and serving.

.sequently

to

The

the task of

dress this

able

ability

to

contribute

effectively towards alterdevelopment strategies, the main

native
area

of focus

be

must

is the

clearly defined and

where

area

position

development

is

stood that poverty

stitute the

in^tself does

found

or

not con-

The

disadvantaged

programme to succeed, the element of

per-

education

prevalence of rural poverty in Africa". I

segment

believe that lack of education and

of the

munity organisation do

left behind

hardly he

authorities accountable

to

richment of the mind and

Such enrichment

can only be achieved
through knowledge. It is only when one

knows what

Distorted priorities dictate

resource

allocation and this
the

largely e.vplains
under-development of Africa'stoday.

This statement

truly underscores the
premise on which any meaningful develop-

to

do, how

he has to do it, is

—

of the principles of accountability.

spirit is the first

person.

dialogue with them in

gradual erosion

com-

for the

step towards the development of the total

them and

deciding, inter-alia, priorities of
resource allocation
especially internal, price policies and fiscal
measures, they become
passive and
loyal "law-abiding citizens". The

account

prevalence of rural under-development because when a
person is poor in mind and
spirit nothing else can make him rich. En-

e.v-

development more productive.
Similarly, they cannot he e.spec ted to
he a vocal lobby to make the
ruling

rural sector

a

the problem, thus:

areas can

consequence is the

be built into such

publication.

rural,

a

must

programme.

pected to make the economic base of

establish

often called

technology, infrastructure and inappropriate policies largely account for the

rural population which is
in the rural

was

It is often said that "lack of resources,

are most

ECA

an

This kind of education

Development Education. Many donors
now
accept that for any development

together.

Rural Progress, sums up

not

often

social and

The Editorial of

community should

people to think and do things for themselves.

petuate poverty are the real problems.
These forces may be political, economic,

technological

mean op-

incitement.

question of rights alone. Educashould be a means of enabling the

not

problem. The forces that

or

Education of the

people and if
developed. This
conception is not altogether wrong except
that it does not describe the
problems of the
rural poor in totality. It should be underis poor, one

time

same

misunderstood by politicians to

should be focussed because that is where
we find the
largest number of

one

problem by ensuring accountthe part of political leaders while

educating the community
right to such accountability. This
prophetic duty is unfortunately

commonly understood that the rural

sector

on

no

their

on

identified.
It is

the

at

cqn-

meaningful development.
Church, therefore, has a duty to ad-

redirecting the development
strategies in Africa. For the Church to be

assumes

responsibility for its citizens in almost
every department. This is so at least nationally, though in fact many social services are
supplemented by voluntary agencies.

others. The Church

share in the secular problems of or-

our

ence as an

nature

it exists for

ment

only when

1

to do it and when

considered

one

knowledgeable. It is only when the person
has become knowledgeable that he knows
how to utilise resources,
technology, infrastructure and appropriate policies.
In many

African countries, development
implementors often di.scover that to put
education first, presents great difficulties. It
is said, and rightly .so, that "a
hungry man
has

no

ears". Given the present

ing food situation in Africa,
which

has

to

come

and

one

first;

worsen-

wonders

food

or

knowledge?
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African countries have come from a
situation of

self-sufficiency, though food

dependence on food imports.
Self-sufficiency in food production must be

exporters to

placed at the top of the list in the search for
alternative strategies.
We must find ways

aspects of

of blending the

food production and developare to get a word into

education if we

ment

In the past, many
development programmes have created depeople’s

the

ears.

pendence on hand-outs, quite contrary to
what
In

was

intended.

spite of the fact that small holder rural

agriculture produces 80% of the food and
provides employment for the majority of
population, past policies have

the rural

often
a

ignored this fact. The result has been

Photo:

It is the

duty of the Church to prepare its members for

Many small-scale credit schemes donot
cater

for the small holder

sector.

agriculture sub-

It is claimed due to past

that this is

a

high risk

area.

experience

The problem is

actually the fact that the small loans usually

given out by NGOs are not guaranteed and,
therefore, the chances of default are greater.

the small holder into even

This preents

deeper trouble.
It is

a

financial

relief that many donors and
institutions are beginning to come

great

with loan guarantee systems. It is also a

up

relief that African governments are
favouring food subsidies for the poor consumer while raising the prices of agricultural produce. It is, however, doubtful

great

whether these
poor

measures

do affect the rural

positively but it is a fact that such

measures

do

some

cause

burdens to the

overall economies of African countries.
The third

area

which should be

con-

health. Sick people
good participants in develop-

sidered is that of public
do not make
ment.

In this

area,

churches have been at the

forefront with many
established

even

Rural Development

mission health centres

before the Integrated

Programmes came into

responsible and etfective

participation in nation-building: Pope ,lohn Paul in Harare

lack of incentives for the small farmer and

consequently the acceleration of ruralurban migration.

Margaret kva/ter

developing countries, health is
other programmes such as water,

In the search for

In many

tied to

sanitation and income-generating
tivities. These programmes are
to

be

at-

considered

complimentary to any successful

health programme.

be truly sue-

community-based.
The community must learn to organise and
manage their own programme. This fact is
becoming increasingly acceptable by
major international donor and service agencies which previously favoured large-scale
projects. They have now realised that
development must start at the grassroots.
cessful, they must be

The Church has a

unique structure
which, if effectively utilised, can contribute
enormously to development in Africa. Due
to this unique structure, the Church is able
to reach the entire rural population. The
Church network

can

be used to mobilise

people. This is because of
and goodwill people have in its

and educate the
the trust

aspect to be

usually possible for the

considered. Institutions such as

Churches and other local NGOs can en-

the full participation of the people.

Churches

are,

however, the most desirable

of all institutions
be

not

mainly because they can-

politicised. Politicisation of the

peoples organisation stifles development
by making those institutions answerable to

political masters whose development
philosophy may not be necessarily people
oriented. Self-interest on the part of
politicians which they interpret to mean
people want" beings about false

"what the

development. A type of development which
is

not

sustainable because it is not based on

what the

people really want but the per-

petuation of political authority. When the

political initiator goes, so do his projects.
Let
/

institutions.
It is not

development is easily promoted is a vital

courage

For such programmes to

appropriate strategies,

of institution through which

the type

me

came

have it

finish by

quoting Jesus Christ:

that they may have

life and

abundantly. (John 10:10) r

bureaucracy burdened government institutions to reach the grassroots

being

a

but the Church

simple, people-based institution, is

already placed at the grassroots.

Henry Okullu is the Anglican Bishop

of

Nairobi.

being.
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Rhodes’ attitude toward the
church

Church and State in Southern
Africa

to make its voice heard in matters of

politics and economics is
widely resented, even by those who

Christian in personal belief and in
devotional practice. It is commonly asare

religion is one department of
or

Science and that is is

playing the part of a busy body when it
lays down principles for the guidance of
other departments, whether Art and
Science

or

Business and Politics.

In their

capacity as citizen^, Christians
should shape the political decisions which
affect the national life and
destiny. Che
Guevara submits that:
Unless the (church)

people understand why thinf>s are as they are,
unless they come to see themselves as
capable of initiating and participating in change, then nothing can he
achieved.

or

If the present order is taken for
granted
assumed to be sacrosanct, then the

church

cea.ses to play its
prophetic role. The
existing system is challenged on moral
grounds:

Let the church discover and

identify
itself with groups ofpeople that suffer
because of unjust situations and who
have no way of making themselves
heard. The church should he the
voice

of those who have

I concur with this
concern
a

.set-

risky and impossible.
The first European settlers were the
Dutch in 1652. George Schmidt, sent
by
Moravians in 1737, was the first missionary
the Hottentots.

to

life like Art

ar-

Cape of Good Hope in 1448.

However, the hostile Hottentots made

he claim of the Christian church

sumed that

the

at

tiement

Canaan S. Banana

very

missionary

of co-existence.

In South Africa. Bartholomew Diaz

rived

T

was one

none

analysis, for a primary
develop in men

of the church is to

Christian character. From the earliest

times, the church has been struggling for
justice. It is an on-going exercise To ignore
the present realities would be to kill
reality
itself.

Having delineated the complex relationship between religion and politics, one
might want to know the role played by the
Sapem August. 1991

church in the

struggle for justice in
especially in Zimbabwe. And to this (question) we turn. This
article seeks to give a synopsis and comparative analysis qf church-State relationships in Southern Africa.
Southern Africa and

In Southern Africa states, the interaction

between

religion and political institutions
complex. With respect to

and authorities is

Zimbabwe,

we

discern three main dimen-

Britain

controlling the Cape by

was

1775. Dissatisfaction with British rule and
abolition of slavery forced the Boer to trek

northwards where

they met with resistance
they defeated.

from the Zulu whom

If Barrett’s analysis is anything to
go by,
by 1970, 77% of the total population were
professing Christians. Thus, Christianity
made an indelible imprint on the lives of the
black majority. In the initial stages, the
church worked hand-in-glove with

sions of church-state interactions. The first

colonialists. The church could

is the response

separated from the colonialists.

of the early missionaries

to

colonialists. The second is the response of
the church to the liberation movements on
the

one

hand and the State on the other. And

finally, the third (the church-state) relationship in post-Independence Zimbabwe.

Comparatively speaking, Christianity is
a

late

phenomenon in Zimbabwe. The first

Christian

missionary to Zimbabwe was the
Portuguese Jesuit Gonzalo da Silveira in
1516. However there

was

no

not

be

The Mozambican

.scene began as
early
1506 with the arrival of Dominican mis-

as

sionaries.
wake of

They came to Mozambique in the
Portuguese maritime discoveries.

The Jesuits followed in 1560. Mission-

activities were started in the southern
in the region of the Zambezi River for
the first two centuries of Christianity. This
activity was followed by a period of
ary

coast

decline. Tribes north of the Save River were
not

evangelised until the end of the 19th

permanent
Catholicism until 1879. The first protestant

century and early

missionary

to Zimbabwe was Robert Mof-

fat. Moffat

was

Bishop until 1974.
faithful copy-cat of
religion as it was lived and organised in
Portugal. The church was also "Portugal"
in leadership. The church and especially
Catholic hierarchy closely identified the

Mzilikazi
ary

to

given permission by King.

establish the London Mission-

Society station

1888,

new

at

groups were

Inyati in 1850. By
commencing work

in Zimbabwe.
The

late

century saw the
colonialisation of Zimbabwe. Cecil John
Rhodes and the British South Africa Company made massive occupation of the land
from 1890 to 1923. The settlers were met
as

wit-

nessed
first

by the Ndebele War in 1893 and the
Chimurenga (1896-1897).

The church continued with the establishment of Christian mission centres in
many parts of Zimbabwe. Rhodes co-opted
the missions by granting missionaries tracts
of land for their
the

course

of

There

was no

Christianity

African

was a

interests of the church with those of the

19th

with resistance from the "natives"

20th century. Christianity

reached the north-east in 1930.

missionary enterprises. In
time, missionaries became

natural allies of the colonial settlers.

Portuguese state they supported: the status
quo even in the face of the notorious assimilado policy.
Zimbabwe

Meantime, Zimbabwe writhed painful
years

under the so-called responsible
1923 to 1953. The church

government from

significant role in the birth of this
regime gave subsidies to
recognised churches.
According to T. O. Ranger and C. T.
Zvobgo, after him, the Southern Rhodesian
missionary conference headed by John
White became a voice of the seemingly
voiceless African population as from the
played

a

government. The

II

government policy
several

scriptural

of apartheid. It made
theological justifica-

or

tion for it. In 1961, the Dutch Refomied

Church

cut

the umbilical cord with the

:mother" World Council of Churches

protesting the latter’s sponsored cottesloe
consultation following the Sharpeville
Massacre of 1960. The Dutch Refonned

Church espouses
must

that the Afrikaaner people

protect "Christian civilisation" from

anti-Christian forces and

especially Com-

munism.
The Dutch Reformed Church

split into
policy of apartheid; the
ultra-conservative right wing supports the
government and the active left wing opposes apartheid. The fomier wing severed
two over

State

relations with the Netherlands Reformed
Church

over

liberation

the latter’s support
movements.

Afrikaaner churches

Photo:
"

Farayi Nyembe

squatter child sleeps
(above)’, blind men queue for pay-outs
a

(left)
Photo: Catvin Dondo

The

Europeans and missionaries made
reinforce control of
-African population.
fruitless attempts to

The Roman Catholic church made
towards nationalists

tures

the church.

The formation of the Central African
saw a

considerable shift

of

emphasis and initiative in African
politics and church.
There

was

the rise of

a more

militant

African nationalism, church-state relation-

ships during this period

were characterised
by more outspoken claims for political and
religious self-determination within the
African population.
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apartheid as totally
unscriptural, immoral, heretical and called
upon the government to respect human dignity. Despite their multiracial character, the
English-speaking churches opposition to
apartheid and their protestations are addressed in measured tones.
The Kairos Document
Mention must.be made of the Kairos

by contacting

Churches, in the

ing them to fight for their rights much to the
chagrin of the settlers. This w'as vehemently opposed by the State and set the stage for
the break-up of the marriage of con-

South Africa" in 1968 lambasted the
of

apartheid

ment

"message to the people of
policy
anti-Christian. This docu-

as
code-named Kairos document

was

signed by 78 South African theologians.
When the World Council of Churches

(WCC) allocated US$20() (X)0 to 19 anti-

South Africa

Racial discrimination is entrenched and
determined much of the
tween

Federation in 1953

However, church conferences since
1948 have denounced

Document. The South African Council of

bedded in South Africa’ constitution and it

Central African Federation

ings.

over-

venience.

regime was
moderately confessional in its attitude to

identify themselves
Penlean-

them in Zambia and Malawi and encourag-

1920s. Thus, the settler

the

very closely with apartheid. Some
tecostal groups have pro-government

The Church should be the voice of those

who have none";

for African

Thus,

legislation be-

1910 and 1948. From 1948, it

as-

sumed the

rigid ideological character under
the apartheid slogan. Individual and colleclive rights do not exist in the South African
constitution. The constitutional law of the

Republic of South Africa (1961)
passed to this effect.

was

The Dutch Reformed Church
In general, the Dutch Reformed Church
supported the injudicious and iniquitous

racist

organisations throughout the world

for humanitarian work, the South African
churches and

especially the Dutch

Reformed Church critici.sed this

move as

pro-terrorism: it equated liberation
ments

movewith terrorists and Communists.

Cases

mainly of refusals of re-entry or
permits, withdrawals of
passports, police raids, restrictions, bannings and deportations of church members
are rampant in South Africa. By 1972,
priests entering South Africa were first
cleared of any suspicion of subversive activity. Atheists were also not allowed entry.
residence
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The "Church Close" of 1957
provoked
the churches into fierce reaction. As far as
can be ascertained, it
empowers the government to

prohibit African church attendance

in white

areas

where such attendance

With the Mozambican
June 25, 1975, there

Independence
radical

was a

on

The nationalisation of all educational

change

and social service institutions of the chur-

in church-state relations. The Catholic

ches, schools and hospitals was designed to
reduce the influence of the church. Mis-

magazine, Mova Vida, apologised for the
past errors of the Catholic Church and

sionary doctors and teachers who wanted to
Mozambique were required to sign

would be regarded as a nuisance. Multiracial services of
worship have been affected

vowed

by this legislation. Even the Dutch
Reformed Church was
perturbed by this

support the cause of the liberation. The transitional government invited

contracts

Bishop Manuel Viera

often than

not

Many had

to leave the country

clause.

to

Pinto

to return to

Mozambique and other missionaries who
had left in protest of the
Portuguese govern-

Mozambique

stay in

que on

Independence of Mozambi-

June 25, 1975, the church-Por-

tuguese government relation were embodied in the missionary concordat of 1940
and the missionary statute of 1941.

With Samora Machel in
fxjwer,

perpetrated in the

is

of the defence of

"Christian civilisation".
In their

pastoral letter of 1970, the

discrimination
criticised

on

"every kind of guerrilla action

bodies

1971,

.some

were

to

prison in 1972.

vociferous in their

opposition to government. The non-conformist Sebastio Soares

Rezenda, former

Bishop of Beira (died 1967) defended the
rights of the Africans to be integrated into

hierarchy.

Another

bishop was Manuel Vieira
Bishop of Nampula, was exiled
to

his criticism of the colonial

Barret mentions that 100 other
Catholic missionaries were expelled from
war.

Mozambique before the
on

was to

to

over

coup

in Portugal

April 25. 1974.

The protestant churches did not have
.serious clashes with the state.
They em-

phasised education

and

later

the

nationalists leader emerged from their
ranks.

take

a

citizens the

tion
all

Despite his free Methodist Church background, Samora Machel is known for his
and especially for

his Marxist sentiments. He

equated religion
exploitation and divisive-

He excoriated the churches and
particularly the Roman Catholic Church as a
ness.

weapon

independent

Catholic Station Radio Pax in Beira. With

right and duties irrespective of their colour, race, sex, ethnic
origin,
place of birth, religion, rank of instruction,
sound position and profession and affirms
freedom to practise or not to
practise a
religion.

with superstition

the role of the churches in

the attainment of

same

lambasting of churches

conciliatory attitude. In
dialogued with the state

Independence, religious broadcasting was permitted, for example, a

the laws of
assures

scathing
Angola’s Inde-

Mozambique.

independence, the situachanged radically — no broadcasting
allowed. However, church-state rela-

was

bishops

in 1974 due

conform

on

Before

organisations.

However, the constitution

arrested and sentenced

Pinto, the

must

and others

pendence Day (November 11,1975). Later,
he

the state.

as

politics of colonialism. In turn, they were
severely criticised by the Mozambican
government — some bishops had to leave
the counti^. Four
priests were accused of
being in contact with Frelimo and were

the church

absolute separation between

People’s Republic of Mozambique, all activities of religious

Portuguese laws"

European clergy
condemned this attitude. In May 1971, 48
white fathers from
Europe outside Portugal
protested against the identification with the

Two

an

In the

absence of racial

"terrori.smo".
As from

People’s Republic of Mozamhiis a^secular state in which there*

the state and religious

Bishops found "the total

cor-

which

attack of the churches

1976, the churches
que

name

is

affirmed:
The

areas.

Samora Machel made his la,st

Mozam-

bique became a secular .state. This
roborated by the new constitution

The Catholic Church identified its interests with that of
government. Inju.stice was

were more

allocated to different

expelled.

were

ment.

Before the

with Government and

of cultural and human alienation of

tions have

improved and the churches are
playing the part of the broker in negotiating
a

peaceful settlement between the

ment

govern-

and the rebels.

Zimbabwe
In

Zimbabwe, the illegal Smith regime's
republican constitution of 1970 guaranteed
separation of church and state. However,

although there

was

freedom of conscience

and

religion, freedom of expression, assembly and association were restricted
through legal measures. Racial legislation
brought churches into conflict with the
government

especially since 1962. From

the

1964 to 1971,31 missionaries

sive instruments and

Head of the United Methodist
Church,

people and thus making them submisobjects of exploitation. He urgently argued that
Christianity
encouraged submission rather than revolt
and this .smothered resistance.

Bishop Ralph Dodge, were expelled. The
preamble of the March 2, 1970 states:
The

peoples of Rhodesia humbly acad omnipotence
of Almighty God and acknowledge

President Samora Machel castigated the
churches for being controlled from outside

claim the supremacy

Mozambique. The Catholics from Rome,
Presbyterians from Switzerland and

the ultimate direction

Methodists from the United States of
America. The conflict between the .state
and the church is one of the themes that runs

including the

by Him of the

affairs of men.
This

soon

provoked direct confrontation

between churches and

sate.

Five Catholio

throughout the early Presidency of Samora

bishops condemned the constitution put
before the mainly white electorate in June

Machel.

1969

as

"completely

contrary to Christian
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V

Army, ceased to be responsible authorities
for African Primary Education.
The central government controlled
primary schools and for financial reasons,
placed them at the hands of local Africans.
In 1971, the churches played a crucial
role in the Pierce Commission inquiry on
the acceptability of the Smith/home settlement proposals. Bishop Abel Muzorewa
championed the opposition. He was the

Corporation transmits religious

Catholic

program-

prepared by various churches. By mid1978, reported many white missionaries
murdered by the nationalists mostly because of their pro-government policies. In

everything is politics:
Archbishop Desmond Tutu is in the
forefront of the anti-apartheid struggle

teaching". This was also supported by the
heads of major Christian churches. The
Catholic bishops threatened civil disobedience, a position supported in principle by the leaders of 16 protestant churches on April 18. 1970. Among them was

Minister of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.

1979, Muzorewa became the titular Prime

on

Act which

severe limitations on
the non-racial mission service of the chur-

imposed

ches which divided Rhodesia into two areas

European and African. This was a form
of deepening apartheid. The CAtholic

—

Church threatened to close all Catholic

private schools predominantly catering for
white children rather than comply with the
Act which forbade Africans from at-

tendancy from those schools.
The Smith regime made efforts to avoid
a direct confrontation with the churches by

amending certain provisions of the Land
Tenure Act which restricted the freedom of
the churches. Africans

as

late 1970 could

continue to.attend Catholic

private schools
located in European areas on condition they

constituted not

more

than 6% of the total

enrolment of

pupils. Catholic Church
agreed to this temporarily. This compromise was criticised both inside and outside Rhodesia.
After

January 1971, the churches minus
the Anglican Diocese of Mashonaland led
by Bishop Burrough and the Salvation
14

Mugabe became the first
popularly elected Prime Minister. The Constitution of Zimbabwe guaranteed the
freedom of assembly, expression and practising as not practising religion.
South Africa
Over the years.

The churches attacked the Land Tenure

new

In 1980, Robert

racial is-

sues.

campaign.
theology espouses the prophetic
of the church in promoting justice. It

Black

provides the discourse of resistance.

mes

traditionally not spoken out

disobedience

role

In South Africa,

the Dutch Reformed Church which had

Manas Buthelezi called for massive civil

and the .African National Council.

newspaper, Moto, was banned by vote of
Parliament. The Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Afrapix

In 1978. Allan Boesak and the then radical

head of both the United Methodist Church

On November 15, 1974, the

Photo:

policy, is the most articulate and most
visible spokesman of extra-parliamentary
dissent in South Africa today.
The development of liberation theology
in South Africa witnessed the intensity and
sophistication of the apartheid machinery.

South African churches
played a significant prophetic role by
challenging apartheid. Church groups and
individuals continue to support and instigate pressure on the unjust apartheid
regime. The vacuum created by the banning
of most black political leaders was filled by
the clergy.
In a situation where apartheid permeates
every aspect of society, everything is
politics. Thus, the SACC has been in continual clashes with the regime. Even though
have

it has not been banned, its members have
been harassed, banned and
SACC holds that

imprisoned. The
apartheid denies the work

of Christ.
In 1980,

Bishop Desmond Tutu led a
protesting the arrest of
Thome, a congregational minister,
he had supported the protesting stu-

multiracial march
John

after

dents and teachers.
The SACC

opposed the church "in all
ordering of our society
where the law violates the justice of God".
It championed the prophetic vision of justice. Bishop Desmond Tutu opposed
foreign investors for buttressing apartheid.
Bishop Tutu, inspite of his non-violence

those

areas

in the

In 1978, the World Lutheran Federation
denounced

apartheid as "Sin" and
"Heresy". The World Alliance of Reformed
Churches endorsed this position in 1982.
In 1981, the Catholic Church Bishops
passed a resolution that the church must
support boycotts and the boycotting of the
Republic Day Festival.
The United Democratic Front

was

formed in 1983 and church ministers found
it an instrument of political expression. The
clergy assumed leadership positions and
Boesak and Naude became its patrons.

The clergy

spearheaded protest action
political resistance. The state equally
hardened its machinery and stepped up its
harassment of church leaders. For example.
and

Rev Francois Bill and Father Mkhatshwa
have spent
without trial.

On June

long periods in detention
16,

"celebrated call
of the

to

1985, the annually
prayer

for the downfall

government"

was published. This
aroused bitter criticism from the infelicitous

apartheid regime.
might argue that the Kairos Document. published in 1986, became the
Magna Carter of the churches. The church
had to take the side of the poor and oppressed and condemned the tyranny of the
apartheid regime.
One

The Harare Declaration of 1985

en-

dorsed the Kairos document and called for

sanctions
This

against the apartheid regime.
position was supported by the South

African Council of Churches. The Lusaka
Declaration of 1987

supported the logic of
working to

the Kairos documents for
eliminate

injustice.
Zimbabwe

Religion and politics in Zimbabwe from
on the policy of reconciliation. The Robert Mugabe government
adopted a new national ideology code1980 focuses
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named "scientific socialism" and discarded the Smith

capitalist ideology.

Scientific socialism had
with

to

be reconciled

Christianity. 1 pointed out to the

churches that "our socialism
the churches

assure

God. In fact, it is
love. This is

our

an

—

I

can

belief."

This point was corroborated by the
then Prime Minister, Robert Mugabe,
who

Problems and Human

does not

deny
expression of God’s
—

Justice and Peace, Social

argued that "if the churches miss
bring

God in socialism, it is their task to
him there".

Rights

A View from the Catholic Commission for Justice

and Peace in Zimbabwe
M. Auret

The churches

were equivocal to the
invitation from government to actively contribute to the development of

open

Zimbabwe. Over the last eleven years,
the churches have maintained positive

neutrality, with the exception of the
ttholic Justice and Peace Commission
condemned the government over the
,essive use of security forces against
o

civilians in Matabeleland.
At

involved in order

to

development of

just society. A

year

later, after the Catholic Church had

con-

contribute to the

demned the government
of human
not

for the violation
rights in matabeleland, he did

rule out criticism but asked for fair

criticism.
Both the then Prime Minister and

myself continued to address national and
regional eccleistical assemblies and challenging the church and state to be
partners in the promotion of the welfare
of the human being.
Even though there are numerous
points of disagreement between churches
and the government, the relationship is
one of symbiosis.
One hope that the churches in
Southern Africa will not negate their
prophetic voice and that they will contribute to the building of a culture of
democracy, respect of human rights and
guaranting of freedom for all. Tribalism
must never

and

logical

be allowed to be the natural
successor

of the abhorrent

system of apartheid that has cost so many

precious lives.
Rev. Canaan Banana is the former

Head
of State ofZimbabwe and now Professor
in the Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies at the University of
Zimbabwe.
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beings are made in the
image of God and should be

free to be co-creators with

God,

so that they may come to fulness
life, which is full humanity as

of

demonstrated to

meeting with the Heads of
Denominations in 1982, Mugabe called
upon the churches to be more actively
a

a

H

UMAN

us

by the life of Jesus

Christ. The Church, therefore, calls for
fulness of life and the

deprivation of any
factor necessary for the realisation of
human completeness and integrity is
seen as a denial of human rights and
must be challenged by the Church.
The

Whereas recognition

*

of the inherent
dignity and of the équal and inalienable rights ofall members of the
human family is the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in the
world.

In Pacem in Tetris, Pope John XXIII
praised the promulgation of this Declaration as "an act of highest importance". In
this encyclical. Pope John spoke of human
rights and their corresponding duties and

said:

uncertainty of history and the
painful convergences in the ascending path of the human community

and inviolable and.

direct us

The

These

rights and duties are universal
therefore, altogether inalienable.

sacred history;

there God
himself to us and makes
known to us, as it is brought progressively to realisation, his plan of
to

has revealed

Man has the

and for

all fulfilled in the

pas-

chal mystery

of Christ. Action on behalfofjustice and participation in the
transformation of the world fully appear to us as a

finally, the necessary .social services.
In consequence,

he has the right to be
the event of ill-health;
disability stemming from his work;

constitutive dimension

of the preaching of the gospel, or, in
of the Church's mission
for the redemption of the human race
and its liberation from every oppres-

looked after in

other words,

widowhood; old age; enforced un^

sive situation.

The

promulgation of the Universal

Declaration of Human
ber

Rights

Decern10, 1948, was a respon.se to the horrors
on

of the First and Second World Wars. This
is made clear
sentence

by its preamble, the first

of which reads:

right to live. He has the

right to bodily integrity and to the
means necessary for the
proper
development of life, particularly
food, shelter, medical care, rest and

liberation and salvation which is
once

Pope begins the list of rights by

saying:

employment or wherever through no
fault of his own he is deprived of the
means
of livelihood.
Similarly, the African Charter on Human
Peoples’ Rights, agreed in 1985, says

and

in its

preamble:

It is

henceforth essential

ticular attention

to

to pay par-

the

right to

development and (that) civil and
15

political rights cannot he dissociated
from economic, social and cultural

human

rights in their conception as well as
universality and (that) the satisfac-

and

tion

of economic, social and cultural
rights is a guarantee for the enjoyment of civil and political rights.
Peace and social

dignity that the Church talks about
Capitalism,
the social denials of human rights

are not

the main aim of Liberal

sense;

torture and

imprisonment without

trial; but have only recently come round to

identify and criticise. On the other hand, the
individual assaults on human rights which

talking about the causes of the resistance by
the people against the authorities which
lead to the resulting denial of individual
rights. By challenging structures, therefore,

in totalitarian systems are very easy

the Church shows where she stands and

which

occur

to

occur

thereunder

are

difficult

to

identify and criticise. So. for example,

justice, therefore, are churches in South Africa have criticised
the two independent pre-prequisites for the
violations of human rights in the traditional
building of a truly human society and true
peace is not merely the absence of war, but issttes o^fjustice and peace involve issues
is the result of the right ordering of society.
human rights: protesting the banning
The message of Populorum progressio is of organisations in South Africa
Photo: Afrapix
that "Development is the new name for
Peace", but development is not simply

attracts

people to her.

The Church has receivedfrom

Christ

the mission

of preaching the gospel
which contains a call to
man to turn away from sin to the love
of the Father, universal brotherhood

message,

economic progress;
It is

impossible to conceive true
progress without recognising the
necessity — within the political systern chosen—of a development composed of both economic growth and
participation.
In

Evangelii Nuntiandi, Pope Paul VI
importance of building structures which are more humane, more just,
less oppressive. In social relationships, the
first priority is to change the way people
behave and to modify behaviour, society's
stressed the

have to be altered but the struc-

structures
tures

will be insufficient if those who live

under,

or

rule

over,

such structures do not

change of heart and of outlook.
Social, political, governmental and organisational structures can create both justice and injustice. When the Church
undergo

a

criticises these structures, it does not dismiss the whole structure but directs itself

only to the short-comings. The Church’s
criticism of Liberal Capitalism, for example, is a criticism of its failure to provide
social welfare, to protect the poor and organise human solidarity for the poor, of its
creation of a competitive ethos which is
antithetical to Christian love. The Church’s

criticism of Marxist Collectivism is that it
may prevent individual freedom of choice
and thought, and sometimes of religious

practice. This is not to say that the Church
dismisses either completely, as there are
positive elements in both. Individual expression and discovery are encouraged by
Liberal Capitalism and Marxist Collectivism has, theoretically, the possibility to
provide full social benefits and tries to provide work for all. The specific features of
16
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and a consequent demand for justice

Issues of human

cial, national and international level,

rights, therefore, are
completeness. Basic needs
such as food, shelter, the ability' to control
production and decide on consumption, the
dignity of being able to send one’s children

and

to

school, must be accompanied by the right

to

freedom of expression,

in the world. This is the

reason

why

the Church has the

right, indeed, the
duty, to proclaim justice on the soto

denounced instances

ofinjus-

tice, when the fundamental rights
man

and his very

of

salvation demand

issues of human

tion

not

only

Finally, let us consider the words of Pope

John II in his encyclical Sollicitudo Rei
Socialis:
0

Development demands above all a
spirit of initiative on the part of the
countries which need it. Each ofthem
in accordance with its

responsible for justice in the world;

must act

however, she has a proper and
specific responsibility which is identified with her mission of giving witness before the world of the need
for

human

responsibilities,

justice contained in the

gospel message,
l

ied

out

a

witness to be

car-

in Church institutions them-

.lelves and in the lives

of Christians.
The Church says that working for justice
must be the concern of
every individual;
each person

has the duty to act and, there-

fore, the Church finds itself in alliance with
other

non-religious groups, while not
adopting a particular party-political alliance. The Church’s mission goes far
beyond the views of actual political struc-

schools, this is

major

not a loss

success, as

the Sata has then been

like the Kingdom:
rights cannot be just an object of purely theoretical teaching
without any relatioiuto the conditions
in which they may be realised. They
must be put squarely in the actual
context and dynamics of the society
in which the person lives. Hence the
importance of studying a right
balance het^’een the rights of the
human person and the functions of
groups or of whole societies.
In the end, social issues are political
issues; the way in which people have access
to power, to the fruits of their work, is a
matter of the social organisation of
power.
more

Human

The main

dividuals
—

much

concern

can

should be that in-

have the correct level of con-

enough
over

over their own lives, not too
others’. The Church critici.ses

where too much power is
not enough

given to some and

toothers, as much as it criticises

the lack of social

countries, and acting in collabora-

a

combination of forces which militate

against the basic right to life. There is suffering on an enormous scale due to war and
famine and the attendant

indignity and in-

justice. Whether there is a one-party or a
multi-party state, what matters is the
preparedness of governments to listen to
the people and to set up structures and
institutions for participation by the people
in their

own

affairs and for influence with

their governments.
In the Southern African

reaction and sometimes abuses of in-

the ad-

concern.

Hence the pos-

sibility of controlling one’s own life leads
to the
possibility of political power.

expecting every-

vide

for the Church but

over

not

thing from the

hospitals and

influenced by the Church’s vision of

making the world

rights. Under-development, debt

own

crises, natural disasters (droughts etc) pro-

region, the despolicies of the apartheid regime
have created an atmosphere in the neighbouring countries which leads to fear, over-

tures. when the Sate takes
ministration of Church-run

trol

continent, it is

fering to God".

government that create conditions negating

love and

a

etc.

On the African

it. The Church, indeed, is not alone

opinion, associa-

"a human city, one that is to be peaceful,
just and fraternal and acceptable as an of-

tabilisation

dividual human

rights in countering the
often real but may also
be perceived. Developed countries have an
obligation towards Africa; to assist in
development, write off bad debts that go
back to a time when there was large-scale
exploitation of their African colonies by
European countries. Such development assistance must be positive in effect, lead to
self-reliance and be accompanied by "a
spirit of initiative" by the recipients.
threats, which

It

can

be

are

seen,

therefore, that issues of

justice and peace necessarily involve issues
of human rights and that all these issues are
inextricably bound up with the social
problems encountered in all types of
societies. Criticism by the Church is
directed against any structure which
militates against the fulness of the human
being in his social, economic, civil, political and spiritual growth. Such criticism is
positive; it does not attempt to dictate, but
stimulate local churches and groups to
within the framework of their local and
national situations for the development of
to

more

tion with others in the

Each

must

favoured

same

discover and

situation.

use to

the

best advantage its own area of

freedom. Each

must make itself
capable of initiatives responding to
its own needs as a society. Each must

likewise realise its

true

needs

as

well

the

rights and duties which oblige
respond to them. The development of peoples begins and is most
appropriately accomplished in the
dedication of each people to its own
as

it to

development, in collaboration with
others.
It is

important then that

far as
possible the developing nations
as

themselves should favour the self-affumation of each citizen, through acwider culture and a freeflow

cess to a

of information. Whatever promotes
literacy and the basic education
which completes and deepens it is a
direct contribution
ment, as

to true

develop-

the encyclical Populorum

Progressio proposed. These goals are
far from being reached in so

still

many parts

In order

to

of the world.

take this path, the nations

themselves will have

identify their
priorities and clearly recognise
their own needs, according to the
particular conditions of their people,
to

own

their

geographical setting and their

cultural traditions.

act

Some nations will have

the human person as an

food production, in order to have always available what is needed for

or a

society,

so

individual, a group
that together we may build

subsistence and

to

increase

daily life. In the
i
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developed nations which have nevertheless achieved the goal offood self-

especially the international
community — in the framew’ork of a
solidarity which includes everyone,
beginning with the most neglected.
But the developing nations themselves have the duty to practise

sufficiency and have even become

solidarity

food e.xporters.

with the neediest countries

modern world
claims

so

among

the

—

many

where starvation

victims, especially

very young

—

there are

examples of not particularly

Other nations need to

reform certain

unjust structures and in particular
their political

institutions, in order to

o f all

—

among

themselves and
of the

world.
It is desirable, for
tions

of the

same

e.xample, that

those included in the term "South",

replace corrupt, dictatorial and
authoritarian forms of government

should establish

by democratic and participatory

pendent on more powerful
producers; they should open their
frontiers to the products of the area;
they should examine how their
products might complement one
another; they should combine in
order to set up those services which
each one separately is incapable of
providing; they should extent
cooperation to the monetary and
financial sector.

hope
will spread and grow stronger. For
the 'health' of a political community
as expressed in the free and
responsible participation of all
citizens in public affairs, in the rule
of law and in respect for and promotion of human rights — is the necessary condition and sure guarantee of
the development of "the whole individual and of all people";
ones.

This is a process which we

—

None

of what has been said can be

achieved without the collaboration

de-

Inter-dependence is already a reality
in many

dependence
on richer and more powerful nations,
as part of the hoped-for development,
without opposing anyone, but discovering and making best u.se of the
country’s own potential. The
developing countries belonging to
one geographical area, especially

alternative to excessive

na-

geographical area
forms of coopera-

tion which will make them less

make it more operative, represents an

of these countries. To ac-

knowledge lt,in such a way as to

can

and ought to set up new

regional

organisations inspired by criteria of
equality, freedom and participation
in the community of nations — as is
already happening with promising
results.
An essential condition

for global

solidarity is autonomy andfree selfdetermination, also within associations such

the

same

as

those indicated. But at

time, solidarity

readiness to accept
necessary for

demands

a

the sacrifices

the good of the whole

community.T
of the Catholic
for Justice and Peace in

Mike Auret is Director

Commission
Zimbabwe.
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COUNTRY FOPUS

The ANC and the

Question of Race

Alie Fataar
r

/

M

de Klerk’s
been

now

race

ideology has

thinly veered

with what he

jargonises

as

"common values and ideals" in terms of
which

"community rights for those who

desire them

.

.

.

will have to be

The ANC’s National

over

accom-

(Jroups

In the Preamble, the Charter

speaks only
people of South Africa, black and
white" and "the rights of the people shall be
the same regardless of race, colour or sex"
and all bodies of minority rule, advisory
of "the

modated in the New South Africa". He

boards, councils and authorities shall be

has reiterated that

this year,

replaced by democratic organs of selfgovernment”. But then follows what is
patently a contradiction if one had assumed
that "race" would disappear from the political, economic and social life of the people:
There is recognition of "All National
Groups shall have equal rights!" This heads
the paragraph which says, "There shall be
equal status in the bodies of state, in the
courts and in the schools
for all national
itroups and races." My emphasis).
."All
national groups shall be protected by law
against insults to their race and national
pride." Then a nonsetpiitur follows: "The
preaching and practice of national, race or
colour discrimination and contempt shall
be a punishable crime.".
."All apartheid
laws and practices shall be set aside".. ."All
laws which discriminate on the grounds of
race, colour or belief shall be repealed". But
the again; "Men and women of all races
shall received equal pay for equal work".
(As reprinted in New Nation, 21-27 June
1991, page 15).

"There is

no

should

minority

groups

be

"minority rights will

locally entrenched in

lation"

once

some new

legis-

the Land and

Group Areas
Right" conthe "concept of

Acts have gone. His "Bill of

cept is to be wedded to
an own

community life", which

in effect, "the
and

courts

legal principles,

that will make it

means,

measures

possible for

people (read white people) to feel

secure

.

in the communities of their

choosing",
(de Klerk’s White Paper of March 1991).
We

certainly not surprised by the
sleight-of-hand tactics of de Klerk and his
ruling herrenvolk party. What is, however,
are

surprising and disturbing is that the newly
elected ANC President Nelson Mandela
should

language almost indistinguishable from de Klerk’s on
jhe question of
"racial groupings". On the occasion of the
closing of the ANC’s Durban Conference
use

Cde Mandela reported (The
Herald, Harare, 8 July 1991) to have said
effective communication with

in the country and the
majority of Africans have not taken the
needs of minority groups into account". He
went

further; "Lets be realistic, there

are

ethnic groups

in the country. Ethnicity is
there because of the policy of the government and is still a
dangerous threat to us.”
Not only is this an echo of the language of
de Klerk, it somehow is

a

reminder of what

.

.

It does

strange that the New Nation
reprint the 1955 K Uptown version
seem

of the ANC Freedom Charter when in 1988
the

IDASA

Liberals

produced

a

sanitised/cosmetised "post-apartheid"
"Freedom Charter— 1988 V'ersion" quoted
in Front File Br
used

once:

—

August 1988), "Race is

"the ANC

wants to secure

the

No

Afrap/x

"majoritarianism": de Klerk

groups" should have featured

at all when it
is not at all clear what different ‘Nations’

constitute the South African
we on

the threshold of a

populace. Are
Yugoslavia dispen-

sation?
What is of concern in the IDASA version
of the

ÄNC Charter are

some

of the

general

directives prediqting it: Among them are (a)
"the economy will be a mixed one, with
public, private, co-operative and smallscale family sectors."The word nationalisation is not used." (b) "The principle of
group (or ethnic) rights is rejected and cultural diversity is recognised. .. ." (c) "The
institution of hereditary chiefs will be
‘transformed;.. " (e) "Any individual or
parties advocating racism or ethnic or
regional exclusiveness will be banned. "
On this question of "group rights" the 1988
Charter document says: "It follows, therefore, that constitutional protection of group
rights could perpetuate the status quo and
.

widest

possible support
Africans of all races.

among

South

.

One is left

wondering why in both

sions of the Charter the

tenn

and the

vercon-

we

find in the ANC’s Freedom Chtirter (the
1955 version and the updated 1988 ver-

cept "race" could not be replaced by say,
‘all people', ‘all men and women’or ‘all the

sion).

people of South Africa'; and why "national

Sapem August. 1991
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would

mean

that the

mass

of the

people
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continue to be

poverty

constitutionally trapped in

and remain as outsider in the land

racialism"

It is ironic that

coin of racism/racialism.

of this last statement?

should in this day and age be defending
non-racialism. Seeing that for decades the

Identity" the 1988 versays: "It shall be state policy to

sion

promote the

growth of a single national

identity and loyalty binding on all South
Africans. At the same time, the state shall
recognise the linguistic and cultural diversity of the people and provide facilities for
free linguistic and cultural development."
And later, "The state and all social institutions shall be under constitutional duty to
eradicate race discrimination in all forms."

finally Africans! Against this the NonEuropean Unity Movement in 1943 and.
earlier in 1936, the All African Convention

Anti-Segregation Council of many
Congress Branches rejected
the continued acceptance of racial
categories and organised the struggle along
the lines of Non-Europeans Unity politically on a principled, programmatic basis for
full democratic rights.

and the

Natal Indian

aware

of this clause?

Non-ractalism
Now that

we

or

multi-racialism?

have

some

idea of the

seemingly diverse formulations of ANC
policy on race, nationalities, ethnicity etc..
Let us look at the relevant remark by an
ANC

convener

for Southern Natal, Cde

Compromises and Concessions
That

50 years ago; two

was

generations

youth have been nurtured on the principle ^of one people as against the
of

reported in the Cape

herrenvolk’s divide-and-mle racism. The

Times newspaper on 25 April 1990. "The
ANC is committed to a multi-party

concept of ONE NATION has steadfastly
been the keystone of ALL political tenden-

policy of co-existence of organisations or parties which hold opposing
policies, without resorting to armed confrontation. The ANC does not adopt a belligerent position towards Inkatha or any
other opposing party.
A special word of welcome is addressed
to the white, coloured and Indian minority

cies and

Terror Lekota,

democracy,

as

a

groups. What any rational person would
like to know is just where the ANC and

of its senior

spokespersons stand on
question of "race" and in how far
their policy differs from de Klerk’s recent
formulations on (racial) group rights and
Minorities. Any thinking in South Africa in

some

the vital

terms

of "minorities" is evidence

on

innate

contradiction of
professed "non-racialism". For some while
no^ we have become aware that the term
racialism and in fact

a

"multi-racial" and "non-racial" seemed to
have become co-terminous when used

by
Now

/

tives, coloureds, Indians; then Bantus,
Coloured, Other Coloureds, Griquas; then

racism, fascism

dent

nailing de Klerk and the Nats that the ANC
team might be willing to compromise and
make concessions acceptable to de Klerk’s
reform ideology of "common values and
ideals" which would accommodate the "ef-

oppressed and exploited .people of South
Africahavecategorically rejected the racial
categories of the herrenvolk. How a whole

And

finally, "The advocacy or practice of
or the incitement of ethnic
or regional exclusiveness or hatred shall be
outlawed". Once again, is the ANC Presi-

we

population has been abused by such
naming as: kaffirs, koelies and hotnots; na-

progressive organisations in South
question of a white
minority, let alone "other" minorities, has
never received any acceptance by the
people’s political movements. We have
Africa. The vexed

said that the South African Nation will be

composed of 40 million people and they
will be a MAJORITY, not an aggregate of
minorities of racial entities, since even the

by Cde Mandela, that is
‘majority’ when counting numbers racially, could be atomised into Zulu-speaking, Xhosa-speaking, Sotho-speaking,
Tswana-speaking, etc. minorities. In the
end we would all be a conglomerate of
"Africans"

as

broadly about

approaching the negotiating issues "with
flexibility and imagination", is he not sig-

which is the other side of the

-

of their birth." Is the ANC President aware
Under "National

When Cde Mandela hints

professed "non-racialism" is really "multi-

used

the

minorities!

question of " hereditary chiefs"
people’s organisations have for decades rejected chieftainship, more particularly sjnce the
homelands and bantustan policy was firmly
Even the

is most controversial: the

fective protection of white standards and
the rights of individuals and communities",
In other words.not only white minority
rights, but all other minorities as well.
De Klerk has

clearly stated, in

a most

uncompromising manner, that there will be
no "majoritarianism" in his new South
Africa, his much publicised "post-apartheid South Africa". He will have instead
what he calls "responsible" government or
rule! What he is saying is that "minority"
rule is responsible - as we have experienced
ever since Cecil Rhodes spoke 100 years
ago about "the vote for every civilised
person south of the Zambezi", without of
course defining "civilised". Now we have
suffered under the most brutal and un-

civilised,

irresponsible rule by the white

minority over the not white non-citizen
majority, the worst this century has witnessed, and de Klerk has the cool effrontery
to say that real, democratic majority rule

"irresponsible"

will be

-

BECAUSE IT

WILL BE LARGELY BLACK!

The

imperialist-dominated media in

South Africa and abroad have focused their

sights on a post-apartheid South Africa and
the Liberal-IDASA-ANCP chorus

echoes

the same theme of the removal of the "pillars of apartheid". De Klerk has hoodwinked his imperialist bosses (or so it
would appear - they are in fact the orchestrators) in the media that the two Land
Acts, the groups Areas Acts and the Nation-

Registration Act which have now been
repealed signalled the removal of the last
pillars of apartheid! The OAU and other
international bodies and many African state
al

leaders have fallen for the same line.
is

never

But it

obvious to them that the 1913 and

1936 Land Acts

were

not the

work of

rooted in the collaboration of often dis-

Verwoerd s post 1948 apartheid laws: these

that President' Mandela and Cde Lekota

credited chiefs, such as the notorious

two

blatantly identified themselves
and found
themselves in de Klerk’s ideology
embrace, we must accept that their

Matanzimas of the Transkei for

Smuts-Hertzog colour Bar/Segregation
system of labour reserves of the total exploitation of the mass of the population in

Liberal and
have

even some

ANC persons.

so

with the "minorities" concept

20

Just how is it

example.
hoped to "transform" this

fossilised tribal structure in
democratic South Africa?

a

21st Century

Acts

were

the interests of

the cornerstones of the

capitalism-imperialism.
Sapem, August, 1991
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which

was

latter to be

perfected b); Ver-

woerd. But Verword laid much

more

granite-like pillars for these labour reservations with his homelands/bantustan

the

political and constitutional aim in

lessness and chaotic educational and other

democratic State and Parliament where the

social conditions,

policy.

"Self-Governing Territories Act"

which created the Bantustans/homeland,
the 1961 white Republic Act and the 1983/4

an

aspirations of the workers and peasants will

What remains for the total

Together with the 1910 Act of Union, the
real remaining pillars of Segregation/Apartheid oppression and exploitation
are

poverty, disease, unemployment, home-

emancipation
of the masses of South Africa is a complete
re-affirmation of a principled political
struggle for a South African Nation, the

be paramount. TTiis the Unity Movement
hassaidrepeatedly, and will continue to say

building ofone undivided and truly non-ra*
cial society on firm democratic and
socialists principles where colour, race,

South Africa’s struggle.

so;

it is non-negotiable and we shall never

be flexible in the situation

and AZAPO

we

now
unfolding
Together with PAC

have refused to be drawn

into the spider web of the imperialist

Photo: Afrapix

Outlawing colour,

racist tricameral travesty.

All these granite
pillars of political, territorial and race
separation remain firmly intact and, according to de Klerk, are largely non-nego-

race, group

and tribe: at school together for the first time

tribe, ethnic origins, comminute and
minority groups and group and minority

"rights" will be outlawed hy law and made
punishable criminal offences,

tiable. The reforms leave the homelands.
the Bantustans and the urban and rural loca-

MAJORITY of 40 million-Africans all

tions for non-citizens

that will constitute the Nation of South

with all their

they are, together
problems of land-hunger.
as

There

Africa

are no

or

minorities. There is only a

Azania.

Majoritarianism is

-

manoeuvrings to sell

our

the table. Whose colours

stmggle around
nailing to

are we

the masf of the Liberation Movement in
unmistakable

manner:

de Klerk’s

ideology

or
our
OWN
INDEPENDENT
DEMANDS
FOR
A
TRULY
DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY*

our
A lie Fataar is

a

retired South

African

teacher and political activist.
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Sub-Saharan Africa in Crisis
Allast Mw’cinza
ub-Saharan Africa (SSA) consists

s

of 49 countries and
with

a

total

population of about

470 million inhabitants.

According to the

United Nations, 28 of these
least

territories

countries

are

developed while fifteen are
Most of

landlocked and six are islands.
the

region’s population is concentrated
(Nigeria, Zaire, Sudan,

in five countries

Tanzania and
constitute

Ethiopia). These countries

more

than 50% of SSA

population. Most of the region’s population (about 70%) lives in rural areas and
is

engaged in subsistence production.

Population growth is rather higher
(about 3%), and is projected to double
by the year 2012 (UNFPA, The Report on
the State of World

York,

Population, New

Photo:

Exports of agricultural commodities

p.l6)

At the end of the

also absorbs the

198()s, SSA's total

production SSA's total annual

production (GDP) was roughly equal to
US$140 billion (at current values). This
output is comparable to

the yearly output ot

majority of the workforce.

in SSA contributes about
region's GDP. How'ever. this is

The export sector
30% to the

merely 2% of the world trade and 7% of all
Third World trade. Africa is rapidly losing
her

position in international trade. For in-

Belgium which is one of the smallest in

stance,

Europe. The majority of SSA states are

1980s, SSA's contribution

characterised by

low incomes, low savings

and low interests. A high

proportion of GDP

(33%) originates from agriculture
22

a

large contraction: unloading

cotton bales

The Economic Structure

annual

experienced

Margaret Waller

between the late 1970s and

earl_\

while the share of non-oil

primary exports

fell from 7 to less than 4%.
Sub-Saharan Africa has a
torted economic structure.
countries classical

Most of the

examples of export

enclaves. Moreover, there is a
of export

highly dis-

high degree

concentration both in terms of

in terms of her

commodity and market spread. Thus, the

principal agricultural cotntiKxiities (ctKoa,
cotton and coffee) by an average of 2W,

region's exports chiefly agricultural commodities and

un-or

semi-processed

which
Sapem August, 1991

minerals and most member states
the

on

depend

production and export of only one or

commodities.

two

The

history of SSA has produced

material

exporting countries

in recession,

resource

production and

an

by

and the

ex-

from country to country on

on

the basis of the

high debt burden. The high oil

prices brought about by the Gulf War
too

being exploited. In this regard,

short-lived

minerals have experienced a

economies

high degree of

a

favourable

largely integrated into

are

Africa’s richest economy,

being spumed by high demand and prices

these countries from the

raw

Africa. This

economic

capital played a crucial role. Nigerian
industry has developed largely in response
to the large internal market and the impact
ng

of the oil

industry. Zimbabwe has the

largest industrial sector in SSA when
measured

by its contribution, to that

country’s GDR It is also, probably, the most

domestically linked. However, the inare

number of respects. First, their

a

instability. Economic growth
was rapid during the 1960s and early 1970s,
the world market for mineral

impact

Botswana, Swaziland and Namibia

unique in

economic

have

to

was

the economies of these nations.

exports of unprocessed/semi-processed

on

as

by declining or stagnant growth
rising inflation and unemployment

rates,

port. Hence economic performance differs

resource

were

evidenced

economic structure that is dominated
new

fact, by the mid-1980s, most of the oil

that of South

dustrial sector still suffers from

of foreign ownership and

gree

lisation and remains vulnerable

instability. Second, in the case of

The economic crisis that has

Botswana, the main exports (diamond and

colonisation

copper)

economic

declined

markedly and had

an

adverse im-

developed during the inde-

pendence period and represent a structural

pact on economic performance of these

break with the past.

countries. Countries that suffered

performance in-

consistently remained high for a long time
due in large part to peculiar marketing ar-

Zambia, Zaire, Guinea and Niger.

rangements undertaken by De Beers Com-

declines in economic
eluded

These countries

are

characterised

major

by

a

high

pany

Diamond prices have

of South Africa. Third, the main

ex-

degree of export concentration. On the

ports of Botswana and Namibia (beef,

other hand, exports

diamond, uranium) have enjoyed relatively

of agricultural

com-

modities (coffee, cocoa, cotton)

perienced

a

ex-

high and stable world demand patterns thus

large contraction (about 25%)

shielding thesé countries from the adverse

in their world market share. As

these countries’ economic

declined

result,

severely during the mid-1970s

in countries such

as

was more

Ghana, Tan-

zania, Uganda and Sudan which

were

also

experiencing political problems.
formed well. In this group are

included oil

as

Nigeria,

Cameroon, Gabon and Angola and mineral

instability.

Sub-Saharan Africa has
dustrial
more,

or

the industrial

sector

each national economy.

by

weak in-

a

manufacturing sector. Further-

nerable since it is not well

terised

Some countries have, however, per-

exporting nations such

effects of export

performance

and 1980s. The economic crisis
severe

a

a

is rather vul-

integrated within

Rather it is charac-

high degree of dependence

foreign capital requirement, skilled
power,

technology and financial

Most of the industries set up
banner of

1960s and

exports accumulated huge foreign ex-

of multinational

change

dustries still

enjoy

price of that commodity
during the 1970s. However, these reserves

tion and

result, the domestic production

rapidly depleted as a result of the
expansionary policies adopted by these

oligopolies. Only in

countries. The oil

in Zimbabwe and

Kenya, the development

of

was

reserves as a

result of the massive

increase in the

were

the

glut experienced since

early 1980s put

balance of payments

severe

strain

on

the

of oil exporters. In

as a

structure

manufacturing

terests whereas

branches

corporations. The.se ina

high degree of protec-

is dominated

sizeable industrial

mere

a

by monopolies

or

few countries has

sector

world

a

developed. Thus,

linked to settler in-

in Zambia and Zaire, mini¬

was

dominated

raw

by

materials to

independence (1960-1970), high
material

raw

prices moderated the

impact of this structural imbalance. The
need for structural

considered

be

to

an

change

was

then not

urgent matter. Thus, the

majority of independent African states continned to

depend

on

the export sector

created

during the colonial era for foreign
exchange earnings. Only in few countries
(e.g. Guinea and Tanzania

were

serious at-

tempts made to restructure the inherited

Even then, these attempts

economy.

half-hearted and erratic and could

were

not enlist

enough donor support. The collapse of the
soft

exports such as Botswana and Namibia. Oil

that

European market. During the first

decade of

raw

import substitution during the
early 1970s were

the

man-

under the

gripped

bequeathed to Africa and

structure

production and export of

on

reserves.

foreign

SSA is both structural and financial. First,

the

were

to

The Economic Crisis

materials. However, from the mid-1970s to

early 1980s, prices of many minerals

high demonopo-

exchange fluctuations.

position has helped to shelter
vagaries of

a

material

prices after 1973

the
underbelly of African economies. The

decline in the

terms

express

of trade exacerbated

the balance of payments

deficits. The

shortage of foreign exchange presented
SSA with

a

difficult choice: either to reduce

expenditure

or to

tional market

inflexible
crisis
most

was

borrow

so as to

on

the interna-

support

relatively

expenditure patterns. As the
believed to be of short duration,

governments chose to

borrow heavily
market.

from the international money

period, not
many countries implemented economic
policies that would address the internal
However, during this same

)
Sapem August, 1991
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of the crisis such

causes

inefficient

as

government institution, highly expansionary monetary

and fiscal policies and

over-

valued currencies.

Causes

•

(Symptoms) of The Crisis

•

•

by, inter alia,

able

feed itself. In
wrong

food is

the

has on

The decline in

number of occasions

accompanied) by in-

decay and environmental

weakness in the export .sector;

frastructure such

•

the

facilities has had

degradation. The decline of social in-

political instability.
During the 1960s and early 1970s. SSA’s

school and health

as

telling effect

a

quality of life and

skilled

on

on

the

manpower

reproduction.

However, during the 1974-84 period, the

tion in transport, storage

region's growth rate dedined to 2% while

arrangements has further stifled the

population increased at 2,8%

sector’s

Economic

growth further plummeted to

onlyO.5% from

mid-1980s\o

This economic contraction
caused
ture

per year.

the 1990s.
in part

was

by the poor performance of agricul-

and

ture.

manufacturing sector. In agriculper capita production declined by

and marketing

development. Furthennore, the

under-funding of research and-extension
services

implies low technical progress. On

the other hand, environmental
is

increasing rapidly in

degradation

many parts

of SSA.

registered rates of decline of

about 30%. The Sahel

region and the Horn

of Africa suffered untold

agricultural out-

energy

by the cutting of trees both for

and land clearing for agricultural

purposes.

Tree cutting is highest in those

countries \vith

high population densities,

put declines due to the drought that affected

such

these

regions during the early 1980. Although the rains returned to normal after

zania and in countries with

the mid-1980s,

Nigeria. Thus the worst

is still low (at

agricultural output growth

Another structural

deformity

of African countries is the

emphasis placed on cash

thus, not
for food

are

crops

that

production.

and food

crop

resources meant

(grain) production

are set

aside for

(tea, coffee, tobacco). It is small

wonder, then, that
24

typical

mutually exclusive. It is,

uncommon

cash crops

so

overwhelming

In most instances cash crops

production

as

Malawi, Rwanda. Burundi and Tan-

populations such
would be

0,8%).

although SSA is well

or

variety of jsests.
Foreign Debt, Inflation and
Unemployment

These

probably constitute the

visible symptoms

most

of SSA’s economic crisis.

During the 1970s and 1980s, rising inflation

accompanied by stagnant

was

economic

growth. This phenomenon
was

partly responsible for the

high levels of unemployment. High levels
of inflation and
small part

unemployment played no
in ??? political discontent espe-

cially during the latter part of the,1980s. In
a

number of countries, urban riots

response to
in

were a

the inflation induced declines

living standards of the lowly paid and the
The

and

emergence

strengthening of opposition parties
strong civil organisations is related
public discontent
tion and

on

to

high levels of infla-

over

unemployment. However,

up to

the present

the inflation-unemployment
dichotomy remains a serious challenge to
governments.
The

economic weakness. On

the fringes of

on

enhanced

others and

immune

regions, especially

countries

than

more

foreign debt is now undoubtedly the
biggest cause, effect and symptom of SSA’s

Africa’s deserts. Desertification is further

poorer

much

Desertification is observable in many

about 9% between 1975 and 1985. Some

performed much

The

a

unemployed.

However, in agriculture, the deteriora-

yearly average rate of 6%.

of

(stagflation)

agriculture has also been

environmental

economy grew at

a

by the donor community.

•

•

Moreover, the

resources.

•

rising foreign debt burden; and

resistant

food

region does not have enough

frastructural

degradation;

on

being used to achieve certain political goals

levels;

decay;

with reliance

pesticides has merely expedited the

emergence

imported only under foreign assis-

food weapon

high (or rising) inflation and unemployinfrastructural

practice, there is noth-

certain

imports. However, in the case of SSA, most

exacerbated (and
•

of cash crops, she also

dubious position of a region not

foreign exchange

declining GDP;

stagnation (or decline) in agricultural
and erratic performance in industry;
ment

to

a

tance since

following symptoms:stagnant or

occupies

ing seriously

The crisis is characterised
the

known for its exports

as

large urban

Zambia, Kenya and
case

represented by

a

scenario

region

or

country with a high population density and
a

large urban population.

Finally, the

use

of

contributed

to

and thus crop

agricultural

pesticides) have

the reduction of soil

yields. In

some

fertility

regions inap-

propriate application of chemical fertilisers
has

destroyed the soil texture and rendered

it less fertile. In others, continuous

use

of

hand the debt

the region's dependence

on

(and impotence to) the international financial system.

pendence is

On the other hand, such dea

recipe for ptilitical weakness

and further exploitation

through unfair debt

service arrangements.

Indeed

a

quick

glance at the available evidence would indicate that SSA has suffered

of

resources

a net

outflow

since the mid-198()s.

According to the World Bank/IMF,
SSA's debt had reached US$134 billion
1988. This

some

chemicals (fertiliser or

crisis represent

one

figure

was

by

roughly equal to the

region's Gross National Product and
than three times its export

more

earnings!

Roughly US$109 billion of this debt

was

long-term debt. Most of this long-tenn debt
(US$104 billion)

was

public and publicly

guaranteed. Official creditors accounted
for US$73,8 billion. Of these, the multi-
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lateral institutions (the World Bank, Inter-

others) accounted for US$28 billion while
bilateral credits accounted for US$45,7 bil-

creditors while the

Development Association and

lion. The debt owed

to

private creditors

(supplies and financial markets)

was

US$3() billion while the short-term debt
was

US$6,6 billion. Finally, SSA had be-

come more dependent on IMF assistance as

^

evidenced

by the region’s high

use

of IMF

credit (US$12,9 billion in 1988).
A breakdown of the debt

position

ac-

total SSA debt

owed

by five countries.
Nigeria (US$26,6
billion or 20%), followed by Sudan (US$ 12
billion). Ivory Coast (US$6,51 billion)

The

was

largest debtor

was

Zaire (US$7,97 billion) and Zambia

(US$6,51. billion). Other significant borrowers include
Kenya (US$4,59 billion),
Congo (US$4,36 billion), Mozambique
(US$3,59 billion), Tanzania (US$3,67 bdlion) and Madagascar (US$3,14 billion).
However, the highest debt service burdens

(when measured by ratio of outstanding
to total exports) are
being shouldered

only
cal

financial problem; it is also a politiproblem.
a

Summary and Conclusion

remaining portion is
owed to the multilateral
agencies, such as
the World Bank. Second,
only few
countries adopt for a very large
proportion
of the debt and Nigeria alone owes 20% of

tried

the total debt. Third, most of the debt is

solutions.

concentrated in what

were

considered

to

be

"middle income" countries

during the
implies a strong relation beability to mobilise foreign assis-

1970s. This

cording to countries indicates the
dominance by the few. Roughly 50% of

'

A number of issues
emerge

from this
analysis. First, most of the debt is long-term
and public guaranteed or owed to official

national

tween the

tance and the

income level of the
economy.

In this regard, countries such as
Ivory
Coast, Zambia, Zaire and Algeria were able

mobilise funds as they were
thought to be risk-worthy at the time. As a
to attract or

result, their debt structure has

a

rather

high

non-concessional component.
The

most

worrisome aspect of the debt

erratic export

result,

most

by

many

declining

performance of SSA. As a

countries in the

factors both internal and external.

As the crisis

deepens, many countries have
desperate measures in an effort to find

Nearly all SSA countries are implementing the IMF/IBRD supported
Structural Adjustment Programmes. Howthese programmes have in most cases

ever,

exacerbated

the

crisis

tinned

rise since

to

adjustment

most

programmes is too tied to be of
(

adjustment model is in desperate need of a
success story! SSA countries must immediately begin to look for meaningful solutions

region cannot
service their debt. Thus since the mid-

if

1980s, almost all countries have had

should be the debt crisis since this
represents a serious outflow of resources from

to

they

are to avert economic

One of the

most

reschedule their debt under the Paris Club

by Mozambique, Sudan, Guinea-Bissau.
Somalia and Zambia. Countries with the

the Paris

smallest debt burden include Botswana,

strengthen Africa’s export sector. Finally,

cartel. Is it not time that

Lesotho, Mauritius and Swaziland. Three

as most

are

integrated with the

of the debt is

public and publicly

guaranteed, solution will ha’ve

political

measures.

to

the

collapse.

immediate

conditions. Any serous attempts to resolve
the debt problem must involve measures to

South African economy.

assistance under

the poor countries. The structural

debt

of these countries

by further

strengthening inflationary pressures,
reducing employment and increasing income
inequality. The debt burden has con-

any use to

crisis is that it is associated with
or

The economic crisis in Africa is caused

concern

region. The rich countries have, through
Club, what

amounts to a
a

lenders’

debtors’ club

emerged?

include

The debt crisis is

not

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
\

have the full

name

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should

and address of the writer but

pseudonyms will be used if

required. Length of letters should be about three hundred
be sent to: The

words. Letters should

Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box MPTll, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zim-

babwe.
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COUNTRY FOCUS

When Will
A

Suppression End in Swaziland?

Cry for Democracy

Jahulane Matsehula

w

HILST

the

people of
appreciated the
step taken by the

Swaziland
human

political
maintain
great concern about the country’s
central political and administrative
problems. The oppressed population of
Mswati regime to release
detainees, they, however, still

Swaziland has not been lured to think
that the despotic government has even-

tually taken a step forward to change its
face. Many will agree with me that the
release of the detainees came as a result

of the detainees’ determination to continue with the hunger strike which had,
at the time of their release, entered its
21st

day. The law under which they were

held is still intact.
In view of the continued
sion in the country,

political represthe oppressed people

have found it essential to reaffirm their

convictions to carry on

the fight until direct

democracy is realised, and vowed not to
stand aloof and accept an unjust system for
fear of persecution and going to jail.

Despite the release of political detainees,
the state of emergency and its repressive
laws is still intact, with the Tinkhundla elec-

toral system still bearing the most unique
and undemocratic features. No intention

repeal it. In addidamage the system has caused in
the lives of the people, it continues to inflict
further cracks as it continues to blight the
lives of the people.
As the patience of the people is becoming increasingly limited, however, they still
maintain a peaceful atmosphere to give the
tyrant ruler and his government a long rope
to hang themselves. The rulers of that small
Southern Africa’s kingdom will, whether
they like it or nöt, agree with me that
throughout the continent, there is a current
wave of change sweeping despots,
autocrats and tyrants. We have seen despots
biting the dust and this trend will have to
has been created at all to

tion to the

.
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continue until

we

have

a

despot-free Africa.

The tyrant

regime of Swaziland is no exception. It could manage as it had in the
past, to maintain the centralisation of power
and resist the call for political change and
broad-based democracy, through its well
maintained military and police brutality
directed against government opposition.
But, as I write now, I am quite optimistic
that time will tell and decide its fate, which
may result in the regime being forced to
hand power or made to realise the need for

non-aggressive political dialogue.
The Swazi population has, since the late
19th century, suffered from all types of
tyrants ranging from pre-colonial, colonial
and post-colonial era. No Swazi outside the
royal elite family strata has ever tested the

a

fruits of freedom

or

know what it

means to

determine your own destiny and enjoy a
fair share of the national cake. They have

only lived to know and experienced suppression, exploitation, abuse and fear. They
have been forced to fear and toil for the king
and the royal family. With the monarchy
regime enjoying both political and material
support from the imperialist countries at-

the
basis of democracy and social justice have
been hampered by its ever-growing political arrogance and military capability
gathered from Western countries. Incidents
of such support can be traced way back in
pre-independence politics of 1963 when
the Ngwana National Liberatory Congress
tempts to challenge the government on

(NNLC, banned in 1973) attempted to
widen its popular base by giving strong
support to a wave

of strikes by workers in

the sugar, asbestos and timber industries,
which culminated in a general strike in the
— Mbabane. Alarmed by this upin labour militancy, the colonial
government and the traditional authorities
cooperated to crush the strike. The king in.
his despotic language denounced the

capital
surge

strikers and endorsed the British resident

commissioner’s decision to bring

in British

troops to break up the strikes. One fresh
incident could be cited with the recent High
Court Treason Trial

involving seven alleged members of the People’s United
Democratic Movement (PUDEMO), the
main opposition underground political
party. The monarchy employed a team of
white racist prosecutors from South Africa
to try Swazis in their own country and
continue to sack the Minister of Justice
because he

was not

doing what the king told

him to do i.e, to ensure that the trialists were

found

guilty. Furthermore, the Zionist Isin turn, offered to train special
security force consisting members of the
army and para-military police with an aim
of strengthening the monarchy’s repressive
apparatus capability.
The imperialist governments mainly

rael has,

Britain, the USA and racist South Africa
have been

is

making it a point that Swaziland
governed by their favoured puppets and

thus remains within the boundaries of the

established

pro-imperialist

camp,

without

considering the plight of the people for
self-determination. It is, therefore, clear
that it has become the nature of the USA in

particular to support repressive regimes,
while on the other hand keeps on shouting
that neo-colonial regimes in Africa must
democratise in order to quality for USAaid.
It leaves one with a billion question when
countries like Swaziland, which has never

practised any form of democracy, continue
to enjoy favoured status with the USA in
particular. The USA political support to the
repressive regime in Swaziland can be cited
with the latest incident when the USA

em-

bassy in Swaziland threw out two Human
Rights Activists who sought sanctuary in
the embassy building, following persecution and police harassment. The USA embassy spokesperson argued that the USA
cannot act as a sanctuary for people opposing the Swazi government and its policies.
Sapem August. 1991

Is the USA concerned about human
violation in the world

as

rights

it has claimed? If

so,

why does the USA continue to maintain

the

despotic and dictatorial system in

Swaziland which violates the mostelemen-

and basic human rights?
quiet about human
rights issues in Swaziland, the regime con-

tary

Whilst the world is

tinues to violate and abuse basic human

rights through its so-called democratic constitution, its laws, its parliament and its evil
political practice. Violation of human rights
have been mainly perpetrated through the
main pillars of repression — the state of
emergency, tinkhundia electoral system,
detention without trial order and the sedition and subversive activities act. The

government has,

for the past and now,

"No Swazi outside the

royal elite family has ever tasted freedom": Mswati III and

refused human

rights organisations to
register in Swaziland. Recent attempts by
the Human Rights Association of
Swaziland to register with the government
has failed.
The Times

of Swaziland of March 24,

1991, in its heading "Govt No to Human

Rights Association" reported that the Ministry of Interior took its decision to refuse

registration of the association in the national interest. Neither the ministry’s statement
nor its decision are straight forward as to
whose interest the ministry is basing its
argument when government consultation
with the people does not exist at all. Contrary to the ministry’s statement, people
throughout the country have voiced their
concern

human

about the continued violation of

rights in Swaziland and according¬

some

of his advisers

ly, vested their interest to have human
rights respected. The ministry’s decision is
not surprising, one could expect such a
decision especially from a ministry which
is headed by a retired senior policeman who
cannot see beyond his nose, what he knows
is to take and endorse decision aiming at
suppressing and arresting the minds of the
people.
Now what the oppressed Swazi society
wants the Mswati regime, its associates and
supporters to do is to consider the dignity
of the Swazi people, their right to selfdetermination; their right to participate in
the general affair of the country and most
importantly, the need for the humanisation
of our society and individuals which we

Zimbabwe’s 1991/92

believe cannot be considered

accomplished

a majority of our people still live
in conditions and at a level which

as

long as

humiliates their

dignity. The human
degradation situation in Swaziland is
prevailed by the fact that Swaziland’s rulers
have acquired a significant material base in
the major sectors of the economy through
their control

over

TIBIYO and TISUKA

royal corporations which drew the largest
percentage of public funds. In the event of
this corruption and economic mismanagemeht, the people are hard hit with the rural
peasants being forced to live below poverty
line and those on employment living on
hand-to-mouth basis.

-

Budget

f
Who Gains, Who
Phineas

Loses?

Kadenge and AUast Mwanza

The 1991/92 Budget was designed
within the context of the Structural Adjust-

Programme (SAP) which the country
is implementing. The main objectives of
the Budget are as follows:

•

to

further reduce government

the economy;

controls in

and

wage

ment

•

achieve

growth rate of 5% by 1995
so as to raise living standards and
generate employment.

to

a
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•

to

restrain

inflationary

The 1991/92

need to reduce taxes;

pressures.

Budget Main Features

The Senior Minister announced that the
out-turn

of the 1990/91 Budget was

fluenced

by the following factors:

and salary increases in the public

sector; and

in-

unforeseen expenses, for example,
preparations for the Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting

(CHOGM) to be held later this year.
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Total

\

for 1990/91

revenue

million, which

was

the estimated

was Z$6 759
Z$12 million less than

Budget. However, total

intends to finance the

budget deficit
through domestic (ZSl 034 million) and
foreign (Z$427 million) borrowing.

collections amounted

to Z$6 527
million, while actual grants were Z$232
million. On the other hand, government
revenue

spending amounted
which

to Z$8 355 million
54% of the 1990/91 GDP.

was

Moreover,

expenditure

recurrent

858 million which

was

was

Z$6

82% of total expen-

dilute. Of this

expenditure. Z$650 million
was spent on subsidies while
capital expenditure amounted

to

total government

budget deficit

Z$844 million. The

Z$1
597 million. This deficit represents an inwas

the

previous year largely acby subsidies and high wages

crease over

counted for

The

The

deficit
2%

Budget

for 1991/92 is Z$I1.2 billion

Z$7 983 million

recurrent

comprising
expenditure

parastatals but parastatal loses will
be closely monitored. Moreover, wages
and salary increases will not exceed 12%.
Total recurrent expenditure has increased
nominally by 17% over 1990/91 expend!ture.

are

to create

•

to

promote

•

to

mitigate the advise impact of SAP on

ture continues to

be

targeting of food subsidies; and

•

assisting those suffering from the effects
of cost recovery pricing. AZS20 million
social fund will be set up to support

these

measures.

employment;

The Senior Minister of Finance
expects
to face short-tenn
hardships due

the nation

investment; and

to SAP but as he

back. He aims

vulnerable groups.

5%

Budget intends

to

says, there is no turning
achieve the growth rate of

1991 -95 supported

over

by appropriate

to

demand management, monetary and ex-

•

reduce and rationalise tax levels (both

change rate policies. This implies a tight
fiscal and monetary policy so as to counter
intlationary pressures. This may also imply

•

tax

•

increase of allowances

following;

corporate and PAYE);

•

further increases in the interest rate which
will further increase the cost of
borrowing

relief for small-.scale industries;
on

and reduction of Capital

reduction of
ment

such

as

and thus reduce investment.

staff housing;

increase of other benefits such
ment

•

to

Furthermore, the

retraining and employment promotion;

•

Appraisal

•

of this amount. Z$598 million is for subsidies

The

•

year’s

lowing:

includes Constitutional and

Statutory Expenditures and Subsidies. Out

for this

within the Economic Reform
which Zimbabwe is implementing. The Senior Minister of
Finance has argued that the revenue
measures are designed to achieve the fol-

percentage of GDP by at least

that the target of 5% of GDP by
1994/95 is realisable. The total expenditure

viability.

measures:

programme

do the

Budget

so

which

measures

To achieve these, the

1991/92 Budget aims at reducing the
as a

revenue

their

Government's attempt to address the effects of SAP will depend on the following

Revenue Measures

and salaries.

1991/92

determine

as

*

Gains tax;

agricultural equipequip-

tax on

retool and thus enable it to compete. In fact,
the removal of the export incentive .scheme
will hurt exporters and we hope that a
way

hoes and ox-drawn

ment;
•

increase of travellers and

gift rebates;

of

and
•

expend!dominated by Educarecurrent

making exports competitive will be

found.
Fears have been expressed that wage and
salary increments arising from collective
bargaining will exacerbate inflation.
Evidence indicates that wage settlements

reduction of customs

increase of excise
Other

tion. Defence, Health and HOme Affairs.

The three main

A total of Z$2 452 million, will be

The continued

depreciation of the exchange rate is going to worsen inflation.
One way of countering this would be to put
more capital onto OGIL to allow
industry

retire-

duty on petrol but
duty on clear beer.

measures

areas

of emphasis

in the

are not

the main

that inflation

cause

of inflation but rather

devoted to the Public Sector Investment

budget

Programme (PSIP). The following will be
the important areas in the PSIP;

monetary refomi; and economic de-regulation. The Budget also contains measures to

demands thus creating a wage-price spiral.
Inflation in Zimbabwe is largely induced

cushion the

by shortages, currency depreciation and
rising interest rates.

are

trade liberalisation, fi.scal and

will be ZS7 925.4 million w'hile grants will
be Z$250 million thus bringing the grand

impact on the vulnerables. In
regard to trade liberalisation, more items
such as cement, tyres and light bulbs have
been put onto Open General Import
Licence (OGIL) whereas price controls
have been removed on more products.
Moreover, wage detemiination is now the
responsibility of employers and
employees. Furthermore, government has
set up a committee to study the regulations
governing the business environment. Finally, investment approval has been delegated

total of ZS8 175.4 million. This will

to

•

Transport and Communication sector ineluding Air Zimbabwe and National
Railwa3ls of Zimbabwe;

•

Agricultural Finance Corporation;

•

Agricultural; and

•

Energy and Water Resources
among

Total

sector,

others.

revenue

for the 1991/92

Budget

give

a

budget deficit of Z$146 million which is
roughly 7.5% of 1991/92 GDP. The budget
deficit for this year is a reduction of about
9% of 199()A/1 budget. The Government

In the stx-'ial service
to

arena.

higher wage

We doubt that the Senior Minister will
of them

to parastatals since
many
delivery essential goods and

are

services. The whole ESAP.

ister admits.is

as

Senior Min-

journey into the unknown
fraught with risks. Those dangers include
social ad political instability due to worsening living conditions, possibly due to de-industrialisation, loss of competitiveness in
the export sector, decline in investment and
thus stagnant

a

real GDP.

Allasf Mwcinza is

Government

Fellow

reduce the civil service

through
a ministerial task force. The
public
enterprises will be classified in order to

and

reduce subsidies

the Zimbabwe Investment Centre.

intends

causes more

at

a

Kaden"e is lecturer
'

visiting Research

SAFES Trust and Pliineas
at

the

University of

Zimhabwe.
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White South Africa’s Contact With Black Africa
Little Benefit to Blacks

at

Home

Shafa Ath-Ahmad Khan

p

OLITICALLY, White South
Africa

might be

a

pariah, but

economicallv it appears to have

made inroads into where it is considered
to matter

great deal for its sustenance
image-building. Whilst, however, it
took the step of ridding itself of race law s
that impaired its value for quite some
time now and succeeded in galvanising
sympathy from several quarters, it has
not quite brought to an abrupt end the
a

of

effects those laws have had

on

the

majority of its people.

Ironically, it is

of South Africa's
neighbours, considered
arch-political enemies of its abhorrent systern of apartheid, that have bestowed grace
some

closest African

it. And this almost sudden

president's observations

Africa confirmed what

some

on

South

of Africa's

apartheid have
privately been maintaining of late but were
perhaps apprehensive to mention for the
reprisals that would have been likely to
make

a

dent in their image.

that South Africa

came to

economically they indirectly busied themselves bridging the gap that separated their
countries from this country by overlooking

on

Saturday (June 29) at his country's

International Trade Fair

at

Ndola which

attracted the support

of a number of corporate establishments from South Africa.
He made an impassioned plea to South
African companies "to come and join us" in
larger numbers and alluded to the "dawn
that promises
freedom in economic
action across the whole region".
With the writing off of all di.scriminatory
.

laws

.

.

recently, however, the Western world

showed its initial adroit

willingness to
begin loosening the encumbrance of trade
sanctions around South Africa's heck, but
it

was

at

Ndola and his

perhaps President Kaunda's speech
prior sentiment that white
South Africa had to be recogni.sed for what
w'as "taking place" in the
country that
boosted its once-tottering image.
Sapem August. 1991

fluence cooperative business efforts.
With the

finally expunged from the
country's Statutes, barriers can be expected
begin coming crumbling down perhaps
swiftly than they were first erected.

had been

more

The nub of the whole South African issues,

Kaunda.
once

an

elder statesman who

chairman of the

was

however, still revolves round whether the

Organisation of

majority of its peoples is economically
liberated as they are legally socio-political-

African

Unity (OAU). too, like them, has

been

the "White South Africa is taboo"

on

bandwagon, but he has been particularly
known to.be in the forefront both in the

tions

over the

and in the call fora total
ban on anything emerging from those
privileged under this system.
years

Recent reports

from Southern Africa say
that a building has been prepared in Zambia
as a new

that

grand pillars of apartheid in

South Africa

to

quietly forming with South

to

breaking down those divergent
political harriers that could in-

the liaisons businesses from their countries

Africa.

...

start

be known for,

by the various South African administra-

call

could urge our governments

cally they detested the draconian system

condemnation of the execution of apartheid

with his

The lime has arrived where frontiers

should he opened and where we

Although politi-

Zambian President Kenneth kaunda
could well have set that process

joen, as telling delegates at this meeting in
a closing speech:

known fierce critics of

change of
heart might well be the catalyst intrinsically
likely to spur the international community
in its bid to push for the gradual lifting of
economic sanctions against the country.

on

/

The

South African Trade Mission. Also

diplomats note that they think it will be
by the end of this year.

open

Big business from South Africa, too, is
injecting enthusiasm and a sense of
economic urgency into African countries as
would appear from these reports. -The
reports speak of the participation in April
of 15 African countries at a meeting set in
motion by three South African trade groups
in Swaziland focusing on the possibility of
establishing a new trade bloc on the termination of sanctions.

They cite the president of the South
African Chamber of Business, Hennie Vil-

Ijj’ now.
Years of

discriminatory laws have left
majority virtually hamstrung economically and it could well take an equal number
this

of years to raise it to what should have been
its proper

station in life. And there is yet

another rider— that of the demise of white

minority rule and the implementation of a
system ensuring both franchise for the
black

majority and its restoration
rightful place.

to its

White South Africa may well be gaining
unprecedented rapid entry into some parts
of dark Africa because of its present
economic

superiority, but the odds at home
are still as great as they were
hitherto. For it seems that at this stage of
complicated transition in South Africa at
least, most likely to immediately benefit to
some degree from the lifting of any African
trade embargo against South Africa would
against it

be the

ravaged economies of

neighbours and, indeed,
extent those

yield the

some

disenfranchised who

economy

of its

to a much lesser

actually

of this country.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Personifying the Kenyan State
Rakiya Omaar
frica Watch

A

a

recently published

major report

in

on human rights
Kenya, Talking Liberties.

The

Kenyan government and its Western
allies, in particular the United Kingdom,
seek to deflect criticism of human rights
abuses by comparing Kenya to neighbouring countries plagued by war, famine and
disintegration. Evoking images of war in
Somalia and Ethiopia'is not even an adequate propaganda tool. Kenya has been
held up as a model of a functioning
democracy. It is that standard alone which
should be used to assess its human rights
record.
While opponents

of Kenya’s one-man
one-party system had suffered harsh
reprisals in the past, the official response to
the pro-democracy movement of July 1990
highlighted the extent to which any effort
at political organisation provokes the most
brqtal violations of individual and coUective rights.
There have been calls for political
pluralism during both President Kenyatta’s
and President Moi’s rule which had gone
unheeded and unpublicised. The difference
in 1990

was

that intellectuals, the church,

lawyers and activists seized the opportunity
put their appeals in an international
climate uniquely tuned to the collapse of
one-party states. Their critical stance
responded to a broad-based restlessness;
to

the combination

was

the

most

serious

political challenge and the worst violence
in Kenya since the failed coup attempt in
1982.

Inspiration to protest against the government came primarily from the attempt by
fomier cabinet ministers Charles Rubia and
Kenneth Matiba to hold

an

open

multi-party system in Nairobi

rally for a

on

July 7.

Matiba and Rubia had demanded immediate dissolution

of

parliament, repeal of the

1982 constitutional amendment that made

Kenya a de jure
30

one party state,

fresh elec¬

tions, and

a

referendum

to decide the

country’s political future. Matiba and
Rubia were detained on July 6, but a large
crowd gathered on July 7 as scheduled.
Retribution by riot police and security forces was swift and violent, exacerbated
by
the undisciplined behaviour of young men
who exploited the chaos to loot and frighten
civilians. The official death toll for the July
riots, 20 people, was a gross underestimate.
At least a hundred people were killed and
scores

of others wounded, detained and

interrogated.
What the riots in 1990 underlined is the
extreme

intolerance of criticism. Since

May 1982, when veteran politician Oginga
Odinga sought to create a second political
party, the government has intensified its
efforts

to undermine the independence and
integrity of civil institutions which are essential to the operation of a genuine
democracy. The abortive coup attempt of
August ,1982 reinforced the tendency to
punish critics of government policies or
leadership as "subversives". Parliament,
the press, the judiciary, the Bar, the universides and non-govemmental organisations
have been subjected to overt and subtle
pressure to acquiesce in the consolidation
of power in the office of the President and
the country’s only legal party, the Kenyan

African National Union (KANU).
When President Moi succeeded

Kenyatta in 1978, he initially staked his
legitimacy
on the theme of "continuation",
promising
to follow Kenyatta’s footsteps. He called it
"Nyayoism" and it has become a
watchword for political conformity. But
legitimacy has remained elusive, in part
due to internal opposition to the lack of
political freedom, and in part due to international criticism of the deteriorating
human rights situation.
Seeking to coerce respect through cult
and mystification. President Moi has gone
to extraordinary lengths in his claims to
personify the state. Many of the institutions

and artifacts of the state

are

named after

him, and opposition is equated with
treason.

No direct criticism of the

president
pervasive inprivately has made
his name virtually taboo — he is usually
referred to as the "the big man him.self'.
Even the sharpest critics of the government
prefer to criticise the president by implication only. They often refer to the "wisdom"
of the president’s words and then highlight
the extent to which they are being "abused".
is expressed publicly,
hibition to do so even

and

a

The result of this cultivated

reverence

that President Moi’s powers are

■

is

considered

Legalistically, the office of the
president remains grounded by the rules
laid down by the constitution, but the "mystification" of the President has effectively
removed him from legal constraints.
supreme.

Various constitutional amendments have

increased the flowers

of the president and
parliamentary ap-

removed the need for

proval.

Increasingly intolerance of dissent has
a marked proliferation of
security
forces, creating a society deeply marked by
secrecy and caution. Operating without any
regard for the rule of law and permeated by
their own culture of corruption, they enforce sweeping restraints on political expression.
led to

Parliament’s

independence has
significantly under President
Moi. It is no longer a forum for meaningful
debate over government policies, but a rubber stamp for advice the president receives
from an inner circle of trusted security officials and kinsmen. According to one MP:
deteriorated

*

Deterioration

really set in in 1982. by
was no freedom of
debate for fear of falling foul to the
government. The days are gone when
you could stand up and discuss what
which time there

is on your mind — now

‘subversion and

its considered

treachery'. To the
Sapem August.
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government, thus giving

forces

licence to

a

A sinister

order."

seven

attempt by the government to

seen as an

dispose of the independent faction through
technical manipulation.

the security
go after

is continually urged to be
"responsible" and "patriotic" as defined by
the president and other senior politicians.
Investigative reporting is regarded as
political disloyality. In addition to the presThe press

development is the emergence
youth-wingers who act as a

police force within the party. Their heavyhanded tactics have killed debate in the

sure

of economic sanctions, and the con-

generated by self-censorship, four
magazines have received banning orders

trols

According to one MP;

House.

escape

is

‘dissidents'.

of KANU

elected members of the

LSK Council for alleged contempt of court,

Muite and

that

parliament sen'es a purpose at all, it enables sycophants to
abuse their parliamentary immunity
to harangue opponents of the
extent

ofall, you are expelledfrom the
they take your business
licence and make sure all your debts
are called in
They can even rob
you, crash your car or beat your
family
First

^

party, then

..

.

Political

.

has also been on the
Bar, through intimida-

tion and harassment, as

well

as

economic

leverage. Attacks increased when independent lawyers active on human rights
cases

h

came

to

the forefront of the pro-

democracy movement. Described by the
government as the "unofficial opposition
party"“ along with the church, the Law
Society of Kenya (LSK) has come increasingly under siege. The attacks culminated
in a threat to destroy the organisation altogether in June 1991, after the LSK elected
an independent candidate, Paul Muite, as
its chairman. Pro-government lawyers
challenged Muite’s election and claimed
that his maiden speech, in which he called
for respect for human rights, democratic
reforms and a sound judiciary, was too
political. The application made to commit
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a

road accident under

mysterious circumstances. In May 1990,
Reverend Peter Njenga, Provost of All
Saints Cathedral in Nairobi, was subjected
to a government campaign to discredit him,
after he publicised the death toll in a violent
eviction of squatters in his diocese. He was
accused of complicity in his wife’s death,
even though the cause of death had been
suicide.

as

institutions

is

the

Non-

Organisation Bill intro-

has met with strong

opposition from both

national and international groups, proposes
to

register all NGOs with precise details of

their sectors, affiliations, and locations of

activities.
Photo: Calvin Dondo

arap

since

offensive against the

killed in

duced in December 1990. The Bill, which

Moi

the

judges.
The government

sters, was

Governmental

psychological abuse to extract confessions,
denial of access to legal counsel, or at best
and direct pressure on

acquisitions by senior government mini-

civilian

In order to preserve

access

has responded by accusing outspoken clergymen of being used
as "puppets" by "foreign masters" intent on
destabilising the regime. In August 1990,
Reverend Alexander Muge, bishop of Eldoret, who had documented illegal land

The climax of the government’s
protracted campaign to destroy Kenya’s

manipulation of the judiciary is

the heart of

restricted

The government

determined

..

Kenya’s human rights crisis.
the myth of a functioning legal system, the government prefers to
manipulate the legal system rather than to
abandon it altogether. In sensitive cases,
British expatriate judges are used to shape
a pliant judiciary. Political trials are characterised by the use of physical and

at

the control of the public forces of

1988; the largest selling

Appointees of the government

will dominate

a

board that will advise the

government on their

daily

has been subjected to unprecereporting restrictions; editors have

newspaper

activities and role in

Kenya. The bill gives the government access to

the internal affairs of NGOs and

been arrested, beaten and assaulted and

effectively divests them of autonomy.
Hoping to undermine the movement for
political reform, the government intro-

magazines have been seized from street

duced

vendors.

KANU Review Committee

legal avenues for the expression
independent thought have been closed,
churches across the religious spectrum
have u.sed the pulpit to condemn the lack of
political rights, corruption, land-grabbing
and the violent treatment of squatters, the
cruelty and intrusion of intelligence agencies and the increasingly glaring contrast

lished to hear

grievances, security of tenure

for

was

dented

As other

of

between the lives of the rich and the

are poor. In a pastoral letter
June 22, 1990, four Catholic

majority who
issued

on

archbishops and fourteen bishops expressed the fear that the "philosophy of
national security" was leading Kenya to
"political murders, unlawful home searches, arbitrary detentions, confessions
under torture and death squad actions that

a

few concessions in

judges

1990. The
was

restored and

estab-

a

few

prominent detainees were released. But the
introduction of piecemeal reforms will only
make it harder for the regime to hold its
ground. Unless there is unlimited freedom
to debate issues of public concern, the right
to political pluralism, a willingness to allow
independent institutions to flourish, and
respect for the constitution and the rule of
law, Kenya will be, like its neighbours,
another international symbol of human
misery.

Rakiya Omaar is executive director of
the human rights organisation, Africa
Watch.
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The Dilemma of the Zimbabwe Student Movement
Lloyd M. Sachikonye
N

May this year, the longest strike
by students at the University of Zim-

settler-colonial

major grievance of the students conundermining of academic
freedom and University autonomy by
the recently enacted University of Zim-

society. These struggles
struggle
for independence. I have been recently
reading Michael Gelfand's A Non-Racial
Island of Learning (\91^) which chronicles
the racial and political tensions at the
University up to early years of Unilateral
Declaration of Independence (UDI). Cer-

babwe Amendment Act (1990) and

tain dimensions of the role of students in

Higher Education Council Act (1990). It
was argued that The
University Amendment Act introduced a disciplinary sys-

articulating issues of concern and frustration in the broader society emerge. Take
student opposition against the Central

tern for staff and" students that did not

African Federation for

I

babwe

was

called off by

the students

themselves. It had lasted three weeks and
the

cerned the

possess any legal safeguards to ensure
that Justice was done, conferred power to
the Vice-Chancellor to sack any student,
lecturer or worker without any obliga-

were one

example, and their
participation in nationalist struggles for independence. We are reminded in this book
that:
The students could hardly

tion to

provide reasonable justification
and made the appointment of the ViceChancellor and certain key officials of
the University’s administration a
government prerogative. The students,
therefore, demanded the scrapping of
this legislation and persistently sought
an interview with High Education Minister, Mr Karimanzira. There ensued a
stalemate, the government made no concession but, in fact, threatened to close
the University.
Conflict between the State and Univer-

sity students has a long genre. In the 1960s,
for instance, there were perpetual clashes
Ijetween the students and the Smith regime.
These centred on struggles against racism
within the University itself and in the wider
32

strand of the nationalist

affected by these

remain un-

events or

by the

knots that took place in various parts

.

of the country during this period. In
October I960, all African students
took part in a total hunger strike in
sympathy with their people who had
been killed in
Harare

a

disturbance in

township. Practically all

African students

were

That tradition and

continued

a

to

infuse, if

nationalists.

students

as

cadres. The

significant role which

in the execution of the armed liberation

struggle still awaits to be fully written
about.

It is

quite obvious that the foundation of

the Zimbabwe student movement

laid

phase of colonial rule. So
were the seeds of its
persistent conflicts
with the State. First, the State sought to
exploit its financial support for the University as a leverage to stifle debate amongst
both staff and students and, therefore, the

autonomy of the University. For example,
colonial government circular demanded
that students receiving grants, scholarships,
a

bursaries and loans from the State should

sign

a

pledge which virtually barred them

from any political activities. Students
defied this conditionality. When they booed
two colonial

cabinet ministers in 1966, Gel-

fand observed that;
The Minister

of Education warned

the government

grants

might withdraw

from students. Government

also notified individual students, lecand members

turers

not radicalise black

Council that unless strict

particularly from secondary
colleges chose to go into exile
to link up with the liberation movement and

were

in the terminal

legacy of activism

student unionism in the year following UDI
in 1965. In the 1970s, huge numbers of
schools and

train

students, apart from the peasantry, played

nary

action

was

of the College
discipli-

taken within

tn’o

weeks, it would act.
Indeed, the eolonial government was
true to

its word. The

police raided the camSapem August. 1991
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Council that unless strict

action

nary

was

weeks, it would

discipli-

taken within two

act.

Indeed, the colonial government was
tnie to

its word. The

poHce raided the cam-

pus, arrested nine lecturers and nine students and served them with detention or
restriction orders. The

University

was

closed for several months.

Clearly, even under its Royal Charter,
University autonomy and academic
freedom were very fragile and continually
threatened/undermined. What is germane

analysis of the post-independence conflicts between the State and
University students is the continuity in certain aspects of State-student conflict, in
perception of the presumed role of students
in politics and society and state tactics in
restricting that role. A strong flavour of
paternalism which uneasily co-exists with
suspicion, if not anxiety, appears to infuse
the position of the post-independence State
to our

own

towards students. There are, of course, differences between the colonial and the postcolonial contexts. Whereas the broad
demands of students and of black Zimbabweans in general related to independence
prior to 1980, they now concern the postindependence development path,
redistribution of wealth and the widening
of democratic freedoms amongst others.
Inevitably, the University students have
cast their political agenda, such as it is, in
radical socialist terms. Their critique of the
post-independence State, therefore,
centred on its chequered record on the
redistribution of wealth, the pterceived
abandonment of its original ‘socialist’
agenda and the narrowing of democratic
space. Students demonstrated against corruption in high places and the findings of

the Sandura Commission in 1989 vindicated their anxieties. Students condemned
the

lobby for the legislated introduction of
the one-party State, the volte-face by
government on this issue in 1990 confirmed the strength of public opinion
against it. Lately, they have articulated a
critique against the Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) observing that the working class and peasantry will bear a heavier
brunt.
The

perspectives of the students and

state on

should

the

extent to

which the former

participate in political activities dif¬
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Articulating

fer

as

a

critique against structural adjustment: students at

they would be expected to. The.se

differences sometimes

ensure

in unfor-

tunately embarrassing consequences.
September 1989 the students attempted to commemorate the 1988 anticorruption demonstration, there was a
physical confrontation with the police.
When in

Several student leaders
there

was

and the

were

detained,

damage to University property
university was consequently

closed. Prior

to

this, several lecturers had

student’s choices

or

a

May Day rally

dilemmas and

the consistent collection student

ignores
positions

specific issues.
Secondly, the conflict between students
and the state has been basically interpreted
as one arising from the lack of discipline
amongst students. The disciplinary approach, according to this argument, would
remove the basis of the persistent conflict.
on

This is

a naiTow

view of the broad

causes

of the alienation between the state and stu-

been

dent movement. There

connection with

instances of drunkenness, vandalism and

briefly detained and questioned in
spurious allegations of instigating the students and one foreign lecturer was deported in 1988.
How
of the

can

the authoritarianism

on

the part

be

explained? Firstly, there exthinly-veiled intolerance of the "arrogance" and interested radicalism of the
young men and women — scarcely out of
their teens
esconced in ‘an ivory tower’.
ists

state

a

—

A

common

does

line is that student radicalism

last

beyond graduation: ‘as soon
as they are out of University, they are so
eager to join the system, even the multinationals and government bureaucracy they
used to condemn in uncompromising
rhetoric’. There is, of course, a heavy dose
of paternalism in this argument. It should
not be used to undermine the right of students to make their positions on national
not

issues known. Furthemiore, this argument
reduced the issue to one of individual

certainly have been

heckling of government ministers but then
there are structures within the University to
handle specific disciplinary cases. Thus,
the disciplinarian approach does not Justify,
as both staff and students argue, the introduction of the University Amendment Act.
Thirdly, the argument has continued to
resurface that since the state finances

students’attendance

at

University, the latter

should not bite the hand which feeds them.
One

of this argument

espoused
during the recent strike was this that, given
that the high demand for University places,
made those accepted ‘a privileged group’.
The government could not hesitate to ‘to
take away such privileges from those who
reason

abuse them and offer them to those who
will take full

advantage of them’. It was a
not taken highly but it did
provide a permanent solution to the

threat that
not

was

-33

struggle by staff and students for academic
University autonomy wrested
away by the recent Acts. What provisional
freedom and

conclusions

therefore, be drawn from

can,

boycott. The students at the new University
in Bulawayo did not participate. At one
level, the boycott was isolated to the
University itself. This is one basic weak-

the recent strike?

ness

First, it demonstrated the strengths and
weakness of the Zimbabwe student’s

beyond the University student body, there

movement.

Maturity was shown in keeping
boycott peaceful throughout the strike
period: no single excuse or incident was
provided to justify police intervention. The
peaceful manner of the boycott elicited
both staff and public sympathy and sueceeded in publicising the adverse implications of the new legislation. Most staff
joined the students in condemning the

speak of. This makes the University stu-

the

dents vulnerable either to isolation to

Amendment Act. However, the students
did not succeed in organising effective nation-wide student support.

No students in
tertiary institutions pronounced solidarity
with the boycott.
Indeed,
—

some

of the University students

the medical students

—

undermined the

is

no

of the Zimbabwe student
effective

nor

cohesive

movement:

movement to

University premises or to dispersal once a
implemented.
Second, there do not appear to be organic
linkages between the student movement
and other social movements. Although inclosure is

dividual lecturers and students may connect with unions and coof)eratives among
other movements, there are no

stnktures

through which the student movement can
relate more closely with them. In the recent
strike, there was hardly a statement of
solidarity from these movements. Finally,
internal feuding with the University student
body itself, towards the last days of the

boycott, revealed tactical differences and
the existing potential for the manipulation
of the ethnic factor. These organisational
weaknesses need

to

be addressed.

Notwithstanding these limitations, the
recent boycott should
not be under-estimated. It has put the question of academic freedom and University
autonomy firmly back on the agenda. This
poses a dilemma for the state too. In the
colonial days, government ministers spoke
disparagingly of the University as that ‘litachievements of the

tie Kremlin

on

the hill’. Even if the imme-

diate issues may have chatiged, the contest
for autonomy was as spirifed and protracted
as

it still is. The

to

the state but is it not

University is still irksome
now

time the latter

drastically revised its attitude to this national seat of higher learning instead of following the familiar cut de sac of threats and
confrontation?

Lloyd Sachikonye is Senior Research
Fellow and Head of Labour Studies at
the Zimbabwe Institute of Development
Studies.
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

Non-Alignment in the Post-Gulf War Era
A. M. Bahu

T

Bandung Conference in 1955
brought together, for the first
time, 29 Afro-Asian leaders of

the

newly liberated countries of the two
among them the People’s
Republic of China which had emerged
six years earlier from a revolution which

continents

—

had shaken the world. The conference
drew up

five principles which would
guide these countries’ future cooperation and struggles. The main objectives
of the

new

movement

anti-im-

were

perialism and anti-colonialism and in
good working relations, the conference laid down principles of mutual assistance, mutual
order to establish

benefits in economic and trade relations,
of

of the
for each
other’s sovereignty. All this became
known as the Spirit of Bandung.
no

foreign military bases in

any

member states, and respect

This

new

spirit projected the two

colonised continents

on

the world

arena

exfor

the first time in

history as a diplomatic force
to contend with. On all important questions, especially that of the liberation of the
remaining colonies. They all spoke with
one

voice and voted

as a

bloc at the United

Nations (UN) meetings and other councils
of the world. China was denied its rightful
seat at

the UN (because the US vetoed the

application insisting that the, tiny island of
Taiwan legitimately represented China),
but China’s influence in world politics and
with liberation movements continued to ex-

pand.
The Soviet Union and the USA were, in
the meantime,

locked in

a

life-and-death

stmggle to attain nuclear parity. After exploding the first atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki which ended
World War 11 in 1945, the US began to flex
its muscles and was bent on using nuclear
blackmail to advance its objectives of
economic and diplomatic domination of the
Sapem August. 1991

world. To counter this, the Soviet Union, in
turn

embarked

The

race was on.

developing nuclear
capability and the means of its delivery.
on

Once the super-powers attained parity in
and means of delivery, the

armaments

threat of nuclear blackmail receded.

Britain, France and China later developed
their

independent nuclear capability
they could
not pose a threat to world peace or embark
on the diplomacy of nuclear blackmail.
own

but because of their limited size,

The Passive

Approach to Diplomacy

As the

struggle between the superpowers continued to gain momentum and
the establishment of military pacts and
ba,ses continued to spread, the Bandung
countries sought to establish a new
morality in international politics. This
morality emphasised reliance on
diplomacy rather than on force as a means
of resolving international disputes. To be
effective in this approach, the Bandung
countries had

to

be

seen to

be neutral in

struggles. Thus, the doctrine
of "non-alignment" or "positive neutrality"
was born. The emphasis was henceforth to
be on co-operation and reconciliation, even
with imperialism, rather than confrontasuper-power

tion.

China backed out of this passive approach to diplomacy, arguing that the
relationship between poor countries and the
rich was one of exploitation and not a relation of equals. Only vigilance and unrelenting struggle would ensure the survival of
the oppressed countries and enable them to
develop the capacity to put their countries
on a path of genuine progress and national
independence. Oppressed countries could
not co-exist with imperialism which must
be opposed and resisted by every means
possible, including force.
However, practically all of the "nonaligned" countries were already aligned
with the West in all but

name.

Instead of

developing

independent

national

economies, they were all tied as ap-

pendages to Western economies and consequently what scientific and technical
development that came our way was of the
kind that was designed to serve already
developed countries ancf, therefore, unsuited to our real development needs. Every
effort at development by "non-aligned"
countries, consequently, resulted in impoverishing their economies and their
people while enriching Western
economies. The
resorted to

more

these countries

borrowing from Western banks

and governments in order to make up for
what had been extracted from their

economies to the rich coffers of the West,
their

independence was compromi,sed. Stuck to their diplomacy of "cooperation and reconciliation", they continually gave up not only their national
prestige, but in many ways their
sovereignty too was gradually being
eroded. Diplomacy of "reconciliation and
co-ofjeration" became diplomacy of "compromise and capitulation".
Henceforth, poverty became the
hallmark of these countries and they came
to be known collectively as the "poor
countries". Their diplomacy correspondingly made a 180-degree-tum, from that of
challenge to that of "accommodation".
Without real independence and national
prestige, the diplomacy of the Bandung
Spirit disappeared; instead of being a^
diplomatic force to be reckoned with as
envisaged in Bandung, they became colleclively at best a diplomatic nuisance.
By the 1970s, "non-aligned" countries’
economies became even worse, as Europe

the

and

more

Japan were emerging as new

world

the expense of Africa and Asia
respectively. Cheap African resources, extracted at considerable cost to African
people’s well-being, supplied Europe’s reindustrialisation and the meagre foreign exchange which went back to the continent

powers at
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I
was

immediately squandered

away

in the

importation of useless manufactured
goods, from luxury goods for the elite to
trinkets of

one

kind

or

another. The

same

was true for Asia, vis-a-vis
Japan, with the
exception of the so-called Newly Industrialising Countries (NICs) which were
reduced to the role of staging centres in
Asia for Japanese and US multinational
corporations’ manufacturing enterprises in
the area, utilising Asian
cheap labour and
market outlets in the region for their
products.

The

Collapse of the Eastern Bloc

The Soviet block in the meantime

nature

of the Soviet economic

model, handed down from the Stalin

era,

emphasised heavy industry at the expense
of light industry and agriculture —
or^in
Marxist terms emphasised Department J at
the expense of Department II. This denied
the Soviet economies the benefits of
light
industries and agriculture; i.e. rapid
production turnover, profitability, innovation in technologies which serve
people’s
immediate needs, a market for heavy industry and, most important of all, rising
standards of living of their people. The
Soviet Union, thanks

arsenal, remained

a

to

economic unification.

Unfortunately for

them, it is not going to be an easy passage.
In all likelihood. Eastern Europe will bethe focus of massive

come

exploitation for
long time to come while Europe will be
plunged into a prolonged period of
economic and political instability with Germany, the industrial giant of Europe playing a dominant role.
With the virtual collapse of the Eastern
a

bloc, the Cold War came to an end in favour
was

being pushed out of the centre of world
economic activity. With the "non-aligned"
countries fimily siding with the West in
everything except the rhetoric of non-alignment and the US
stepping up its economic
boycott of socialist countries, the Soviet
bloc could not participate in the dynamic
economic development of the 1960s and
1970s that the West was going through.
The

couraged by Western propaganda and intelligence operatives, the European masses
revolted and wanted to be joined to the rest
of Europe before the 1992
European

of the West and

post-war
to a

especially the US. The
bi-polarity in world affairs which

certain extent worked in favour of,

"non-aligned" countries was replaced by a
unipolar world dominated and often dietated

to

by the US. The Soviet Union, the

erstwhile super-power, has been reduced to
the status of a by-stander, helplessly wit-

nessing world events take a momentous
while its diplomats tour Western capitals, from US, Japan and Germany, right
down to Spain in search of financial aid.
Nowhere has this pathetic spectacle been
more humiliatingly obvious than in fhe
turn

Gulf crisis. The US conceived, initiated and executed the war in the Gulf
with the virtual connivance of the Soviet
recent

Union,

inspite of the fact that it was obvious

to

everybody that America was using the
imperialist interests.

UN to advance its

Why the Gulf War Happened
To understand this phenomena, we must
begin by defining what the Gulf War was
all about. Anglo-American
propaganda
kept harping on that the war was being
fought on behalf of the Untied Nations and
of the "international community" in order
to restore respect for international law. to
"punish aggressor Iraq" and to re-establish
the "legitimate" rulers of Kuwait to their
throne. This

was utter

rubbish.

Before the notorious UN
cil Resolution 678

(which

Security Couninterpreted

was

authorising the Americans and their alto use force) was rammed
through, the
Americans had already rushed scores of
as

lies

thousands of their soldiers and

equipment
"prevent Iraq from occupying" that country. In other words, the
to

Saudi Arabia

to

transfer of massive US forces
Arabia
tween

was

the

a

two

to

Saudi

bilateral arrangement becountries to defend Saudi

Arabia. It had

nothing to do with liberating
nothing to do with UN resolutions
much less to do with safeguarding in-

Kuwait,
and

temational law.
Soon after, when the event had turned
into

a
bloody war, it was clear that by
rushing troops and deadly weapons to the

area,

the US had initialed the first step to

war

long before anybody thought of

its massive nuclear

super-power without a

super-power economy.
The collapse of such an
economy was
predictable. The Chinese foresaw it way
back in 1965 when they pointed out the

imbalances inherent in the Soviet Model.
The

success

of the counter-revolution in (he

socialist bloc

was the result of a combination of various factors but the
principle one
was the economic mess. The "Reformers"

made the situation
to

even worse by
rushing
adopt and implement the "free market"

model in economies which

were

based fun-

damentally on diametrically opposite principles and economic laws.
Having been left out of European
dynamic development; seeing their standard of living worsening; promoted and en¬
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Non-alignment is dead: display at the 1986 Summit in Harare, Zimbabwe
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Resolution 678. That is to say

US imperialism had made up its mind to fight Iraq
with or without UN support. And if Iraq had
been a military lightweight like Grenada or
Panama, past experience has shown that the
US would have attacked the country
without

bothering to go to the UN.
therefore, discount the notion

We can,

that the US
restore
was not

was

fighting Iraq in order to

respect for international law. that
the purpose or

In fact, the

motive of this war.

"international community" on

whose behalf the US

ostensibly fighting this war cannot trust the US with the
task of policing the world when the
policeman’s own record for breaking international law has long since reached scandalous proportions.
If the US was not fighting to restore
was

international order, then it must have been

fighting to safeguard its own global
military strategic interests vjs-a-vis the
other super-power.
seen,

Not at all. As

these considerations

were

we

have

relevant

during the era ofbipolarity in world politics
but not now. In a uni-polar world, the Middie East has lost its strategic significance
militarily.
Well, did Bush killing Iraqis in order to
bring about a New World Order, as he has
proclaimed? Not on your life! The beyondthe-war rhetoric garbage is the standard
stock-in-trade of the imperialists when they
enter any predatory war. On the even of
every major imperialist war, the world has
been bombarded with such high-sounding
"visions".

.World War I in 1917 with the declaration
that the US intervention in the

war

would

world of

harmony",
democracy and self-determination, secured
by the League of Nations, we know what
happened after that war! There was neither
harmony, nor democracy or self-determination; only their opposites emerged
a

new

with the advent of fascism and Nazism.

Franklin Roosevelt, the US President

during World War II, entered that war by
declaring that out of the ruins of the war
would emerge a "concert of great powers
institutionalised in the Security Council
and dedicated to the maintenance of global
order and security". Instead, throughout the
post-World War 11 era, the US used the UN
as an instrument for advancing US foreign
policy interests which included bullying
Sapem August, 1991
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to survive since it is their biggest and still

domination,

expanding market. Also with the Soviet

Harry Truman, post-World War II US ' Union entering the world market with unPresident, on the even of the US’s war of abashed gusto, its vast oil reserves — now

aggression against the Korean people,
declared that his "determination to phase
down aggression would set an example that
would deter future aggression". John Kennedy too made similar rhetoric to start ag-

gression against the Vietnamese people and
so did Lyndon Johnson in his own Texan
style to justify further intensification of this
aggression,
The American

have

always been
bamboozled into going to war and dying for
imperialism with their eyes fixed on the
future and not on the torments they inflict
masses

at the disposal of its Western partners —
will counter the ptower of OPEC to dictate
oil prices. No, it is not the fear of who
control the Middle East oil

reserves

which

has sent the US to fight in the Gulf— it is
the fear of who controls the money from the
oil.
Dollar

Hegemony and Arab Radicalism

The real and
war was

to

underlying motive of the
the dollar hegemony in
economy which is being

preserve

the world

threatened by Iraqi nationalism. It was US
stake here

in the present.

imperialism itself which

What Bush is saying is not new. The
world has heard it before. It is obvious even

and the US would do anything including

child of 10 that Bush could not have
been laying the foundations for a "New
World Order" by attempting to bombard the
Iraqis out of existence — which is what is
meant by the American phrase "carpet
bombing" by B-52s. In Vietnam, they used
the phrase "saturation bombing", it meant
the same thing" exterminating populations
to a

was at

the nuclear bombardment of Iraq to ensure
its survival.
pjs imperialism has been facilitated not
by physical conquest of colonies but by the
dominance of the dollar as the international

medium ofexchange since the end of World
War II. The Bretton Woods Conference of

1944 which established the World Bank
and the International

Monetary Fund (IMF)

by massive cluster and anti-personnel

had ensured the status ofthe dollar to be "as

bombs. That is the task for which the B-52s

good as gold" and artificially fixed the price
of gold at US$35 per ounce to pave the way

have been designed and manufactured and
that is their "operational purpose" overseas
— hitherto used entirely against the people
of Third World countries,
So what is Bush up to in this US aggression against the Iraqi and Arab people? Is it
to

US President Woodrow Wilson entered

"establish

Third World countries which resisted US

endure Israel’s survival? Not

even

that.

Israelis have been

taking care of themselves as US surrogates fairly well, as long as
Uncle Sam continued to pour in money and
sophisticated armaments. They do not need

for the dollar’s dominance in the financial

and banking system

The US government

and US multinathoroughly abused this dollar
privilege, the former printing many more
dollars than the US economy could support
in goods and services or in gold reserve and
the latter lavishly investing it overseas,
mostly in Europe in the aftermath of World
tionals

the presence of the paymaster to emphasise
the point too vigorously to "embarrass our

War II. The result

Arab allies".'

material

Has the US been fighting for the Middle
East oil then? No, not directly. It is not the
fear of who controls the Middle East oil
reserves

that has sent the US to fight in the

Gulf. Whoever controls them will have to
sell the oil to the world market; nor is the
US seriously concerned with rocketing oil
prices since, as an oil-producing country, it
stands to gain from the price rise.
The US

cannot

be

frightened out of its

wits in this way even by the prospect of
OPEC coming under the control of Iraq, for
OPEC too mast do business with the West

throughout the world

outside the socialist bloc.

was

that the world

was

awash with dollars without any equivalent

backing.

In order to prevent

re-entering the US

this inflationary crisis
economy, the then

(1972) President Richard Nixon decided to
release gold from the dollar and allow each
to find its real value in the market. As
financial speculators lost confidence in the
dollar, panic ensued and the rush to buy

gold sent its price rocketing from US$35 to
US$2()0 almost overnight. (The price of
gold now hovers between US$350 and
US$400 per ounce.) A year later, after the
1973 Middle East

war,

these financial

speculators shifted their dollars from gold
37
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The Gulf War in which hundreds of

into

buying oil which promised quick
profit. The "unwanted dollar" ("unwanted"
because no government accepted responsibility for it), which until then was known
as

the Euro-dollar

became the Petro-

now

dollar by

virtue of the fact that most of these
dollars were now used for speculation in oil
purchase and sale. This helped to send the
price rocketing as happened earlier with the
price of gold.

thousands have

perished was about
preventing this from happening. When
Bush talks about the New World Order, he

really means the preservation of the
order dominated by the almighty dollar

old
and

the institutions which have sustained it

mostly at the expense of the Third World —
the World Bank, IMF, GATT etc. The threat

who? Or

are

for

term

what,

or

they to be termed "South" in

"North” which is the

contrast to

current

imperialist countries; but south of
north of what? Will the

new

battle

cry be for a "New International
Order" and "Debt Forgiveness" or

World
would
they utilise this volatile world situation to
assert a new agenda for the oppressed

countries, which include radical Arab
nationalism to influence the course of

to

imperialism posed by Saddam Hussain
lay in his challenge to the old order in the

events

pouring into

the Arab Sheikhs’ coffers, their backward

Middle East. This imminent threat of Arab

economies could not absorb them. There

radicalism lies in the financial and

Non-alignment in the post-Gulf War era
is certainly dead; it was killed or burnt alive
by the US napalm and cluster bombs

When these dollars

came

local industries to invest in and the

were no

monetary spheres of imperialism. Produc-

plan for serious inrecycled
them back to the West, mostly as dollar
reserves. The Kuwaiti Sheikhs, being
proteges of Britain, put most of their reserves in Britain and it became the most significant reserve which backs Sterling and
the Bank of England internationally. If the

tion and

Kuwaiti Sheikhs withdraw their money

ing their financial and monetary backing to

today (current estimate US$1 (X) billion).
Sterling will immediately collapse as an
international currency with devastating
consequences to the British economy. But
the bigger stake is with the Saudi reserves
which is wholly in dollars and under the

the dollar

sterling and sharpening the conimperialist countries
e.g. Britain and America vs Europe or vs
Germany or Japan. If radical Arabism takes
over control of the vast petro-dollar reserves from the docile and reactionary Sheikhs

control of Uncle Sam. (The current es-

and transforms it into Petro-Dinar or Petro-

timate of the Arab Sheikhs dollar invest-

Riyal, liberated from the dollar hegemony,
US imperialism will face its most direct and

Sheikhs had

no

dustrialisation. So the Sheikhs

in the West stands at US$680 bil-

ments

lion.) This

ensures

US dollar domination in

the world economy and also helps
battered economy. Currently as a

supply side economics —

the US’s
result of
Reagonomics in

the US and Thatcherism in Britain

countries economies
sion which

are

in

a

—

serious

both

reces-

easily slide into slump and
then depression. The only hope for survival
can

of both economies is via the Arab Sheikhs’
reserves

makers
fierce

which allow US and UK

room

for

manoeuvre

fxrlicy-

in the face of

challenge from Germany and Japan,

the erstwhile enemies of the allies.
For instance the US

its

enomious

can

get away from

internal and external debt and

the balance of payments

deficit simply by
manipulating interest rates as long as the
dollar remains the principal international
medium of exchange. Once the dollar loses
that status, the weakened US economy will
be in the most serious predicament. Its
dominant role in the world economy which
it enjoyed since the end of World War II will
be seriously undermined.
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exchange are two aspects of the
stmggle for changing relations of production and the establishment of socialist rela-

tions.

Proponents of Arab radicalism in the

Middle East unlike in Asia

or

Africa

can

harm dollar

hegemony, initially even
changing their own internal relations. They can do this simply by withdrawwithout

tradictions between

immediate threat much

more

imminent

than that

posed simply by ideological challenge which is latent and based on longterm projection.
Radical Arabism

can,

lish strong links with
World with a view to

for instance, estab-

the rest of the Third
forming world-wide

economic relations based

objective
economic complementarity of the oppressed countries. It can embark on a massive

on

development of productive forces in

the Arab world and form kx)se economic
alliances with

Germany or Japan in order to
fron^ their technology. This
prospect is seen as the worst possible
scenario in Washington at a time when
these two industrial giants are already chalbenefit

lenging the dollar hegemony in their own
way even without the help of Arab
radicalism.
The Future of

Non-Alignment

What should be the position of the "nonaligned" countries in the light of this new
and unstable situation? Are they to remain
"non-aligned" indefinitely without being
clear about non-aligned between whom and

in favour of the

oppressed.

against Iraqi soldiers, mostly Kurds, for
whom the We.st is now shedding crocodile
tears.

The shock

waves

of the aftemiath of

the Gulf War, the

hypocrisy and lies the
West resorted to in an attempt to justify
their unjust war, .should make even the most
politically illiterate among the "nonaligned" leaders aware once more that imperialism is alive and shooting. What
should the "non-aligned" leaders do now?
Well, in September this year. Foreign
Ministers of the "non-aligned countries"
will be meeting in Accra, Ghana, to prepare
the agenda for the summit of their Heads of
State and Government, most probably to be
held also in Accra. It will be the first postGulf War meeting of this kind. In the interests

of our

own

survival and the survival of

future

generations, this is the time to
intensify the struggle, not for the mythical
New World Order, but for capturing the
political initiative in a world-wide crusade'
against imperialism. The post-World War II
period had offered the historic opportunity
in 1955 for Bandung to capture the political
initiative to lead the political and
diplomatic crusade which helped speed up
the liberation struggle of African and Asian
our

countries.
That liberation turned out to be

a mere

juridical independence. What remains to be
won

is economic, social and cultural inde-

pendence. Leaders have no longer the excuse that they will be mistaken as proSoviet or pro-US. Now they can only be
and be seen to be pro-people or anti-people;
for the oppressed or against the oppressed.
Those who are genuinely for the oppressed
people must struggle to turn the Accra
meeting into a revival of the Bandung Spirit
in our post-Gulf War epoch. Let them come
out with a clarion call of the "Accra Spirit".
History is in favour of the oppressed, more
so now than at any other time in the past
era.

Seize the Timelr

A. M. Bahu is

politician

now

a former Tanzanian
exiled in London.
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Unionisation of Artistes in
Southern Africa
Stephen J. Chifunyise
First, many

SADCC states do not have

clearly defined cultural policies which spell
out

the structures and

means

of

improving

tions

the

most

policies, artistes be-

exploited workers and in-

deed victims of

practices which

of promoting the organisation of

concern

of those ministries

a

responsible for

labour and culture. Neither have funds

adopted the recommendation

made available for the

promotion of labour

education been used in

promoting the

tistes. The recommendations contained

unionisation of artistes. While artistes in

guidelines

some

the improvement and

SADCC

have created unions

states

safeguard of the economic and social

such

status of all artistes of the world

Zimbabwe Film, Television and Allied

especial-.

as

the Zambian Union of Musicians,

ly full-time artistes. They spelt out the

Workers' Union, the Zimbabwe Writers’

role of governments

in creating social

Union and the Zimbabwe Union of

security schemes that

cover

artistes

as

well

as

performing

conditions fur artistes

Musicians, unfortunately these unions do
not

relate to the national labour movements

to secure loans from financial institu-

in their

tions.

their power to act on

.Although most member

states in the

SADCC voted in favour of the
the recommendations, there is

that this

There

are a

Sapem August, 1991

been

major

a

concern

of

governments of the SADCC states.
Without such contacts, national arts

or-

ganisations

own

countries. This has reduced

behalf of their

own

ing institutions has led

to

arts

poorly equipped

performing artistes whose products
viable.

train-

are not

Except for Mozambique, Malawi

and Tanzania where there exist

state-run

professional training arts institutions, at the
university college and school level, in the
of SADCC

rest

facilities

states

there

especially in the

forming arts. In

many

are

area

no

such

of the

per-

of these states,

privately-run arts training institutions

es-

tablished

during the colonial era do not
provide professional training in the indigenous art forms.
Fifth,

not

enough funds

are

voted by

governments of the SADCC states towards
the

promotion of national artistic

groups

and individual artistes. It is evident that

gaining procedures in their fight for better

after

evidence

salaries and conditions of .service. Most

Zambia. Tanzania, Mozambique and Zim-

no

clo.ser

number of

not

national dance

country-by-country'
analysis shows that there has been a significant lowering of socio-economic status
of artistes especially the performing artistes.

has also

memlters and to institute collective bar-

unique document has influenced
policies of SADCC states since
a

organisations to international organisa-

adoption of

the cultural

1980. In fact,

organi.sa-

linking national

Fourth, the absence of national

Belgrade in 1990, UNESCO

un

for

are

taking place in different parts of the world.

prohibit the

artistes into labour unions has not been

ar-

movement

arts

and from all the laws which

mar-

Second, in many SADCC states, the

the social and economic status of

organisations

arts

international

cannot benefit from major
developments in the unionisation of artistes

process

on

to

ginalise artistes from fomial employment
exploitation of workers.

A

tions. The
arts

financing of cultural industries. In

of the national

affiliated

and the

come

Assembly held in

not

the social and economic status of artistes

the absence of such

T its (ieneral

most

reasons

for this.

mass arts

organisations in SADCC states

have created associations which do not
labour issues

as

their

see

concern.

no

impact

ganisation of the SADCC

on

babwe have deteriorated due

funds and poor

artiste

or-

states .because

(

self-reliant
tional

soon

to

lack of

groups to

become

through national and interna-

perfomiance tours has also been

dermined

as

conditions of service. The

potential for such artistic

Third, international organisations for artistes have had

companies created

independence in countries such

un-

by lack of well-trained artistic
39
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directors. In

some

SADCC states, it is dif-

.ficult for such artistic troupes to
first class

cess to

often

have

ac-

halls which

are

priced beyond the reach of local artis-

In the absence of cultural

tes.

which

ill

policies

give preferential access to cultural

facilities
w

concert

not

by local artistes, such a situation

change.

During this World Decade for Cultural
Development, it is crucial that specific actions
and

are

taken to promote

the formation

strengthening of artistes unions

as a

of improving their social and

way

economic .status. Efforts to democratise
culture and
cannot

be

improve the quality of the arts

expected to yield results if the

social and economic status of artistes doe

Photo: Read On

Poorly equipped:

improve. Artistes them.selves will be

not

a

cultural

group

performs

expected to lobby governments to implement

the

provision of the UNESCO recom-

mendations
as

on

to create

the status of artistes

as

well

facilities for viable cultural

industries. Unionisation of artistes should
be

a

crucial action

for Cultural

during the World Decade

Development in all the

SADCC states. It should be

one

of the most

important tasks of departments of culture
and those institutions dedicated to the

promption of labour education. In some
countries, this task involves changing the
constitutions of arts associations in order to
make them
means

respond to labour issues. It also

reviewing national labour laws in

order to accommodate the needs of cultural
workers and artiktes.

Future Cultural Events

Name: Fambidzanai Cultural Festival

This, therefore,

requires the fonnulation
of development programmes in the field of
culture which are responsible for the training of professional artistes and ensuring
that they make a decent living through the
arts. Such programmes have to be created
by governments in very close collaboration
with national arts associations. Very often
cultural development programmes in the
SADCC states do not respond to the needs
of artistes becau.se they are formulated by
governments w ithout consulting those who
will be expected to implement them such asartistes, art teachers and arts associations.

Place: Mt Hampden, Harare
Date:

September?. 1991

Nature:

Fambidzapai cultural festival

established in 1984

was

by the Fambidzanai

Co-operative and brought together people
from q, wide range

of cultures in apprecia-

tion of Zimbabwe’s
crafts in
In

a

perfomiing arts and

naturally forested environment.

1988, the Fambidz.anai Permaculture

Training Centre took one of the festival as
a

financial event that attracts music, dance

and drama groups,

visual artistes and crafts

people mainly from Harare and othercities.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

\

t
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Integrating Gender Issues into
University Curricula
I

Presented at

a

sensitisation seminar for

university academic women, in inter-disciidinary genderfocussed research and teaching at the

University of Zambia, held at Siavonga. Zambia. January 13-lb. 1989.

Mahle C. Milimo
plenty of scope for the
incorporation of gender issues
into University curricula. The
applicability of gender is not limited to

for

the Humanities and Social Sciences, but

always ruled the country jointly with his

is relevant to the whole

University curincluding the Natural Sciences,
Engineering, Medicine, Agricultural

sister the Mulena Mukwae. known in Lozi

ricula

as

Sciences, etc.

among

T

here is

In this paper, we

shall look briefly at
some of these areas in order to give a
general picture of possible ways of incorporating gender into our curricula.
Humanities and Social Sciences Based

that there has been

no

determined effort to reflect the situation of
in much of what is

taught. There is
urgent need in the Humanities and Social
Sciences to adopt new approaches which
would pay attention to gender in the various
disciplines.
women

History
To date,

history has been portrayed

as a

History of Men. Men are reflected as the
makers of

history. Hence African, English,
full of the history
of kings and important men in society.
French, History, etc are

In all societies, both men and women
make

history. This should be reflected in
teaching and re.search process.
Throughout history, women in Africa
have served as important historical figures
the

as

rulers, counsellors, traders etc. Zambia,
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king or Litunga, has

"Litunga la Mboela". or Ruler of the
South and lesser female rulers abound
the Lozi generally. Among the
kings’ sisters
were always assigned territory which they
ruled in their own right. The Queen mother,
in particular, played an important role as
advisor in matters of national importance.
Bemba, queen mothers and

a

number of African societies, queen

mothers and other

Traditionally, the teaching of most if not
all subjects in this area has been malesense

wika of Isoka; the Lozi

In

Disciplines

oriented in the

example, is very rich in these spheres.
Namwanga. who are patrilineal, have
always been ruled by a woman, the NawaitThe

sellors

women

served

as coun-

the

king. This was the case in
the Ashanti and indeed
among the patrilineal Zulu. In the case of
great warrior king, Shaka Zulu, women are
said to have played an important role as
advisors to the King. These and many other
examples show that women played an important political role in their history.
Ordinary women also played important
roles as traders, farmers and in industry. In
East Africa, for example, Masai and
Kikuyu women are said to have dominated
trading until British colonialism put an end
to their dominant position. Women also
played an important role in the African
responses against colonialism. They played
important leadership roles during the early
risings against colonialists e.g. Nehanda of
to

Ghana among

Zimbabwe

was

one

executed for her part

of the rebel leaders

in the 1896-97 Shona
risings. Queen Nzinga of Angola displayed
her negotiating skills with the Portuguese

who

invading her country, more
recently, Alice Melenga Lenshina of Zambia showed that she was quite a force to
reckon with both during British rule and
shortly after independence as a rebel leader.
Women also played an important role in
the Independence movements and wars of
liberation against colonialism. The roles
played by women like Julia Chikamoneka,
Chibesa Kankasa, Mary Fulano, Mama
were

Lister Chuula, Esther Banda, etc must

clearly in

come out

our

teaching and

re-

search.
The domination of

history by men must
challenged at least by women academics
by adopting a gender-focused approach in
research and teaching in this discipline.
be

Literature, Language, Music, Drama
and

Religious Studies

In literature,
ture, there

particularly African litera-

is need to examine issues like the

portrayal and treatment of women in
novels, plays and poetry. There is also great
need to pay attention to women writers in
Africa
their concerns, messages and
themes. Attention should also be paid to
popular images of women in the work of
male writers and the possible impacts on
women of such images.
—

In music and drama, the way women are

may lead to harassment and discrimination against women. Images of

portrayed

'

in

popular music and drama should
be critically studied and analysed from a
gender perspective. This would ensure that
lectures do not perpetuate the negative images of women that are usually reflected in
music and drama. A similar approach
women
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should be

adopted in the teaching of Ian-

guage. All languages tend to have elements
that oppress and paint a negative image of
women.

to

There is need

to

sensitise students

make them realise and avoid

pitfalls.
Nearly all the major religions of the
world, including Judeo-Christian religion,
tend to have strong biases against women.
This makes it necessary

for teachers of
religion to study the portrayal of images of
women in various
religions. For example,
in various references throughout the Bible,
females are depicted as secondary to males.
Man

was

created first; Eve

from Adam's rib;

was

women

created

(Eve) is

Education

Currently, educational systems in Africa
which contribute to the per-

have aspects

petuation of women's low
In

most

status in

countries in .Africa,

women

society.
tend to

be the least educated;

they have less access
to educational opportunities
especially the
higher levels of education; they are almost
absent in certain fields particularly the
Sciences e.g. engineering, medicine,
mineral sciences, etc.
There are many factors which lead to
such imbalances between the sexes. Some
of the factors include lack of genderoriented educational policies, sexism in the

dealing with development i.ssues. The current situation
whereby the analysis of
women's situation is relegated to the course
on Women ami
Development is highly unsatisfactory. For example, women play an
important rok in food production in Africa
and given the resources, they could help
solve the fixid

problem in Africa. Further,
special problems in the industrialisation process in .Africa. Traditionally, for example, wximen dominated certain industries such as brewing and pottery
while they participated greatly in others
face

women

such

as

cloth-manufacturing, salt-making,

etc. The

coming of colonialism disrupted

their dominance when these industries
were

transferred

to

the

factory where they

became male-dominated. The few

who find themselves in

women

industry face all

kinds of problems in the work force. There
is, therefore, need to pay particular attention to the needs and situation of women in
the

dealing with industrialisation
Aftrarkm
Crisis in Africa.
Similarly, the course on Technolo}’}' and
Development should incorporate a gender
perspective. Special attention should be
paid to the issue of women and technology
in agriculture to the w'hole question of
appropriate technology particularly as it recourses

and the Food Problem and the

lates

to men

and

women,

and also

to

the

technology and domestic work e.g. does
technology in this area liberate women
from

drudgery etc.

Tlie

Photo: Afrapix

Women

played

an

important role in fighting oppression:
the police in South Africa

treacherous and

brought about God’s
against humanity etc.

curse

Furthermore, in various religious hierarchies. power and

prestige have been
reserved exclusively foe males. Until
recently, only males could be priests, ministers and rabbis. The Catholic Church still

a

lone

women

challenges

curricula, negative traditional

or

cultural

attitudes towards the education of girls etc.
There is, therefore, need to pay attention
to

the situation of the

our

research and

sexes

in education in

teaching.

Social Sciences
Most social sciences based

Ideology and Developpractice in African
Development are important and rich in
gender perspectives. There is need, for example, to take a fresh look at certain
theories of development, especially the
theories of development and underdevelopment. Many of these theories have
too sweeping statements and do not reflect
the situation of women properly. Theories
of development and under-development
fail to recogni.se or realise the fact that men
ment

and

course on

and theories and

women were

differentially integrated

in

disciplines
very rich in gender perspectives. Unfortunately, this persp)ective is rarely or never
reflected in the curricula or the teaching of
various disciplines in the area.
Development Studies: Development
studies has the greatest potential for incorporating gender issues in the curricula. This
is due to the fact that women's role and

vantaged than men in a lot of aspects e.g. in
Zambia, employment in the formal sector
was not open to African women; the educational system tended to absorb more men
than women etc. The new independent state

men".

situation

inherited this unbalanced structure and the

does

not

have female

Religious studies

clergy.
must,

therefore, pay

serious attention to the treatment of women

religion; the impact such treatment had
on women and think of
ways in which
religion could help to reduce male domination. There is need to emphasise quality
among all persons rather than among "all
42

are

must

be reflected in all

disciplines

into the

which was
brought about by colonialism. In that situation.

new'

women

money economy

tended to be

more

disad-
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situation of

women

still leaves much to be

desired in the

post-colonial state.
There is, therefore, great need to re-examine theories of development and underdevelopment from a gender [verspective.

economic problems, e.g. through smallscale businesses, self-employment in

agriculture as well as suggest ways that will
boost the productivity of these selfemployed men and women.

Political and Administrative Studies
a low status in
political and public life. This situation
tends to perpetuate the low status of women
in other spheres because women do not
participate fully in decision-making in the
political sphere. There is. therefore, great
need for PAS to play particular attention to
gender. For example, attention should be
paid to planning and policy issues
do
plans and policies pay attention to women’s

Law

(PAS): Women tend to hold

needs and situation in all sectors of the

and whether women partieipate
adequately in planning and policy-making.
Further attention should be paid to the position of women in various political and
public sectors such as the civil service, in
central and regional government, their participation in local councils and village level
decision-making organisations as well as

economy

what should be done to end the imbalances
if any.
Business and Economic Studies: As in

disciplines in the Humanities and
SociatSciences, there is plenty of scope for
the integration of gender issues in the Busithe other

and Economic Studies at the Univer-

ne.ss

sity of Zambia. Women face special
economic problems which lead to their low
status in society. For example although
women

al

constitute 50% of almost all nation-

populations in the world and are respon-

sible for

receive

a

only one-tenth of the world's in-

and

come

third of the labour force, they

women

least

less than 1% of the world’s

own

wealth. The

majority of

women

employed

tend to hold the least skilled and

paid jobs.

need for

economic studies to abandon the traditional

approaches which treat men and women as,
facing a similar situation. A genderoriented approach should be adopted in
order to give adequate attention to women
men

to our
new

in order to find suitable solutions

development problems. Existing and

courses,

as

potential for

integrating gender perspectives into curricula either through existing courses or
new ones.

Students need to be sensitised in all these

Criminal Law: A

gender-oriented approach could be adopted to sensitise students

on a

number of issues such

as

crimes

specifically committed against w'omen or
by women e.g. rape, wife battering,
violence against women ;uid prostitution. A
re-examination of the Law relating these
crimes is required — for example, is the
Law against rape sufficient to deter such
crimes from being committed against
women? If it isn’t, what
do

can

the Law School

This approach is imview' of the fact that most laws

initiate change.

to

portant in

which deal with crimes committed

against
inadequate. In Zambia, wifebattering or beating is dealt with under the
law which deals with assault in general.
women

not

the seriousness of

specific abuse.
Pamily LawlLaw and Domestic Relations and Succession etc: This branch of

rich in gender issues. Issues like
marriage, divorce, succession property inheritance etc directly involve women. In
law is very

most cases

sufficient
tion of

in .M’rica. the law' has not made

provision to safeguard the posi-

w'omen

in these matters. On the

well

as

research should

integrate gender issues in order to analyse
adequately pertinent economic problems
such as unemployment. Such courses
should analyse the new ways in which
W'omen and men are trying to solve their

example, women
strip|)ed of all properly by
the husband’s relatives leaving the widow
and children poor and desolate and there is
no specific law to protect them from such
an abuse. Women and children are rarely
protected against domestic violence or suecession dispute. There is, therefore, need to

or

widow's

are

re-examine the situation of
ters

women

in mat-

relating to divorce, succession, in-

heritance and property.
Labour Law: Some

employment or
against

labour law's tend to discriminate
women

facilitate discrimination based

on

gender.

Students of constitutional law should pay

particular attention to the various aspects in
the constitution which have facilitated

abuse of women’s rights, for purposes of
effecting constitutional changes.
Gender in the Natural Sciences
the little data that is available shows that

There is, therefore, need to re-examine

same

duce laws

and the Law.

Constitutional Law: Many constitutions
of African states have loopholes which

offence. There is need to intro-

as

tend to be underplayed and
punishment given to the offender may
be deterrent enough to stop a repetition

the crime may

of the

on women

aimed at protecting women from

This is not sufficient
the

problems which specifically affect women.
A number have designed re.search projects

persists in some branches of
Forexample, some scientific findings and theories in biology and primatology have been used in interpreting the position of women relative to men in society.
Most of these interpretations are biased
against women and tend to have a
detrimental effect on women's position.

are

death of the husband, for

There is, therefore, great

and

The field of law has great

Employment Act is a good example e.g. it
employers from granting housing
or housing allowance to women, it stops
women from opeiating undergroutid and
from working night shift in industry ek,'.
In other cases. Law is lacking to protect
women in the work force. Law is required
against such abuses as sexual harassment at
work as well as outright discrimination
against women in places of work.
forbids

in certain aspects.

The Zambia

"sexism"

Science.

of these interpretations from a gender
perspective to change the negative images
that have been created regarding women.
There is also a growing debate regarding
the impact of some scientific pnxlucts on
women. Certain products in the pharmaceutical industry, for example, tend to
some

harm women’s health. This is

the

ca.se

particularly
drugs specifically aimed at
market, namely, fertility drugs

with

women as a

and cosmetics. This is

an

indication that

scientific research and control of important
research findings is still solidly maledominated. This also

explains why experimentation of potentially hannful drugs
is largely directed either towards^women or
animals
men have successfully avoided
experimenting fertility drugs on them.selves because they are in control.
There is also need for research to explore
various ways and means whereby science
can play an important role in solving societal problems. For example, genetics can be
—
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livestock,

production. They tend to conthe growing of food crops
are popularly known as "women's

centrate

which

on

crops".
V

Unfortunately, women's needs in
agriculture have not been recognised in
scientific research. Because of women's

involvement in

agricultural prcxluction. for
example, gender perspectives abound in
agricultural sciences to pay attention to
crops

generally known

as

"women's

cropii". In most .‘\frican countries, more
attention has been paid to cash crops like
coffee,

by

Photo:

Women

used to .-.ilvt
It ;i

to

a

are

lot of

oontlict in

problems which have
marriages and are souring

of a'iaiions between

lany wom.
‘fd

absent in certain fields:

n

men

and

w'omen.

have been harassed

-ir

they are unable to
pi'i duce sons. Genetic theories can be
piibnci^cd in simple form for the lay
-win -■ i explain the role of men in producing or failiim to produce male or female
I'ause

■

;

'‘‘IdiVii.

.

'

't/;
VI

w
■'L

ui H-.'alth: The

1-:

field

of

iKMie deals
: x n

directly with men and
with special problems in society.

nder is. therefore, inevitable in research,

-eliing and in practice in this area. Certain
n :>.s
in medicine and tlve problems in\-lived in them wholly concern women.
Ill: is theca
in the fields of gynaecology,

I.

-

maternal health

care

and to

iiaediatrics. Some of these

a

great extent

areas

consist of

iiroblems of national concern which
brought out through research to
.ensii se medical personnel, students and
policy-makers and planners. In Third
W oi Id countries, for example, more women
are probably
dying from maternal mortality
grave
must

be

and nutritional anaemia thari from AIDS.

a

Margaret kVa//er

female technician at work

Yet because AIDS has received such

good
coverage from research and publicity, it
receives more attention from planners and
policy'-makers than real killers like maternal mortality. The populaton needs to be
sensitised, especially our sisters from the
medical field can help to sensitise other
medical personnel and policy-makers
about special health problems which face
women.

Because

and

women

tend to be

differentially affected by certain health
problems, it is necessary for research dealing with health problems to be inter-disciplinary as well as gender focused in approach in order to reveal the real situation.
Agriculture and Veterinary Sciences
The

agricultural and veterinary sciences
have a great potential role to play in the
development of nations in .Africa. However, the role of agricultural
scienj;es in
development would only be fully realised
if more progressive approaches were
adopted in both research and the teaching
in this sphere.
In African today, for example, w'omen
play a very vital role in agricultural and

which

are

dominated

and which add little or nothing to
the family's food self-sufficiency. Only
maize has been receiving a lot of scientific
atteniion largely because it is a national
staple crop and is growm in bulk as a cash
crop (mostly by men). Scientific research is
rarely directed at food crops which are
dominated by women such as cassava, millet. beans, tubers of various descriptions,
vegetable varieties, etc. The result is that
women's productivity tends to be low because they tend to deal with
seeds/crop,s
that have not been improved.
Similar-women’s needs abound in the

veterinary field. African

women keep a lot
of live-stock. These tend to be in the

category referred to as "small live-stix'k"
such as the "village" chicken, goats and
ducks, etc. Scientific research and resources

tend to be directed towards

such
to

men

tea. cotton etc

men

large stock

cattle, pigs, sheep, etc. These tend
be dominated by men and are rarely kept
as

food for the family, but are intended for
cash. There is great need for veterinary
science to improve the type of animals that
as

normally kept by w'oman for fotxl.
a lot of improvements for
example in the poultry industry on a commercial basis. A scientifically produced
are

There have been

"commercial" chicken takes

a

verv'

short

time to grow

and is mass produced while a
village chicken takes more than twice the
time to grow. Other species like the duck
have become almo.st extinct. There is.

therefore, great need to extend scientific
research to the

village to improve the
production of the live-stock which is intended for family consumption in order to
boost the food self-sufficiency of the nation.r

Mahle C Milinw is Press Assistanl

to

Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda.
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Critique of a Critique
A

rejoinder to Stephen Chan’s review o/Southern Africa After Apartheid: Prospects for the Inner Periphery, (SAPEM, May, Vol. 4, No.

8, 1991), edited hy Santho and Sejanamane. SAFES Books 1991.

Khahele Mathsa

F

i

IRST and foremost 1 want to

beg
indulgence to congratulate SAFES Trust for the

•

the reader’s

tifies

as

SAFES Trust and, of course

CODESRIA,

only

say KEEF UF
THE (iiOOD WORK and rest assured
we can

that the

African think tank will feed you
with the necessary material if only to
ensure that you thrive ad infinitum.
After a careful

reading of a review of the

above-mentioned book in the SAPEM (Vol.

4, No. 8, May 1991) by Stephen Chan. I
could

not

debate

resist the

I read that review

•

important in

following aspects:
it raises

interesting issues both in

terms

of the format and content that tjie book
assumes;

year.
The second book will also

come

and

out as a

collection of conference papers

by way of
a follow-up to the book in question. The
second conference was more sharply
focussed than the first one. Its major subthemes were employment, education,
human resource development and regional
cooperation in the context of the rapidly
changing Southern African political
economy. It was hosted by the Department
of Political and Administrative Studies in
Maseru between

April 23-25, 1991. Much
sincerely appreciate Chan’s interesting
review critique of the "inner periphery"
book, I beg to take issue with him on a
variety of points he raises.
as

I

Critique of the Critique
In this section, I will attempt to

rigorously and with

keen interest. This review is
the

fundamental flaws of the boolc.

advising the concerned academics to
avoid such particularly when our second
book comes out probably early next

temptation to take the

further..

as

are profoundly quintessential issues which go a long way in

that it has done thus far

stitutions

brings to the fore what Chan iden-

Clearly, these

marvellous and indeed meticulous work

given the high
mortality rate of academic journals in
Africa. SAFES Trust has managed
through thick and thin to remain in
regular circulation despite well-known
financial and manpower hurdles on its
path. It has managed to put in print a
diversity of academic discourse of ail
politico-ideological shapes and shades
without any manifest bias. To sucb in-

it also

few

debate

a

points which 1 m.anaged to extract from

Chan’s review. In

doing so, I will simultaneously introduce the weaknesses and
strengths of the book and also the achillis
heel of Chan’s review will be succinctly
exposed. Firstly, Chan argues that the book
is extremely lacking on "what the country’s

(Lesotho) relationship with others in the

Periphery and what the dynamics and
contradictions of that inner periphery
be". This is

a

noted that

our

might

fair criticism. But it has

to

be

conceptualisation of the
inner periphery states is that there is little,
if any at all. horizontal articulation of their
political economies, whereas there is an
overwhelming vertical articulation of their
political economies (individually and collectively) with the regionally dominant
South African economy. This is the thrust
of the book and in particular Hoohlo’s artide captures this point poignantly.
Secondly, much treatise of Lesotho’s
economic relationships in Southern Africa
was primarily the subject of the April 1991
follow-up conference such that Chan is
well advised to frequent bookshops sometime early next year when our Second book
comes out. Stimulating presentations in this
area were made by M. Mochebelele, S. G.
Hoohio and M. Tuoane. So

.some

food for

thought in the pipeline Chan.
The second point that Chan discusses is
that the distinguishability of Lesotho from
the South African bantustans is somewhat

blurred in the book. This is

a rather flimsy
critique. In the first instance, the politico-

economic

diffpences between Lesotho and

the bantustans

are

an

academically well

trodden terrain. Furthermore, the articles

by N. Mahao, S. Rugege and R. Southall in
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the book do make
discourse in this

update of academic

an

area.

The third

.

'

that the contributions

to

the book (i.e. on

migrant labour) is NUM in orientation. On
the Migrant Labour Section, there are four
papers authored by the de VIetter, Ketso,
Matlosa and Phillip respectively.
It is tantamount to academic mediocrity
for a scholar with pedantic pretentions to
allege that a particular analysis has a particular politico-ideological bias without
critiquing that particular orientatidn and
proffering an alternative school of thought.
Still on migrant labour. Chan argues that
"passing references and recommendations

point that Chan highlights is
that he "is against the easy assumption of a
scholars apparatus without the editors
making it perfectly clear what is going on
and why". Somehow it becomes quite obvious when reading the book that the
editors hastened the book publishing
process. The introduction does, however,
provide the state of the art, though it falls
short of introducing the chapters in the
book. The introduction was really supposed
to have provided a synoptic synthesis of the
chapters and would have also established
the analytical thrust linking all the con-

agricultural strategies are hollow in the
light of the country's arable capacity". This

tributions. This is the

is

major technical fail-

ing of this book.
Chan argues,

rightly

so,

that the book is

loudly silent
some

on women in Lesotho. With
bravado he also alleges that "the con-

tributions to the book

are

determinedly

male and NUM in their orientation". It is
tnie

that the conference did

sub-theme

however, not

not

have

a

in

development. It is,
scientifically apt to observe

on women

that Le.sotho needs to 'reorient' its rural and

a

rather naive and indeed fatalistic criti-

within the Afro-pessimism school of

thought.
Most

finally, I

developed by colonialism on the .socioeconomic and political lerrai-rts alone.
Psychological and intellectual imperialism
has its share of Africa's under-development.

Chan argues:
So

far. I have mentioned various

omissions in the hook and 1 believe
these

given their current interest.

phasis.}
Does it

of 1991, she has to embark

on a

deliberate

transformation of its

political economy if
only to create employment for retrenched
Ba.sotho. Chan’s scepticism falls squarely

omissions that will be

pickby other Western scholars

are

ed up

workers from the South African

industry estimated to go up to 40 0(K) by end

rather disturbing

scholars. Africa has not been under-

que. Clearly for Lesotho to addre.ss the
massive retrenchment of its migrant

mining

.sense a

patronising and indeed condescending attitude on the part of Chan towards African

mean

that

Western scholars,

no

(My

em-

scholars, other than

sufficiently comment
on the dynamics and dialectics of thé
Southern African political economy? 1 will
be very grateful if Chan could make a
can

rejoinder to this intervention.
Khahele Matlosa is with the Department

I

secured

How Colonialism
Traditional

ofPolitical and Administrative Studies at
the National University of Lesotho.

Disrupted
Democracy

through coercion. It happened

rather because of these chief’s need for

protection. Colonialism disrupted and
distorted this nascent system.

Par-

ticularly devastating to the system

were

loss of land to the

Contemporary Constitutional History of Lesotho, by
W. C. Maqutu, Mazenod Institute, 1990.

tion of the

Europeans, monetisaeconomy and the consequent

growth of commodity exchange and

competition between chiefs and their
subjects, the teachings of the churches

Reviewed hy Francis K. Makoa

which condemned Basotho's traditions
and customs, an the emergence

educated elite which

M
tional

AQUTU’s book,

as

the title

tional

democracy" (p.39). For Maqutu

suggests, constitutes a his-

Moshoeshoe I’s system

torical account of constitu-

democratic

developments in Lesotho since the

not

of rule

only

was

because

Moshoeshoe had been chosen

or

ap-

country’s annexation by Britain in 1868.

pointed

It sets out to show that British

because it allowed free

expression of

tion brought about distortions into an

one’s

(rightly p.l9)

otherwise democratic system

that submission

annexa-

and dis-

rupted what the author terms "tradi46

on

merit to lead the nation but

opinion. He

argues
to

Moshoeshoe’s

authority by othei' chiefs

was never

tions of social and

of

an

appealed to the

no-

political equality in its

campaigns against chieftainship and the
monarchy which epitomises this institution.
The author notes that the
traditional

form

did

monarchy in its
survive

not

Moshoeshoe’s death for Britain did

not

like

this "rival form of government

which com-

peted with its administration

.

.

.

(p. 19).
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Thus, Britain
lishment of

a

towards the estab-

strove

unified administration. Un-

fortunately, this could not be achieved
without supplanting "the Basotho constitutional way

of life", including all other be-

haviour believed
on

the

to

be uncivili.sed. Pressure

chieftainship intensified

as

the mis-

stocks of useful materials

Lesotho,

on

reduced

be fitted into

glaring deficiencies and
to

be

pointed

out

errors

a

lot of

which need

lest the readers who

less familiar with Lesotho’s

history

but

called paramount

were

colonial authorities. At

to as

Kings

chiefs by the

independence in

are

led

are

astray. Maqutu’s problem stem from the
demands of the

referred

the

subject that he is address-

ing. to transcend the monumentalist

ap-

proach to the study of Lesotho’s history
used by the missionaries (Cassalis, etc) and

Thompson. This approach does

not

only

1966, the paramount chiefs became titular

inhibit

head of stand and

Lesotho finds itself in but leads to uncritical

Maqutu

king of Lesotho.
that after the 1938 ad-

argues

ministration and

court

reforms, Basotho

chiefs lost all that

was

remaining of their

political and social

power and became ap-

fair

a

analysis of the situation that

a

collusion

course

with the

present generation of politicians. Thus, the
current
our

constitutional

past

impasse is rooted in
history. It is a consequence of

not

deny,

missionaries,

were

as Maqutu will
in need of Moshoeshoe’s

protection like the refugees who

pendence

on

A

or

more

serious flow,

foreign ideas and culture which

a

patible with Basotho’s ways. Maqutu’s
work will undoubtedly add to the
existing

so

to define

we are to

fusion. While
merit

be saved from

appointed

or

con-

approved

on

the leader by the weaker chiefs,
Moshoeshoe never adhered to what are
as

tmly the

nomis

of democracy, such

as

al-

lowing his legitimacy to be tested through
elections. Soon after attaining power, he
resorted to what have been termed
"placing
strategies" thrusting his sons and relatives
the weaker non-Bakoena clans.

perhaps, is

crucial value in his entire argument.
the

use

of

an even

sible

other groups.

to

preferred

—

Not

resorts

less useful concept

—

a

Basotho

have

may

unified monolithic system as

Maqutu seerns to imply, but they clearly did
not

envisage

a

society under absolute

domination of Bakoena (Moshoeshoe’s

clan). In fact, Moshoeshoe would find it
difficult

"democracy

surprisingly, the analysis ultimately
to

open-

confront the chieftainship.

Maqutu’s failure

incom-

dis-

wars were. Maqutu
why despite their de-

protection the missionaries would

ly attach

were

Moshoeshoe for security and

British intervention and exposure to
are

defined if

upon

placed by the Lifaqane

on

analytic function.
democracy, does not only suggest a theoretical import and hence explanatory value. It. therefore, has to be
no

The word,

Chieftainship and the paramountcy thus became
hereditary and, therefore, inacces-

should have stated

them

typologies with

be

can

simple theoreti-

Ts rule. The

which alienated them from their
set

cal

to or

acceptance of all claims about Moshoeshoe

pendages and agents of the state — a factor
people and

democracy". But

pertinent issues. But the book has

institution because of its

of heathenism". Thus, Moshoeshoe and his

"traditional

not Just a value which

fact that he has been unable,i
despite

successors were never

the

democracy is

sionary encouraged the smashing of the

being "the bastion

as

indeed (as a whole) touches upon some

to

sustain this and had it

for the support

been

not

gained from the British who

after the agreement

with Letsie 1 recog-

nised Moshoeshoe’s

sons

house

as

bom in the first

heirs, trouble would have ensued

An

equally serious but less obvious
problem for the books is its failure to recognise that controls which followed
tion of Lesotho saved

inevitable

collapse. What would happen if

Moshoeshoe’s
unabated up to
well for

annexa-

chieftainship from

placing policies continue
this day. These did not bode

chieftainship. Maqutu has been

overly negative about the real implications

f

of the

1938 administration and

court

reforms. Viewed from the
above

angle sketched
they greatly benefited the chieftain-

ship and its paramountcy. Chiefs’ monopoly

over

land allocation, their social

and birth

hence forth

to

be buttressed

the paramount

chief

was

nearly the entire mountain
Photo:

The mountains
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were
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Moshoeshoe’s exclusive grazing area:
Maseru
♦

Margaret WaJler

driving cattle around

elusive

power

rights to rule other people

grazing

areas.

were

by law. Thus

able to declare
areas as

his

ex-

Because of this he

became the richest traditional aristocrat
that the country

has known. Today these are
47

J

>
owned

by the king, who unlike other heads

law when he

expelled the senators who

of state is immune from taxation. Contrary

supported this view but this can only be a

Maqutu sugpsts. Moshoeshoe I’s
system of rule resembled feudalism in its

further

to

what

embryonic form in England. William I used
land to reward his adherents while

placing

democrats.
Indeed elected by the people. Jonathan was,
at least during the first five years of independence, one of those people that should
proof that kings

his trusted lieutenants over

have been

rebellious elements.

This fact has

the

potentially
Based on ascription

monarchy is inherently undemocratic

(and therefore simply

unrepresentative).

Other fallacies committed
need

attention

our

as

by the book

follows:- first, chiefs

seen as true

however

With this

are not

leaders of the nation.

escaped Maqutu simply be-

its chosen democracy
unpalatable to the king?

protect and safeguard

to

the

profile the king could not claim

repository and symbol of unity just

because he is

a

descendant of Moshoeshoe

a

distinction between

monumentalism that the book under review

large degree, akin to. It is true that

for him. Marxism does not apply to

is, to

Lesotho. But Marx addressed all systems

after

and their social formation..

Jonathan used the

cause

Jonathan’s seizure of power

Finally,

in 1970 is

needs to make
analytic history and

1. To detect this problem, one

a

failing to win the 1970 elections

police mobile unit to

However, this hardly tells us

stage a coup.

successfully. It is thus not clear why they
would find this to be a good reason to cling

presented as the most important variable in
Maqutu’s analysis of Lesotho’s constitutional development. Anything occurring

anything useful about the nature of this

after independence. Indeed this
cannot be the real reason why the king (then

prior to 1970 is either simply glossed over
or merely skirted. Examples of this abound.

question is

alone could not have defended

to

Lesotho

power

chief) wanted to have executive
thereby acting contrary to the

paramount
powers

that he should, for

be taxed.

Jonathan of
former

was

least to 1985

opting for a showdown with the nation

by allowing himself

undemiining the king yet the
merely implementing the

nation’s decision. The

parliament took a

democratic decision to have

a

constitution-

king may have violated no

which has

supposedly given him his status.
engaged in a campaign

Third, he actively

democratically
and forcing it out of
power if possible. Why does Mr. Maqutu
not feel that Jonathan owed a duty to the
nation that put him into power, namely to

aimed at

paralysing

elected government

a

appellation,

Para-Military Force (LPF) over-

Jonathan.

example, share his

pertinent given that

force (under the

threw Jonathan’s

democratically elected government thus

constitu-

Maqutu wrongly accuses

al monarch. The

Lesotho

even more

same

people might decide

wealth with the nation
to

a

later the

might

a

tional monarch in 1965. Democracy
that in the end

chief rejected

Why was it so easy for Jonathan to

manipulate it for his personal reasons? This

popular and democratic decision to rule the
country not .through him but in his name.
Second, he refused to recognise a

nation’s decision to make him

mean

First, the paramount

unit.

fifteen-year-old dictator-

ship. 1 sum, we need to know why
Lesotho’s armed forces have always

minate

—

been

so

—

at

slavishly loyal to

Why were they prepared to exterall the opponents of the regime?

This issues cannot be

efigage in

more

ignored if

we are to

useful debates abut
problems and

Lesotho’s constitutional

prospects, r

Francis F. Makoa is with the Department

of Political and Administrative Studies,
of Lesotho. Roma.

National University
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A

Timely Contribution

to the

Democracy Debate

The

One-Party State and Democracy: The Zimbabwe Debate, edited by Ibbo
Mandaza and Lloyd
Sachikonye, SAFES Trust, Harare (1991).
Reviewed

D

by Donald Chimanikire

EMOCRACY is

yearning. It

can

a

universal

take many in-

stitutional forms but the central

theme is constant: the

people should

govern themselves and those who act in
their name should be

able to the

regularly accountgoverned. Democracy has,

historically, been given

The,se ambiguities of meaning have
facilitated abuse of the term

"democracy".

They also point

to the broad range of conditions required for the realisation of

democratic aspirations; freedom of speech,
conscience and association; the

recognition
protection of individual and collective
rights; equality before the law and access to
and

opportunities; competitive elections; accountability of representatives and officials
to voters,

Democratisation can bring renewed
hope as well as new anxieties. Had the
people of Africa seen a steady improvement in their living standards instead of the
sharp reduction in recent years, the call for
political refomis would not be so insistent

Democratising the
Economy in the Post-Colonial Situation;
The Accountability of the Political Leader-

and widespread,

tolerance; The Bane of African Rulers;

several different

meanings: popular government, government by elected
representatives, accountability to electors.

constituents and members. Criti-

cal for many

people is the formation of
democratic organisations of workers, of
peasants, of communities, of students and

Contemporary Africa is, therefore,

able

to

their members. Without these

ditions and
'

con-

especially the last, popular

or

constitutional forms of government become instruments for class
exploitation and
abuse of power.

Thirty

[

democratic govern] ment was synonymous with independent
government in Africa. It was associated
years ago,

with dreams and
and social

j

hopes for rapid economic
development. Today, the.se as-

sociations have frayed;

con-

fronted with

complex tasks of political engineering. Entrenched leaders should be
encouraged to share power and dismantle
authoritarian systems. Most of the African
continent was subjected to decades of
authoritarian rule
end

by European nations. The
pf colonialism, however, did not in-

itiate a golden age of self-rule. Instead,
single parties, single rulers and military
groups soon appropriated instruments of
government.

It is for the above

"The

on

reasons

that the book

One-Party State and Democracy;

The Zimbabwe Debate; edited
by
Mandaza and Lloyd Sachikonye is a

Ibbo
timely

and welcome contribution to the whole

political wrangle

on

Democracy both here

and abroad.

of other social groups,

who.se policies are
shaped by, and whose leaders are account-

I

The book has 12
duction written

chapters plus an introby Zimbabwean academics

Ideological Bases of the One-Party State;
The problem of

ship; The Investment Code, Economic
Liberalisation and Labour Conditions; InMisplaced Emphasis in the Democracy
Debate; The Case for the Multi-Party State;
The Dialectics of National

Democracy in Zimbabwe
the

1990 Zimbabwe Elections;
tions for Democracy.

The book

times of

by Zimbabwe scholars clearly

acute stresses

can

critically-minded citizens.
ments
as

When governfail in this task, intellectuals, artists

well

as

ward with

ordinary' citizens
new

may step forvisions of a desired political

order,

as well as happened in Eastern
Europe. This book, I believe, was to some
greater extent inspired by events that took
place in Eastern Europe when the papers
were

written in newspapers and

Zimbabwe nation

babwe.

various fora.

Implica-

and strains. Such
be provided by the leaders of
governments as well as by enlightened and

vision

and also

at

course,

demonstrates that, without exception, all
political systems need vision, especially at

who have made their views known to the

The

Unity and

and, of

magazines
presented at various fora in Zim-

following scholars contributed to
the debate on the
One-Party State and
Democracy: The Zimbabwe Debate: the

One of the major defects of the book,
however, is the omission of contributions
from the political parties themselves. The

editors already mentioned above,
Musaemura B. Zimunya, Masipula Sithole,
Jonathan Moyo. Kempton Makamure,

eluded

two

Adries Matenda Rukobo, Fay
Chung, Arthur Mutambara. Albert Musarurwa,

Welshman Ncube and John Makumbe.

many people in

The book

covers a

wide cross-section of

Africa wonder when the painful experience

topics and issues

called

"independence" will end and many
African countries warily await the return of

democracy and the concept of a one-party
state. The
following are .some of the topics

civilian rule in unforeseen future.

and issues raised in the book; The Problem

of

on

the question of

Methodology; The Historical

and

book would have been

complete had it in-

chapters from the ZANU-PF. ZlIM

etc.

However, the book is
tribution and is

a

a

welcome

policy-makers and .students
science and of

con-

useful handbook for

course

the

of

political
public in

general, r
Donald Chimanikire is a Research Pellow at the Zimbabwe Institute

of

Development Studies (ZIDS).
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V

DOCUMENTS
The African Economic

communities in order to foster the

Objectives
•

To promote economic, social and cultural development and the integration of

African economies in order to increase

munity of West Africa (Ecowas) and the
Southern African Development Coordinating Conference (SADCC)] and establishing them in regions where they do not

To establish. On a continental scale, a

development,

mobilisation and utilisation of the
human and material resources of Africa
in order to achieve

a

self-reliant

development;
To promote cooperation in all fields of
human endeavour in order to raise the

standard of living of African

peoples and

maintain and enhance economic

stability foster close and peaceful relations among member states and contribute to the progress, development and
economic

integration of the continent;

To coordinate and harmonise
among

exist.
Second Stage (not more than eight
years): Standardisation of tariffs, customs,
duties and internal taxes within regional
communities; strengthening of regional
and continental trade, agriculture, industry,
transport and communication; and the harmonisation of activities among the regional
groupings.
Third Stage (not greater than 10
years): At the level of the regional communities, establishing a Free Trade Area for
intra-regional trade and a customs union for

regional groupings with a view towards
adopting a common external tariff.
Fifth Stage (not greater than four
years): Adoption of common policies for
agriculture, transport and communications,
industry, energy and scientific research;
harmonisation of monetary, financial and
fiscal policies; the application of free
movement of persons; and the establishment of budget procedures for the community.
Sixth Stage (within five years): Consolidation of

an

African Common Market

entailing free movement of people, goods,
capital and services; establishment of a
single market and a Pan-African Economic
and Monetary Union, including a single
African currency; creation of a Pan-African
Parliament and election of its members by
universal suffrage; establishment of
African multi-national enterprises in all
sectors; and the creation of executive organs

for the Community.

external trade.

and
•

[such,as the Economic Com-

structures

endogenous and self-sustained develop-

framework for the

•

gradual establishment of the Community....
First Stage (not to exceed five years):
Strengthening of the existing regional

economic self-reliance and promote an
ment;
•

Community: Excerpts From the Treaty

policies
existing and future economic

Fourth

Stage (within two years): Harthe various

monisation of tariffs among

CURRENT TERMINOLOGY

Glossary of Commonly Used Terms
regulation. In order to'reduce longgrowth most SAPS include changes in relative prices. However, the
short-term objective is to stabilise the
economy through adjustment of

Compiled by Allast Mwanza
1.

2.

Inflation:- a persistent increase in the.
general price level. Price rises do not
necessarily lead to inflation. When
some prices increase and others
decrease the effect may be neutral.
What matters is that the general trend
of prices must be persistent upward
Open General Licence:- a situation
where an import licence is not required
for the importation of specific items'.
The licensing system is open in the
sense that for specific goods one does
not need authority/approval to import

domestic demand
of external
4.

Structural

50

resources.

Devaluation:-

a

fall in the value of

currency against
cies of other countries.
5.

Trade liberalisation:- this
removal of
ceived

to

the

a

curren-

means

the

regulations that are peran adverse impact on

have

domestic and international trade.

OGIL is

meant to

encourage

trade

liberalisation.

policy
designed mainly by the IMF and WB
to help an economy adapt to short-term
or long-tenn impacts of structural factors

the reduced level

country’s

that item.
3.

to

adjustment:-

a

and further reduce government

6.

Debt trap:-

There is

no

generally

ac-

definition of the debt trap. However, the expression is usually used to
cept

refer to

a

country can

situation where

the size
actually
increases. Only the countries or institutions the debt is owed to change.
Stabilisation programme:- This as a
package of measures designed to
achieve a desired relationship between
more

borrowing. In this

of the debt is

term

7.

resource

not

case

reduced but

availabilities and needs at
to the internal price

minimum strain

and balance of payments level. The
main imbalances that such programmeant to reduce include inflation, government budget, deficits, and
balance of payments deficits. Typical-

mes are

ly stabilisation programmes precede
structural adjustment; however in
recent years the tendency has become
to implement them with adjust
programmes.

given
only service its debt by
a

Sapem August. 1991

f

s

s

Conference

Debt and Structural

on

the SADCC

NEWSLETTER
Adjustment in

Region

Held in Lusaka, Zambia,

July 8-11, 1991.

Compiled by Mapopa Chipeta
SAFES Trust, in collaboration with the Economics Association

current debt

of Zambia (EAZ), hosted a

tween

tural Adjustment
of

an

major conference on Debt and Struc-

in the SADCC region. The conference

on-going Research Project

on

was part

Debt and SAP in Southern

Africa. The conference also marked the end of the first

phase

the

problem lies

more

relationship continues to be mediated through the asymmetric
terms

of

exchange between the developed and developing

countries. In this

regard, it is important to note that during the

which covered four countries: Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and

1960s

Zimltabwe,

tions and commercial banks

now

and the beginning of the second phase which will

include additional countries of the

region such

as

Lesotho,

Mozambique and Angola. The first phase of the project dealt with
the origin and magnitude of the debt problem and the broader
economic

implications of the SAP. The second phase will not

through the 1970s, both the multilateral lending institu-

World Bank’s and

embarked

Frivolous investments

The Lusaka conference which

Prime Minister of the

range

participants from all countries in
a

fairly wide

of issues such as the origins of the debt problem, the current

economic crises and the orientation and thrust of the Structural

Adjustment Programmes which

are

Emerging Issues

to

the West. In

were

made in

import substitution in-

highly import-dependent. At the

the oil

same

time,

turn

of the 1970s.

Balance
debt

lending institutions and donor agencies. When

prices escalated and commodity prices plummeted at the
Many developing countries began to face

the Debt Problem

problem needs to be shared by both reckless lenders and

careless borrowers.
From Stabilisation

mount, many

policies of the major industrialised countries of

particular, the high interest rates in the US Adeepened

global debt problem. The problem has been further

com-

pounded by the falling commodity prices. Thus, contrary to the

a

of Payment Problem. This suggests that the blame for

As the Balance of

mounting debt burden for the developing world is linked

the monetarist

the

on

were

the multilateral

intended to resolve the

problems of economic decline.

The

without adequate assessment

government social expenditure ballooned with the full support of

officially opened by the

region. The conference deliberations covered

upon

sustainability both in the medium- and long-term.

dustries that

Republic of Zambia, Honourable, General

Malimba Masheke MP, drew
the

was

re-cycle the

public sector investment in the developing countries. Projects and
programmes were

various

The Lusaka Conference

it lucrative to

major Western donors "mission" to encourage

of their

political implications of adjustment.

found

petro-dollars which accompanied the oil boom. It became the

only deal with the above themes, but will also try to examine
options for resolving the debt problem and the long-term

in the intricate relationship be-

developed North and the under-developed South. This

national

Programmes to SAP

Payment and Budgetary deficits began to

developing countries began to approach the Inter-

Monetary Fund (IMF) for loan facilities to correct their

trade imbalance. This

conservative and

period coincided with the

emergency

of

right-wing economic policies in the Americas

and

Europe. Specifically, stabilisation

the

price structure of

an economy

programmes

with

a

focused

on

view to restoring

widely propagated belief that debt in Sub-Saharan Africa is

equilibrium in both balance of payment accounts and government

merely caused by "economic mismanagement", the

budgets. In orthodox IMF context, stabilisation

Sapem August, 1991

nexus

of the

programmes
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focus

monetary

on

policy, currency devaluation and interest rate

cal manifestation

(imperialism). More than

before the

adjustment. Currency devaluation is aimed at making imports

management of the economy, both at the global and national

costly and exports cheaper. The expected net benefit is that the

levels has become the preserve

import bill would decline whereas export earnings would inthereby leading to

crease

an

But contrary to

ments.

equilibrium in the balance of pay-

these expectations, evidence from

Malawi, Tanzania and Zambia has indicated that owing to the
of the demand for

nature

primary commodities and the high

import dependency in terms of the production structures of these
economies, the expected

objectives have remained elusive. In

fact, devaluation fuels inflation which, in turn, undermines the
basis for

production; consequently

lucrative to trade in

more

materials into finished

many entrepreneurs

imported goods than to

find it

process raw

products. This trend is accompanied by

the informalisation of the economy as many

strive to make quick

money

through trade most of which is illicit. Thus the

foreign

currency

outflows have

very

earnings which stabilisation seeks to maximise

has also found its exit

through the parallel markets

—

capital

only continued to escalate through the formal

not

channels but the process

itself has also been expanded through

the informal sector.
It is

now

evidently clear in all countries under the study, the

the Structural

SAP

has led to the adoption of

New Socio-Economic Phenomena

The failure of the stabilisation programmes
and

of the late 1970s

early 1980s led the World Bank and its affiliated institutions

to

initiate and embrace

to

stimulate

there is

a

a

programmed package (SAP) intended

growth through "market forces". Under the SAP,

general assumption that market forces of supply and

demand will allocate

resources

optimally under

a

situation of

competition and, therefore, maximise commercial objectives

mainly profitability. In accordance with its"basic and principle
of market forces, SAPs seek to address both macro-

tenets

economic and sectoral issues
and fiscal

structural

especially in the

area

problems facing Sub-Saharan African economies in-

regimes, rising government deficit, state

controlled economies, over-valued currencies and
SAPs are, therefore,

growth, through the

policy instmments which
time

negative inter-

designed to assault these structural

rigidities and stimulate the economies into
tainable

of monetary

policy. In the World Bank orthodox, the identified

elude: restrictive trade

est rates.

use

are to

of

a

a process

of

sus-

programmed package of
a given

be implemented within

period. The basic SAP instruments included exchange rates

management (usually devaluation) and

interest rates adjustment

(monetary instruments); and deficit financing (fiscal), trade
liberalisation and

privatisation. In political

economy terms,

SAP

represents a global victory for international capital and its politi52

In the three countries where SAP has been in

operation for
decade now, there is apparently no evidence to indicate
that currency devaluation, combined with the attainment of posinearly

a

tive interest rate, has benefited the national economies

the

—

expected increase in export earnings has not occurred because of
the low demand, elasticity for primary commodities. In addition,
the high import dependency of the import substitution industries
have largely been forced to close because of the rising cost of
imports arising out of devaluation and the high cost of credit due
to high interest rates; this has also led to wide-spread unemployment and social hardships that accompany it. The much acclaimed diversification of the economy has yet to come —
instead, the colonial international division of labour has been
reinforced
of

—

Sub-Saharan Africa continues

materials for which

raw

they receive

to

a

remain

producer
pittance. The net
a

beneficiaries of devaluation are, therefore, no doubt, the im-

porters

of

materials in the West. The move towards trade
privatisation of parastatals has not necessarily
economic expansion. There is evidence to indicate that
raw

led to

trade liberalisation has accelerated the rate of de-industrialisation

in many

Adjustment Programmes (SAPs)".
as a

of the World Bank and IMF.

The Results of SAP

liberalisation and

failure of the "stabilisation programme

,

ever

developing countries, whereas privatisation though largely still being resisted, will entrench the foreign dominance of
national economies without necessarily bringing about the expected foreign investment. This should serve to dispel any notions that the current hardships brought about by SAP are only
short-term, because

even

the multilaterals themselves have

specific perception of what constitutes short-

or

no

long-term

horizons.
It

the conference’s

was

general

consensus

alternatives to the current SAP should
critical

that the search for

necessarily deal with the

question of the international trade regime, a more encom-

passing identification of what constitutes structural rigidities of
the economies of Sub-Saharan Africa, (current

perception

are

ideologically loaded) and an adequate appreciation of the important

role of social

ment.

It is

now

expenditure in economic growth and develop-

evidently clear that the resolution of the debt

problem requires a more embracing approach by both the creditor
and debtor nations. The current

which seeks

to

approach through the Paris Club,

deal with the debtor countries

on a

ca.se-by-case

basis, gives undue powers to the creditors to determine solutions
to

their

own

advantage without due regard to the collective

demands of debtor nations. This

approach does not only

per-

petuate dependency relations, but seeks to exonerate creditors at
the expense

of debtors. The second phase of the Research Project

will seek

concretise the search for alternatives for the resolu-

to

tion of the debt

problem and the current SAPs.
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